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Nature and Scope of HRM

Good morning. So today, what is the topic? Topic is nature and scope of HRM, now we

all know what is HRM? It is Human Resource Management. Now, when you say human

resource, what do you understand by this human resource, it is something like money or

some other asset, what do you understand by human resource? Manpower, so see his
understanding is that it is a power, so whoever possesses a resource has a power with

him, someone else says service, what exactly do you mean by service. Human resource,
training people in a particular task, so what she feels is like a potential asset, once you

ut

train the asset it becomes productive, any other view on this? Human resource, you know

we talk of land being a resource, labour being a resource, in the old days we used to call
it labour, machinery being some resource if you own it.

ol

So, do you own the human resource? Land you can own, machinery you can own,
material you can own, can you own the human resource; that means, a kind of slave, you
own me for instance? No, it is in a different context. What is that context? Just like you
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own land, you certainly do not own a human resource, do you? We all agree, we do not
own. At one time, may be in the past in some societies even a human resource used to be
owned like bonded labour or slavery.
Now a days, society does not permit that, it is wrong, so then what happens then, as an
employer are you going to own the human resource? No, so therefore, how are you going
to utilize that you do not own, you have to hire; that means, you enter into an agreement,

kind of contract, and that agreement always comes why, because there is a mutual need.
You would like to work for me and I want someone like you to work for me, may be
your qualification, your experience or the type of attitude you have that in my opinion fit
into my kind of organization, so we enter into a contract.
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So, contract is what? We agree mutually that you will deliver X, Y, Z and I in return will
deliver A, B, C that is a contract. Contract has a certain time period and it has some other
terms and conditions like how much remuneration you will get, what are your rights and
what are your responsibilities, likewise what are my rights and what are my
responsibilities? So, you see in the modern organizational setup, managing a human
being is managing of people whom you do not own, it is not a resource like land.
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So, the point here you see is a little different, the way you will manage machines or
money, you cannot manage human beings in the same manner. And therefore, some of
the people now days they object in fact to this terminology, they say that you cannot say
human resource, they are not resource in the same connotation as there are other classical
resources like money, land and material, it is wrong to say human resource.

You should not say that because there is no ownership here, do you agree with that view?

But anyway, whether we agree or not generally in industry now and in business, it has

been accepted generally that human resource is a terminology which may be used in
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many organization. In fact, the department in your company which manages the people
of the company, people management is often called the HR department - Human
Resource department. Their role is to manage the people, any questions at this stage?
Before this HR phenomenon, there used to be something called personnel management,
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have you heard about that, and is there any difference do you think or is just as a fashion,
now a days we just call it its fashionable to say human resource management, and not
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personnel management.
(( ))

Good, see what he says, is there a kind of distinction in the management of people in
terms of division of the work? The management of people may comprise of many assets
or many facts, aspects of management, so he says the recruitment part of it is called
personnel management, and the HRD is the training and development part of it. This is
somewhat correct, but generally what is accepted, and we will see that later on is
definition. Human resource and management concentrate not only on your contract; there
is a contract between the employee and the management, but goes beyond that; beyond
that means, it addresses you as an individual, not that collective body with whom you
have a contract, clear or not clear?
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When I address you as an individual, what are the things I look for? I look for your well
being also apart from my fulfilling the terms of the contract, I also look at you beyond
that, I say all right, I am giving him the salary, he’s doing the work, and there is no
breach of contract. But after all he is a human being, he has got his needs, wants,
aspirations, motivational aspects, am I looking at that or I am looking at him as a pay slip
number?
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Do you know all of us have a pay slip number in any organization and in some

organization like educational institution we have a number, don’t we have a number, roll

number is it not, always you write name, roll number. And in large organizations, it also
happens that people are more or less reduced because their large numbers not to names,
but they are reduced to numbers, department it may be alpha numeric numbering code,
department N E and you will be N E 1001.

So, you see the dehumanization, you are reducing a human being into a number, so in the

extreme (( )) of the term - it means personnel management deals with a contract.
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Contract which is something impersonal written on paper away from the focus of the

human being, whereas HR Management, the focus is on the human being, of course there
is a contract too, that is not for the main focus. Main focus is you address as an
employer, holistically who are the human beings here and how you can fulfill their
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aspiration and in turn, it is believed employers would be HR and not PM - Personnel
Management. They believe that, in return the employers will be so well motivated that
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they will give you something beyond the contract, what they have not contracted to do
they will delight you, they will give you more than you expect, any questions?
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So, nature and scope of HR; now there are many scholarly definitions for HRM, here is

one, but before they say HRM, they talk of the human resource which we talked about a

little while ago, and that is a whole consisting of interrelated, interdependent and
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interacting physiological, psychological, sociological and ethical components. Nothing

seems to be left out; it is a very comprehensive definition of human resource by Michael
Jucius. Leon Megginson human resources represent the total of the inherent abilities,
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again total acquired knowledge and skills and exemplified in the talents and aptitude of
its employees.
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What is aptitude, is it same as attitude, no, what is aptitude then? Internal knowledge is
that aptitude, how you see the things, reasoning power. Aptitude actually means your
potential and ability to acquire some knowledge or some skills. When you have aptitude
tests, we try to find out whether you have an aptitude for manual dexterity letters you are
good at doing things with fingers or you have an aptitude for pattern recognition that is
aptitude.

And what is attitude? You all know what are attitude, values and attitudes, so attitude is
what? It is a judgmental or evaluative frame of mind or state of mind in relation to some
person, some object, some episode, some principle, and it is based on certain value, what
core values you have that shapes your attitude. Example, if your value is that every
employer has a duty and responsibility to give safe working conditions that is your value.
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Because, you feel that they are duty bound, then your attitude will be that if he has not
given you very good conditions, he is not a good employer. On the other hand, if your
attitude is that employer is by and large, we will try to make maximum profits. So,
anything which grows against maximum profits they may not provide, so whatever they
provided be happy with it, you see the different attitude is based on the values, so any
questions?

ol

ut
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Now, here is another view which he said sometime is not accepted nowadays, human
resources may be considered as human capital, so he is making an analogy, capital
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means - money or any other asset, so he says is just like any other asset, you may
consider it as. Comparing that this human capital is a conglomeration or it is comparing
of many things intellectual capital, social capital, and emotional capital. Now, when you

say capital, automatically it has a connotation of meaning, and what is that? That is an
asset, what is the connotation of asset? That it may be used to multiply many other things
to earn something beyond.

So, if you have a capital of 1 lakh of rupees, what is the meaning of that word capital?
What is it conveys to you? That the capital is capable of multiplying, sometimes we use a
term dead asset, and what does it mean? That is you are negating the whole idea of an
asset, you have gold lot of jewelery and is locked up in the locker, you only take it out
two or three times a year when there a wedding function is the gold earning anything,
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nothing much. So, we call it a dead asset, but you convert it into money by shares of
good companies and the share prices increase and from time to time, they give you bonus
shares, what is happening? Your capital is multiplying.
So, this is the view of Dr. Samantha Ghoshe, intellectual capital is specialized
knowledge, passive knowledge and skills cognitive complexity and learning capacity and
social capital is network of relationships. Sociability and trust-worthiness as social
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capital very important for inter personal relationships emotional capital is self confidence

ambition and courage risk bearing ability and resistance, why resistance? Resistance to
change may be in an organization you as the management, you are thinking of bringing

in change and the people there human capital as you are saying you resist that change
also or may cooperate, so that is another perspective is another view of this definition of
human resources, any questions?
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So, now having seeing what human resources are, we come to human resources
management HRM. So, simply put HRM is a process for making efficient and effective
use of human resources, so that the set goals are achieved again. We are seeing this in the
past that in management terms we use is, what efficient and effective sometimes not to
mean the same thing.
Do you remember how we have differentiated the concept of efficiency from
effectiveness, anyone remembers, if I ask you, can you tell me the difference between
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effectiveness and efficiency in an organization? Achieving a goal is being effective,
achieving the goal economically is efficient, and would you accept that definition?
Partly, why partly, why not fully? Because you think effectiveness means that it should
have been in an efficient manner, is it? Well, effectiveness usually is meaning the
mission as he said the goal, the tasks have you done it or not. If you do an excellent
operation, you are a surgeon and you do it in a very, very, good efficient manner in the
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least time, least blood loss and so on, and you get full marks. So, very efficient operation,
but the patient dies, what he is trying to say is the whole mission and the goal was that

operation was not an end itself, operation was an enabling act to save a life, let us say or
heal a person.

So, if the person died then the mission was ineffective, but the surgeon who performed it

you cannot blame him, maybe there were other factors, he did it very efficient. So, we

have said in organizations if each of the departments perform the work extremely, well
and they do it at the least cost, quicker time, but ultimately the patient or rather the
customer is not happy then, we say that, in that case there has been ineffectiveness, but
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efficiency has been there, clear or not? I think we discussed this earlier, and that is why
in the organization structures, sometimes we change the structure from bureaucratic
functional oriented structure, to a structure which is more of matrix nature, is it not, any
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questions?

So, HRM is concerned with the people dimension in management, since every
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organization is made up of people, acquiring the services, developing their skills,
motivating them to a higher levels of performance and ensuring that they continue to
maintain their commitment to the organization are essential to achieving organizational
objectives. So, you can see that how we are approaching the human resource
management from the point of view of human behavior, you know words like
commitment, motivation, developing skills; developing skills would be giving a part of

self actualization, motive. If you are in the organization where you feel that you are at a
dead end, you are not going to learn anything more than you learnt in college, you will

become de-motivated. So, organization will provide you with policies whereby, you can
let us say take study, leave and go, and retain your job such policies, they are helping
you to develop yourself.
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So, therefore, these are very comprehensive definitions of human resource management

which addresses individual people as individuals and not as mere numbers, here is

another, and this is by the National Institute of Personal Management, let us see what
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they say. They take a personal management stands or they take a human resource
management stands, that part of management which is concerned with people at work

and with their relationship within an enterprise. Its aim is to bring together and develop
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into an effective organization of men and women who make up an enterprise having
regard for the well being of the individual and of the working groups to enable them, to
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make the best contribution for its success.

So, what is it more concerned with this definition, with the individual or the group, yes,
groups or individual? Groups, so what is the kind of view this is taking, they are after all
the National Institute of Personal Management, they seem to be taking a kind of pluralist

we call it; that means, collective view that here is a body of people we have to manage
them, so they are taking a group kind of perspective which is not what we said is a
human resource kind of perspective. Human resource perspective is the human being,
individual, so we can call it as unitarist not the pluralist.
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Now, it says essence of HRM, a process of procuring, developing and maintaining
competent human resources in the organizations, so that the goals of an organization are
achieved in an efficient and effective manner. So, the entire essence you can summarize

ut

here first is, it is a process of procuring; procuring means what? Recruiting, selecting,
appointing, and then developing and maintaining – developing, how do you develop, so

the next sequence is you having selected and appointed, you must induct them into the
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organization, orient them into what are the values of your organization and maintaining
competent resources, how do you give competence? By training them, any companies
they take engineers B tech or M tech, but they do not leave it as that they want to train
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them to their particular kind of operations. Say, the B tech that they have taken as a
general degree, but this company is engaged in making switch gear, they have taken
electrical engineer.

So, now, they will train them in competence of their line of business that is switch gear
more in depth training about switch gear, and all this is for what of course, for achieving
an efficient and effective manner, the organizations goals all right, and the art of
managing people at work, so that they give their best to the organization.
Here again you have the PM concept that is personnel management concept or HR
concept. HR because the PM concept says it is a contract really, you are supposed to do
this job for getting this pay and you do the job, so you are fulfilling your contract. But,
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HR says you are beyond that both on the part of the employer as well as on the part of
the employee.
There are certain organizations usually organizations which are owner managed that is
person who owns it manages it also, where they have what you call a paternalistic kind
of management, paternalistic philosophy; that means, if you are loyal to me as an
employee you do all your work whatever I ask you to do, I will in turn look after
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everything, when you are sick I will look after you, your family member, marriage of
your children alright if you want money for that higher education for your children if you

want to send them abroad, all these social and things which are included or which are the
responsibilities of you as a family ahead I as an employee would look after that also, so
this is a paternalistic, taking the responsibility.

So, what do you think is a better system, the professional system of contract or human

resource approach? Human resource approach, but human resource approaches would
you like to sell your soul to the employer, because you have to be loyal to him,

ut

absolutely loyal. You have to do what he says or you prefer a contract, you come you do
your job efficiently earn your money and you lead your private life as you would like to
lead.

ol

So, you see there are issues which are quite complex, not simple issues, a paternalistic
type of approach can impinge into privacy, can lead to regimentation which in turn can
be viewed as removal of personal liberties of the individual and the other way round, but
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not necessarily. If it is possible to have a system of human resource management, which
on the one hand has a good points of the paternal system embodied in it, and the good
points of the professional system also, that is it gives the employee enough elbow room
or space to have their private life. But, at the same time looks after not only his
workplace needs, but his life needs to some extent, beyond his workplace, that is a kind
of id - utopian employer, any comments views on this?
Because you will have to be dealing with this from two angles as employers when you
are in a higher positions, and also the employees in all positions, whether high or low
anyone who prefers the paternalistic, I call it the (( )) system of managing human
resources. You do as I say and I will look after you, do not worry just come and work
here, all your needs I will take care of, No, some people are shaking their, why not all
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your responsibilities are over, boss they will look after you, what is wrong in it? Totally
control, why do you say control, because whenever you have some need he will give it,
you mean that he will want his pound of flesh in return, totally control? Yes, you are in
deep thought what do you think, these are issues you have to face soon when you get
your M tech and go out, maybe we are all utopians we want the best of both the world’s
right. Whether we can get it or not depends on our internal locus of control, if you take
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the view is fate and destiny, where I get a job and where I spend my working life, all you
can say that I look for employers to fit my definition, and I will try to get a job with those
employers, so that I make my own destiny and fate, is it not? So it is your choice.

So, that is the essence of HRM and why we have been discussing this, for the last half an

hour we are being touching upon these two kinds of opposites one is the personnel
approach and the other is the human resource approach, so here is a little chart you see
which is trying to summarize that.
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So, Human Resource Management HRM and Personnel Management PM, comparison
dimensions. So, PM is pluralist as we have said, and HRM is Unitarist means individual
- looking at the individual. Perception of conflict, this is another dimension, the old
school you know personnel managers, their perception was that conflict is always there
in the institutions, it is institutionalized, it is always there, so it has to be.
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Remember, what we learnt about conflict, there certain views of schools of thought of
conflict, remember, there is a traditional school of thought. We said traditional school
which says conflict is always there, always bad, so whenever you have conflict in the
organization get rid of it. And then we say there another school, we say conflict is
inevitable you have to accept it and manage it, that is manages it so that it does not
become destructive, does not become disfunctional, but you contain it and manage it, but
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a good about it is inevitable, so, manage it.
And the third, what was the third school? It is necessary they say, you should welcome it,
managers in fact should promote some sort of a conflict of course, constructive conflict

why because, it gives the best out of people or takes the best out of their people, they
perform best when there is some constructive tension conflict or competition.

Now, here it says conflict is institutionalized, so the traditional personnel management

kind of views or the personnel managers would say conflict problem our job is to

manage it problems will be there because conflicts are there that is their view. And what

ut

is the view of HRM conflict is pathologised, what does that mean, what is pathology?
You have heard of pathologist, you have heard of pediatrician, what is pediatrician?

Child specialist, pathologist testing, when you do diagnostic test try to diagnose, when
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you do that when someone has become sick or ill not normal.
So, the view pathologist mean, conflict is not always there, it should not be there, if it is
there it must be treated and got rid of; that means, it is not normal, you see the other
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point of view, what they say is that what is normal is harmony people working together,
this is the view we take and therefore, we try to treat. If there is a disharmony, now is it

as same as the view - traditional view of conflict - that is bad, is it exactly the same view,

what was the traditional view of conflict? Conflict is bad, moment it comes get rid of it,
it is not really the same.

It says that conflict if it is there, it is not normal, what they say is, all organizations their
view is would generally work in harmony, but if conflict comes and it will come, it is
something which is aberration, it is not normal, therefore manage it. Like the view all
human beings most of our life will be healthy, but sometimes we will fall ill, is there
anyone who never falls ill in all his. No, he will fall ill, if he fall ill then, we will
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diagnose we will take treatment. Now, you see the difference in the views, everyone sees
that, so which view you are subscribing to.
The PM kind of view or the HR kind of view, HR kind everyone likes to be the HR kind
that is why even companies which do not practice HR, let me tell you they are quietly
changing the name and saying HR department, because you cannot change human
beings. There are many human beings in the HR department, and in the other department
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maybe including the CEO who believes in PM method, but he puts HR Method to attract

young people like you know, this is the HR department which is very modern looks after
you right ideas.

So, we have a term which we say some things are politically correct or politically
incorrect, so this is a politically correct view now. HR but don’t get fooled, every

company has HR, but many companies do not practice HR, they do not believe in it, they
believe in PM.

Next is contract, we talked about that isn’t it, so emphasis on compliance inspector, you
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have a contract have you done it, what is your contract? You will come in at 9 o clocks
and you will go out at 5 o clocks, so have you come in at 10 o clocks, breach of contract
not compliance or you have left early and the other view is beyond contract
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commitments.

So, today you have some problem, your child is not well take half day off is all right, but
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tomorrow there is a deadline to meet because there is a big tender with a deadline and we
have to submit that tender. You may have to work the whole night through not as per
contract, but this is the view, so it goes both sides when it is your need we look after,

when it is our need you must look after.
Role of procedures - in this dimension you see - roles dominated culture and values
dominated, what is the role boss and subordinate that is a role, you play the role each one
of us, most of us unless we are very, very, junior, we are also a boss to some people, at

the same time we have our own boss, and we have to play the role different roles in
different cases, but what is culture and value dominated, it means that your role then take
a back seat, and in your day to day relationships in the workplace and also outside the
workplace. What you are looking at then is more the inter-relationships or the
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interactions or the relationships which are made out of cultural value not, so much the
role values.
So, the line between the boss and the subordinate is not in the foreground, in the
background isn’t it, there are many formalized institutions where you have to be very
formal because, the role of boss and subordinate is very predominant. Example, our own
IIT here is it not, but there are some institutions in some other cultures may be in
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America where they are not so, students will come and they will not, so much as by your

leave they will just come with a coca cola in their hand, the glass walk and sit there at the
back and may be put their feet also, maybe I am exaggerating, but accepted that here if
the instructor comes everyone stands up.

So, here the role of instructor student is very much in the foreground, does it mean

someone who come with coca cola is a bad student or is being disrespectful, not
necessarily, culturally there they are focusing more not on the role, but on the cultural
aspects.
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Planning perspective, ad-hoc and reactive, and for HRM integrated and proactive, what
does in ad-hoc and reactive? That mean you wait for some problems to come, some
issues to develop, do you think that unless there are issues everything is all right, but is it
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all right always. If there are no issues and no problem, if the factory is running there no
strike, no assault, no overt indiscipline, do you think we are happy, we should be happy
factory is running well No, you will take precaution, but why if it is running well
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everything is ok. Where the question of precaution it may happen in future, but what is
happening now, is everything ok that is my question.
People are working is it ok, some may say it is not because, they are not working at their

full potential, their productivity could be improve much further, but there are no
problem, there are no slogan shouting, there are no go slow, there is no indiscipline on
the surface, everything seems to be ok. So, there no cause for management to intervene,

we wait moment there is some cause then we call, so reactive. We react we do not pro
act, what is proactive? Last year’s our productivity was 80 percent in the factory, now

this year people let us set a target because, competitors should not overtake us.
So, let us decide and agree that we will make it 85 percent this year, let us set the target
what are you doing, pro acting is there a problem? No not yet. But as had said in the
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future there may be competitors may go ahead, so you pro act, so that is the proactive.
And integrated not ad-hoc, integrated means what? It looks at the whole company, not
only one department or one part integrated.
Acceptability of unions; very important this PM acceptable HRM not desirable, why do
you think? I thought HRM people are very liberal why should they say unions are not
desirable, yes taking care of all the needs, he is right, because is mutually exclusive in
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principle what is union’s role, what is it suppose to do, interest of the people. What is the
management is looking after the interest of the people, not as a contract, but holistically
everything, where is the role of the union, could we accept that view.

So, when your manager you will see that no union comes in the factory, but for that you

have to walk your talk, is not easy alright to avoid exploitation, there are always bosses

who try to take advantage, if there is no check and balance. So, it is very difficult to do,
but in concept if truly you practice HR, that is human resource kind of management
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ut

instead of PM, then there should be no need for union, any questions?

These are some other dimensions you see, Level of trust, Key relation, Management’s
role, Basis of job design, Key people, Skill acquisition, Reward management, any

question about all, these dimensions? Key people, PM stroke I R specialists, here line
people and general managers what does that mean? When you take you have to see it
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against what is the perspective of personnel management and what is the perspective of
human resource management.
Personnel are reactive, something happens, something goes wrong, you have to sort it
out. So, PM and I R specialists they must know the labour laws, they must know, what
are the industrial disputes act? What is the workers compensation act? And they may be
well versed in this, what is the factory’s act? What are the conditions? Which you are
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supposed to provide and line people and managers, do they know all these laws and acts,
they do not know; they are supposed to know marketing operations, they are line people
isn’t it.

And where are they going to focus, here since they are focusing on individuals and the
individuals are working in which department, in the HR department or PM department,
No, few individuals are there, but the bulk of the individuals are in the operating

departments. So, if they are in the operating department in a HR kind of a philosophy
who should be looking after the individual, line people and general managers, because
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they are their employees, think about it, you are say manufacturing manager and you

have five hundred people with you, anything goes wrong are you going to immediately
throw your hands up and say look I do not know you have to go to personnel department,
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because they are your people, you should be concerned with it.
So, the key people here are line people and general managers, because management of
people is done by whom? Where are most of the people? They are in the operating
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departments, and personnel department. People are more of a specialist nature; therefore,
they are specialists, any other points where you want clarification?
Learning organization: Learning organization and training and development, learning
organization means that, as organization experiences many difficulties or has many
triumphs it should be documented, so that not only one department knows about what
has happened, but it spreads into the larger body of the organization. And therefore,
nowadays what they try to do for organization to learn, you must disseminate all the
knowledge, which is coming in various parts of the organization, disseminate it widely
throughout the organization.
And one way to do is to work in teams, to work in task force - that is if you have a
project alright, instead of the project department having the responsibility to do it, you
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assemble a task force it is for the project, what are the kind of knowledge and skill which
are required. And if these are available in marketing department you tell them that, you
give me for one year or six months one good person, if it is the HR department takes
from them. So, you build a team with gross functional expertise, when you build a team
with that expertise for executing a certain project, during the execution of the project the
team members keep learning something about the other department’s work also.
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So, we have a automatically mechanism, is there for dissemination of the information or
whatever be there, that is a learning organization we call it, in essence is whatever

knowledge or expertise or skill is available in any part of the organization should be
disseminated and dispersed and diffused into all parts of the organization. So that, the

entire mass of people in the organization, the whole they can also take part in the

learning process and why? Because, that way the organization becomes so much, the
better more productive and therefore, can perform its goals beat the competition and be
better.

ut

Do you agree with it, I think it is it is something which we intuitively we accept, because

when you are totally compartmentalizing department, what are you doing? You are
learning more and more about less and less till you learn everything about, about nothing
isn’t it; that is extreme specialization that is a joke. You do PHD, do post doctorate after

ol

that, then continue to do research, but on only one area, say you are doing medical
research just one limited area so much, so you stop reading any books magazines,
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watching t v, finally you know nothing, except that one little specialty, which we do not
encourage in IIT. You must have breadth courses apart from your depth courses, so any

questions; otherwise we take a break of five minutes, thank you.
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Analysing and Designing Job: I
See one of the responsibilities for the HR department is analysing what are the various
jobs which are there in the company and also designing the jobs, if it is a new company

you are setting up you have to design the job, if it is a old company which is already
operating then you may have to redesign the jobs. Because constantly every company is

in a state of flux nothing is static; the products are changing, customers are changing,
market is changing right, people are changing, new kind of skills, technology is
changing. So, within the change the jobs cannot remain the same, they also keep up, they

department.

ut

have to change. So, which department is primarily involved in that and that is the HRM

Of course, in real life it is not only the HRM who does it. This is a cross functional team,

ol

when you redesign jobs; you of course have to involve people who are actually doing the
job, is it not? So, HRM often has a coordinating role. But usually when new plans are set
up then the HRM would have the primary role of setting of the jobs, and they have to be
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the driver of this, they have to consult operating people, but they have to do themselves.
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So, let us see concept, definition and meaning. What is the job? What is the concept? A

collection of tasks is regarded as a regular assignment to individual employees, and
which is different from other assignments between one job and the other job. A group of

ut

positions or modules of work, done by division of the total work, example, you are
dividing the whole work of the office let us say into peon, clerical, supervisory,
technician, accountant, manager, etcetera. So, division of work, why, to make for better
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efficiency in operations. Everyone doing everything may not be all efficient and will not
be in fact, usually as efficient as if there is a large volume of repetitive work; you divide
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it, and make specific people do specific type of jobs; any questions?
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Job analysis: The process of collecting information about a job. It finds out the anatomy

(( ))

ut

of the job; everyone knows what is anatomy?

Internal…

ol

Yes, you know what is anatomy? Anatomy of the job, what does it mean anatomy?

Internal, external, likely anatomy is a term often used in medical, science, and there is a
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subject in first year of MBBS; anatomy - famous Grey’s anatomy, doctor Grey, he wrote
this book many, many, many, many years ago and it has become a classic, Grey’s
anatomy, anatomy shows various parts of the human body both internal as well as
external. So, that is what it means here. It finds out the anatomy of the job, various parts
of the job, hidden as well as overt. It finds out the contents of an existing job, example,
what are the duties of a clerk, group-1, what are the minimal skills, knowledge and
abilities require to do the job, minimal skills, after that they can be trained to do higher
level jobs.

So, analysis by very nature you know its disection; you take a whole, you cut it into parts
then you put it in a under a microscope analyze. What is the opposite of analysis?
Synthesis.
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Correct, synthesis, you have various parts, (( )) puzzles (( )), your ability to from this part
to assemble a whole, look at a whole pattern or a picture, from what seemingly are
unrelated events or episodes, that ability. So, this analytical ability as well as
synthesizing ability both these are important for managers. And if you have both of
these, if you have the skills of analyzing and synthesizing also, then you have the skill of
conceptualization also. If things are not there in front of you, you will be able to picture
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them in your mind – conceptualize.
Definition: Job analysis is the process of getting information about the jobs. Specially,
what the worker does; how he or she gets it done; why he or she does it; skill, education
and training is required, relationship which is required, relationship to other jobs,

physical demands, environmental conditions. Well as you can see from the definition,
this is applicable and referring to jobs on the factory shop floor essentially or jobs which
you may term as lower level jobs not higher level alright, which may be large volume
and repetitive.

ut

Early on after the industrial revolution, when scientific management school came into
being; what they did was? Basically the scientific approach to analyzing the jobs alright

and then going about ways to find the best methods of doing each part of the job; all with
the idea of increasing the efficiency right. You have heard of Taylor Frederick - FW
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Taylor all of you have heard about him; he belong to the scientific school of management
and they believed that; that you split the job into all the elements of the total job. Then
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you try to do each of these elements separately in large volumes, repetitively, you get
high productivity, and then finally you assemble. And this was applied where very
successfully? Where did they apply this principle very successfully?
Time motion.

Time motion, but where? Auto mobile manufacture, auto mobile assembly line is a

dramatic example of how efficiencies can be increased to make a car by one or more
person, but from start to finish, if it took let us say 30 days, the assembly line splitting
the work, assigning only one or two components of the work to the individual; you could
probably have 100 cars in 1 day; look at the dramatic order of change that is brought
about.
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So, they use this method of analysis right to very great advantage, but they found out

after some time. That there is a limitation; there is a limitation to how far you can

increase the productivity by doing it by analytical and scientific methods, and up to a

ut

point after that no more. Why, why, why no more; why not it goes on and on and on and
on; people get tired alright.

vt
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Say this is efficiency or productivity, and this is let us say scientific methods, say
automation or mechanization. So, it went up dramatically and after sometime it saturated,
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and then it started (( )). So, very good; what happened here; what happened; people got
tired; why did not they get tired here - in this zone.
Repetitive work.
Repetitive work, so they got bored; bored is it? Fatigued; what kind of Fatigued?
Physical or mental - mental fatigued. So, what what was what are the process that was
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happening? You have here a human being who was being de-humanized, he is becoming
a robot, and therefore rebels; because he is not a robot he is a human being; rebels, how
does he rebel; by setting his own strength at. No more; set own standards; not what

management sets. And any ever work man who tries to go beyond, what is the standard

set by the work mans themselves; he will be punished, where? Outside the gate, so this is
what happened. So, therefore new school of thought came in; out of which? This whole
concept of HR and not PM, if we discussed in the last topic.
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(Refer Slide Time: 12:00)

Anyway major outcome of job analysis was job description and job specification. And

what is job description? This is prepared based on the data collected through job
analysis. It is a narration alright of the contents of a job. It is a description of the

activities and duties performed in a job, the relationship of the job with other jobs, the
equipment and tools required, the nature of the supervision their working conditions and
the hazards of a job.
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So, as anyone of you seen a job description sheet; job description sheet no one has seen.
No one has got any experience here in any organization; you have, what do you think is

job description sheet? You have to manufacture let us say a component alright, if job

ut

description sheet will tell you all those things which are relevant.
(No audio from 13:43 to 13:54)
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Usually, it will give you a drawing, let us say this is a component alright, and they will
tell you the dimensions alright, they will tell you the tolerance; it will give you the
materials, description quantity; it will give you the machine to be used; it will give you
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the tool to be used; it will give you the interconnecting component with which it will met
alright interconnecting component. It will also give you the time for batch; so many

minutes or seconds per batch and the batch may be 100 numbers say. What is this? When

a job comes to you and the quantity to be manufactured; why did they give you this,

because today you have first shift you are working, second shift another work will come,

third shift another may come, this is a back, these components may be in a production
run for 4 days or 5 days, because quite a few thousands of them are necessary are
required, so if standardizing.
So, what is the process which you are trying to do here, job description, standardizing
essentially; any questions? Any changes which happen here alright, in any of these will
be interrelated on the other say, the materials specification changes alright. You have
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been making out of a let us say this component using making out of mild steel sheet of
20 gaze, and now you do value engineering and say the design department certified, even
if you reduce the gaze to 22 gaze, make it thinner, you can still have the same strength
and same functionality, but you can save the cost.
So, moment they change the material specification alright. You may find the tool which
you have been using has to change; you may find that the number of the amount of
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material if you have to issue, changes, the time that is taken changes. So, all these

interrelated things, you will have to be reviving this sheet. So, standardization is the
reason why you have this.
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Job description and job specification: So, purpose of job description is grading and
classification of the job, placement and orientation of new employees, promotion for
career path, developing work standards, counseling of employees and delimitation of
authority. After all in factories you have jobs which are skilled right, job which are semi
skilled, job we do not require skill, we call them unskilled sometimes. Nowadays modern

term we do not call them unskilled, because you say if unskilled why have a man at all.

So, we call it grade 1, grade 2, grade 3, some other names, but the different grading is
there.
Then placement and orientation of new employees: New employees at from have got
certain experience, they have got some qualification. So, they have to be fitted into an
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appropriate job. So, if you know the job description you can match it with the
qualifications, experience, knowledge and skills, and place. Promotion and transfers how does it come in job description, how is it relevant to promotion and transfers, tell
me.
(Audio not clear, Refer Time: 18:39)
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Yes, so, but I am saying for purpose of job, purposes of job description. How job
description connecting these promotions and transfers that is the question.
I do not know.
No.
For fitting the person for a suitable job.

Fitting the person for a suitable job, yes, if you have a job description and you have
people who have got, all these qualifications alright, which are more than for this job.

ut

May be you can consider him to be promoted, you have a semi skilled work man alright;

say he is a assembler - semi skilled assembler and you have a skilled assembler, and in
the union agreement you have got this job description written quite clearly; he is a semi
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skilled assembler, it said he shall recognize the necessary components, he shall have the
ability to place them properly in the fixture, he shall have the knowledge of selecting the
correct fastener, you know screw alright and doing the assembly operations under
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supervision, then you go to the next, next says all these. In addition to doing what a semi
skilled assembler does, he shall have the ability or he shall work independently from
drawings under supervision.

Then you go to the next highly skilled assembler and you say in addition to what is for
the skilled assembler, he shall be able to guide other assemblers in doing out complicated
assemblies and also to be able to trouble shoot and correct wrong assemblies done in the

shop floor. You see the difference? So, depending on the job description, the promo
ability is coming in. So, someone who semi skilled and say look I can do from drawings

I have got the skill, you promote me now to the skilled workman, because in the skilled
workman it says shall work from drawings, semi skilled not from drawings under
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supervision only. Then the word independent those who can guide others, these are
highly skilled. So, those who have it will be promoted. So, that is the relationship.
Any other…
Counseling of employee.
Counseling of employee, tell me, someone tell me how job description alright come into
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counseling of employees; we just said if you want a semi skilled assembler alright to
learn something to be told how to do it right, you already built it to the job description of
the highly skilled that he shall guide others correct mistakes. So, we need not ask an
engineer to come and tell, we can always give this job to the highly skilled, and say look

you gone counsel them; why he is doing wrong, analyze it, because that is part of your

job description. So, you need not send the very highly qualified B. E or B. Tech or M.

Tech to teach it to the semi skilled assembler. So, it has a roll job description has an
applicability in counseling of employee also; any other questions?

ut

Last one - delimitation of authority, who will answer this to me? Tell me, delimitation

you are limiting some of authority, some workman’s authority, tell me. Yes, you have
not spoken, tell me, you are limiting authority; in other words say you are a semi skilled
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workman, I am limiting your authority, how, by job description, what authority, to guide
other workmen. Say I come I am taking a round, I am production manager on the shop
floor and I find you a semi skilled assembler is in the work station offer skilled
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assembler then I ask you what are you doing; no sir, he had a problem so I was telling
him. I said who are you to tell, I have limited your authority; you are not suppose to tell;

he suppose to tell you why you left your work place; clear? I am limiting it the authority
by describing the job.

Now, for higher level do we have this detailed job description, usually no. Say a general

manager we not have a job description, but very large organization may have that also. It
will be more broad based. Say there general manager shall be over all in charge of all
activities and functions of his department or factory, broad. He shall be he shall for see
possible problems that may arise in relation to his factory and take proactive steps to see
that these problems do not arise or if they do, they are solved initially without much
damage (( )). So, some broad line you can or deputy general manager and general
manger you can delimit delimit also, is it not or limit by job description. But usually it is
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not done, because it is so broad based, it is difficult to pin point and write down all those
things which you should not do, very difficult, as you go higher up the hierarchical
ladder. But for lower it is very, very important to write it down.
And particularly when we have the unionized factory, because the pay, the perquisites or
the remuneration packages are connected very much to the job description and job
classification, and all the dispute that arise are usually based on this job description and
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job classification. There are so many nuances there. Often there will be a dispute, sir he
can do this job, management says I know he can do this job, but he is not doing it. So,
who is to blame, you are not giving him the job, management says I cannot give it to

him, because I do not have the orders which are so much of this type of job that I can
give it to him, I already got employees who know that. So, I sympathize with him, but I

cannot promote him. So, all these sort of issues come. So, job description is very

important for lower level particularly, when you have unionized jobs; any other
questions?
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So, this is giving your like I was trying to tell you for a shop floor. A job description of a
component: He has the broader one. A statement containing items such as job title
alright, the last one which I showed you was a job meaning a work piece on the shop
floor. This is the job meaning the work to be done by an employee; that is the difference.
Location, job summary, location means where you are sitting which office, is it Delhi
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based, Bombay based, is there a two factories, is it sitting in the Powai factory or Borvali
factory. Job summary, duties, machine, tool, equipment, material and form, supervision
given or received, working conditions and hazards.
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And then as we said the job analysis give rise to two things right; one was job description
and the other was job specification. So, what does specification state? Statement of
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human qualifications, one was job related, this is the person who will do the job
specification, necessary to do a job. Usually contains such items as education,
experience, training, judgment, initiative, physical effort, right physical skill,
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responsibilities communication skills, unusually; unusual sensory demands such as sight,
smell, hearing. Any question here, unusual sensory demands, what does that mean? That
means certain jobs like you are in the navy let us say alright. In the navy many of the or
why go so far, say you are a driver, you are driving a vehicle alright, if you are color
blind alright, you may not be given the driving license, because you cannot distinguish
between red light and green light, you drive through.

So, if job description of a driver; so, you have the company we have got 50 buses writing
job description. Then unusual sensory demands such as sight, you have to say the driver
shall undergo test to be certified that he is not color blind; that is a specification - job

specification; any other questions?
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So, the job specification therefore, does not really focus on the job, but on the person

doing the job. It states the minimum qualification skills, physical and other abilities,
experience, judgment and other attributes require to do the job well. And the purpose of

ut

job specification is for personal planning, hiring, performance appraisal, training and

development, job evaluation and compensation, health and safety, employee discipline,
works scheduling and career planning. Think about it, all this is easy to understand or

ol

you have some questions to ask.
What about the hiring?
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Hiring, so you say for instance you have seen these advertisements; the advertisements

you have to write down a job specification. First you start by telling all these, we are a
ISO 9000 and one company alright; engage in manufacture of highly sophisticated
switch gear and motor control gear with factory is in 5 locations in India; we are a

industry leader in our industry. Then second para, after giving the Powai of the company
what do they say? We have vacancies open for experienced mechanical engineers alright,
qualification required, post graduate from preferably IITs with specialization in thermal,
type of jobs, then it says previous experience; previous experience not necessary if from
IIT, other institution 1 to 2 years preferred and so on.
It is giving the person, what is his age, what is qualification, what is his experience, what
types of experience, sometimes this advertisement say that 10 years experience out of
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which at least 3 years should be ahead of a section or department. That means even the
managerial and administrative experience which you have apart from job. So, this is for
hiring, this is very important. In fact, you may get it in the test a question, write down the
job specification for hiring general manager of this, this, this ,this company. So, you have
to then write it down, design it down and write it down; any other questions?
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What is work scheduling?
Work scheduling alright, scheduling of work that means there are certain time periods in
which you have to do the work, is it not. So, purpose of job specification we will have to
say that he shall be required alright, he or she shall be required let us say it is it is a job
offer company doctor, he shall be required to spend time equally in both our Powai

factory and in our Borivali factory. And he shall be called upon when required to visit to
make home visits to company’s senior officers.

So, it gives you an idea of the job specification in terms of the work with that company
doctor has to do schedule. If some doctor does not want to go home visits any time
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during the night and all you, will not apply for this job or he is he has his own clinic in
the evenings which is near Powai, he may not be interested in going to Borivali. So, for
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work scheduling this is necessary, any other alright.
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So, we have seen job analysis alright and from the job analysis we saw two out comes;
what was the first one - job description, second one - job specification. Now, you see job
evaluation. It is a comparative process of establishing the value of different jobs in a
hierarchical order. Again you say is evaluation; evaluation means good, bad. So, there is
judgment, and value; value of different jobs in a hierarchical order, for instance, if I ask
you that in the factory alright you evaluate the job of personal manager, training
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manager, production manager and sells manager. Do you understand? It is not a easy
thing to do, because you have to see the value which each of this position is adding to the
overall benefit of the company, each is important job, but you have to provide, because
in order for company to fix remuneration packages and so on, they need to know it.

There are many companies where they do not have at the board level; it is just after the
M. D, next level of the company. They do not have let us say a vice president alright of

personnel or a vise president legal, they have lower down, they have general manager,
but not vise president. What is implicit in that? That they evaluated the job and for that

company the legal of the personal function alright in terms of and therefore the person

production.
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who heads that function, is not as important for that company as the marketing or the

It allows one to compare job by using common criteria to define relationship of one job
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to the other job. It serves as the basis for grading different jobs and developing a suitable
pay structure for them. However, it cannot be the only factor to determine pay structure.
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It is important to know why it is only, because also the pay structure is not only by the
job, but also by the person, is it not. If a person is highly qualified and at the moment the
job he is doing is of lesser evaluation, but in order to retain that person. So that in future
he can be used on higher post and higher jobs, they may pay him more. So, that is why it
says not only factor. It is important to know the job evaluation is ranking the job and not
ranking the job holder; that is the exactly the reason that is I just mention sometimes the
holder may be over qualified. But for the various reasons he has been asked that
temporarily you do this job till we get something better for you. So, this concept
understands, job evaluation is ranking the job and not ranking the job holder.
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So, some definitions; job evaluation is an attempt to determine and compare the demands
which the normal performance of a particular job makes on normal workers, without

taking into account the individual abilities or performance of workers concerned. Hence

ut

the example I give you little while ago of a worker saying sir why you are not promoting
me, because I have got the ability I can do the skilled job. What does this say? Without
taking into account the individual abilities, to determine and compare the demands with a
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normal performance of a particular job. So, if you think, now you are doing a job as
described of a semi skilled worker. We acknowledge that you can do the job of a skilled
worker, but that job is not there. When the vacancy comes, we will give you that job and
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then we can give you a promotion. This point is clear, very important point, it is not what
you can do is important for the employer, what you are doing that is more important.
So, if you are in a company where you feel that you are under employed in terms of your

qualification and experience, you are doing a lower job and they cannot give you a
higher job in a hurry, it is better for you to leave that company, take a job commensurate

with your level and by the same token remember, during the hiring policies or many

companies have hiring policies where they do not take over qualified people. If they says

that we want people who are graduates B.Tech and you go with M.Tech they would not
take you, because you are over qualified and why do not they take you by the way, is it
something foolish they are doing, because you are saying look I can not only do what
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B.Tech is doing, I can do much more than him, for the same pay I will do it, but they say
sorry we would not take you. Why?
(Audio not clear from 39:20 to 39:23)
Why, why latter on, why, you are right, but why?
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May not be…
May not be, you start you are having a chip on your shoulder and dissatisfaction will be
there from day one. All these are B. Tech they are getting say some are getting more
also, because they joined few years earlier. I am M. Tech and I am not getting. So, your

attitude will be bad; in the long run both will suffer, your job will suffer that means the
employer suffer, and you will suffer, because you will become negative in a in an

attitude, it will harm you in your career. So, they say we never take people who are over
qualified and there is lot of sense in that.

Job evaluation is an effort to determine the relative value of every job in a plant to
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determine what that fair basic wage for such a job would be. It is not a very easy

exercise, because there are so many jobs, you know which is difficult to determine which
is more important and which has more relative value. Say a bus driver in a factory and a
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forklift driver which which do you see has more value or are they same. Yes, let us do a
little mental situation.
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(Audio not clear refer time: 40:52)

I am giving you a I am giving you exact, I am saying your, let us say in Larsen and
Turbo and they have got drivers there, and they also got forklift operator. So, which
should be, when you do evaluation you are doing job evaluation which adds more value,

the job not the person; how would you go about it. One way is to look at it from the
others who can do more harm to the company. That is one way we are looking at it.
Therefore, if if there the job when I say who I mean which, there is a job where the risks
are such, that the harm to the company which may happen are more, example, you kill
the chief minister in a road accident while you are driving on the road. What happens?
Company is in great problem, driver goes out in the road. Does the forklift go out into
the road? No, he drives within the premises in a controlled environment where the speed
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limits are given; he is unlikely that he will kill anyone in an accident, but if he does kind
of damage that will inflict on the company will be of lesser order.
So, there is one way of looking at it. Therefore, which has have drop value, drop content,
may be the driver who is driving your bus all over Bombay then the forklift operator and
so on. What are the other? Other there may be other factors on which you will do the job
evaluation. Is it not? Another factor maybe the skill which would be required, because of
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the condition in a factory condition alright, he may be working in yards where you have
to have maneuver ability, he may be staking material with the forklift. So, he has to have

some skill, otherwise there will be accidents. So, this will be one of the things taken.
May be in his case you know there are no mechanics who are dedicated to repair the

forklift. So, in a forklift operator he may require some skills of maintenance or repair in

which case that adds value to that job; is it not? So, there are ways of you evaluated
right.
You are having another class.
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You are having another class. So, we will make an… We will end here and we will end

by saying that differences amongst these three items; job analysis, job description, job
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specification - 4 item and job evaluation.
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So, job analysis is a process of examining the various components of a job and the
circumstances in which it is performed. Whereas, job description is a description of the
duties, scope and responsibilities associated with the job for the person; no, of the job.
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Job specification on the other hand is the minimum acceptable qualification that the job
incumbents must possess to perform the job. So, this is relating to the person and job
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evaluation is again relating to the job not the person. A technique used to establish the
relative worth of jobs in a job hierarchy. Any more questions, no. So, we can end to this
class.
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Thank you very much.
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Analysing and Designing Job – II

Good morning. Last lecture was analysing and designing jobs. But, since we could not

complete that topic, so today we continue with the topic. Do you have any questions

from what we covered in the last lecture? Do you remember what was the basic topic
covered? Tell me.
Job specification
Job specification, yes, what else?

ut

((Audio not clear)) (Refer Time: 01:30)

Job Analysis. And job evaluation. And job description.
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(Refer Slide Time: 01:32)

Today, we will see, what is the process of job analysis? Now, first is strategic choices;
first extent of employee involvement that you want in analyzing of jobs. Do you want all
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the employees, who were doing the jobs to be involved in the process or you only want
the management team to be involved in the process or you want some specialist
engineers like the industrial engineer only, to only one person doing the analyzing? So,
this is what is called strategic choices. Each has got it advantages and disadvantages. For
instance, if you only had the industrial engineer who does it? One single person, what is
the benefit and what is the disadvantage of that? What is the benefit? May be he can do it
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faster, may be he has got the expert knowledge, so he can do it better. What is the
possible disadvantage? He cannot work with other applications and (Audio not clear
Refer Time: 02:45)

May be, he does not know the whole picture, the totality; he only knows the particular

job. But, he may not know where that job, which is being analyzed you know, what is it
useful for? What kind of you know, differences will be required, depending on the

market condition and so on? Another possible disadvantage is implementability right? If
you involve people who are doing the jobs right from the beginning, then there is a better

chance that when you implement the job. Right? At that time, there will be acceptance.

ut

Otherwise, it is not so. You may not have better acceptance. If some specialist has done
the job and you come and tell the employees that, this is what you analyze, this is your
job.

ol

For instance your job is, your job is you are not supposed to read drawings, you may say
why? We have to read drawing; I am doing this job and so on. So, the chance of
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implementing it better and quicker is more, if you have number of people involved. So,
that is why, we call it strategic choices, extent of employee involvement, then level of
details of analysis. Now, this also is a strategic choice. Do you do a job analysis, which is
first cut so to say? That is generally to differentiate between one job and the next job or

do you do it in the nth degree of detail that will depend on what is the management
policy decision?

If there are certain kinds of jobs you know, like tool room, where the quality of making
the dye or the tool is very, very important; because that one dye is going to make

millions of parts later on. Then you may like to do the job analysis, the nth detail, but,
not so for other parts, where you have high tolerances. Say, there parts which are going
in to a sub assembly or a main assembly, the tolerances are high. So, in that case, the job
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need not be analyzed to that detail. So, who decides it? The management; that is why, we
call it strategic choices.
Then, the timing and frequency of the analysis, how often do you analyze? all right And
how much you analyze? And past oriented versus future oriented analysis, so, the
analysis of job which you have done in the past all right. And therefore, you try and
project what are the likely jobs, which will come in to the future; or whether you look at
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the future only and say past is past; our business profile is changing, we are going to
have new kinds of jobs coming in. So, let us see, something which is much more into the
future. So this is another strategic choice.

So, after having made the strategic choice, you have the gathering information, which is
what type of data is to be collected. Then, what methods are to be employed for the data

collection. Now say, you are setting up a plant in a backyard area, and you are trying to
analyze the job, which will be required to be done for the product to manufacture there.

Then, you have to decide on what are the methods to be employed to collect data or you

ut

going to send out the questionnaire or will you make personal visits to existing
employers, what is the cost in each case, what is the time that will be taken. So, this has

to be decided. Who should collect the data? Should it be collected by the industrial
engineer or by someone from the HR department or someone form the production

ol

department, who are already producing similar, jobs? This also has to be decided.
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Then, after the information gathering, what is the next step? Information processing, so,
the data collected are useful for preparing job description as well as job specification.
Sometimes, especially for senior positions, the job description and the job specifications
are combined into one. Now, do you remember the difference, what is job description,
and what is job specification, what is the difference? What is job description? That is the
job itself, it focuses on the job. Is that right? What is specification? Have you got your
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last lecture notes? Details and what is the job to be done. But that is what you said just
now. Is it job oriented? You want to check your notes, we even said last class what is the
difference? You know what is the difference?
Job specification is related to the job.

Job specification is related to the job, then?
Job description is to the person.

Job description is to the person, is that correct? Anyone got notes from last time? Is that

ut

correct? Read it out what you have written.

Job description gives job title, location and job summary.

ol

Job title location, job summary that is job description; and what is job specification; what
did you say? Read out, what is job specification?
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Job specification, it will give you the detailed requirement for a job.
Detailed…

Requirement for a job

That means it is focusing on whom? The person; is it not? What was the kind of things
we said? Age, experience, qualification, is it not? And the job description is what did we
say? The material used is the component. What is the machine, what the tool is? So, you
must be very clear about this the description is and what is specification all right.

So, data collected are useful for preparing job description as well as job specification
because aren’t they interrelated? If someone has to do a job all right; which requires a
manual dexterity, are you going to process? Are you going to specify that engineers
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should be employed? No. You will probably say IIT people, who have been trained by
working with their hands because, they are both interrelated.
Sometimes, especially for senior position, the job description and job specifications are
combined into one. Do you understand why? Can you give me an example? Say general
manager. What is his job description? Are there any material tools and so, on? What
what does he do and what should be job specification in order for him to do that job
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successfully and well?

What is your concept general manager's job description? You have to think back on.
What is a manager? We did that in the first lecture. Manager's roles all right, we also did
manager's skills. We did roles and functions. Do you think the roles and the functions of

a manager all right, would be more pertinent to his job description? If you have to write a

job description and do you think that manager skills would be more pertinent all right to
his job specification right or no? Are you with me or you have deserted me? You are not
with me? Are we on the same wavelength? All right

ut

So, for a general manager can we not combine job description with job specification? If
so how? Can you tell me? Wanted, general manager for refrigerator factory, all right then
the job involves that is, we are describing the job. How would it go? So, many

ol

advertisements you have seen. Now, you will be after your m-tech. You’ll be applying
for jobs. Also, you will see advertisements. Job involves what what is the manager's role,
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what is the general manager's role. Is it to plan? Planning is a role. What else?
Communicating?

Communicating? Yes!
Coordinating?

Coordinating, leadership; now you see, you know it, but you are diffident to say it. Is it
your password has not been fed? Once you feed in the password then, the screen will
show all the information. What about his, what about his job specification? Now, we are

saying, it can be combined. Is it not for higher positions? So, we say a manager, general
manager required for a refrigerator factory. The job involves planning, all right then,
coordinating, directing the efforts of the entire plant all right, coordinating job of
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functional managers. So, that is the job description. Then next para; can we not say the
right man shall be a graduate in engineering, preferably a post graduate from a reputed
institution?
What are you doing? You’re giving the job specification right? So, do you think you can
combine and write out for a higher position, job description and specification because,
we are seeing it all the time. It is always there in the newspapers. If you get a job and you
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join the HR department, these are some of the work which will be given to you
immediately you know that, you you you write down and add draft draft for an
advertisement. So, if it is an advertisement for a senior person you can combine both of
this; any questions? All right

So, figure 5.3 and 5.4 gives the typical job description and a combined job description
and job specification. Now unfortunately you may not be able to read these.
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(Refer Slide Time: 13:39)

So, I can read them out for you. But, you will also find them in your text book alright.
Here, you see, it says, here job title: senior officer in bracket direct materials or
manufacturing or planning and sales. So, this is the description. Title can be any of these,

senior managers. Range of job: Nasik. This is of certain factory and certain department.
Department: direct materials, manufacturing, planning and sales. Reports to whom:
Functionary, to manager materials and administratively to manager material also.
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You know the difference between the two. For instance, function is a material function.
If it is a senior manger materials, then it is functional material. So, will report to another
person, senior to him whose function is also material because in his function he can give
direction like, say your department now in II T is Mechanical engineering department all
right, but, we also have a registrar. So, in a sense administratively you may be reporting
to the registrar because in all matters pertaining to administration he is the number one,
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but, functionally whom you’ll report to your head of department, of your department.
Not of some other department, not electrical or chemical because you are mechanicals.
So, that is what it means.

Then, immediate level subordinates, first whom he reports to; then who reports to him.
We call them direct reports. So, officer purchase and packing material and vendor

development, assistant officer direct materials, planning assistant officer, dispatch. So, if

you draw organization chart; isn’t it? You’ll show all these that we say. Senior manager,

senior manager material SMM and under him all right he reports to whom. So, this is
senior officer, this job position and he reports to, we said, reports to manager manager

ut

materials all right. And, under him you have got assistant officer AO direct materials. So,
AO direct materials, we have another person under him, assistant officer dispatch. So, he

is also AO, but, dispatch and then you have a third person under him and he is assistant

posts ok.
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store keeper, assistant store keeper. So, this kind of below him and above him for this
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Then, objectives of the job or summary of the position: summary, planning. Now, is this
a job description or is this a job specification? This part is the description all right.
Planning, following of direct materials and purchase components, planning and
procurement of all packing materials, price negotiations, vendor development, planning
quantity of products and components to be produced as far production program and
release of manufacturing orders, inventory control of direct materials, manufactured
components and WIP.

What is WIP? Work in process. That is, half finished, in the pipe line. Raw materials
come. May be, there are five, six, seven operations to be done. So, it is not complete. It is
in the pipe line. We call that work in process or work in progress WIP. Control of critical
items and of slow and non moving items which are these items in the stores, which are
fast moving. It comes from the despatch, from the vendor, is consumed by the factory
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quickly. And then, there are slow moving and there are non moving; say one year, two
years have passed and these items have not been used at all. So, he has to control that.
Maintenance of all central excise records and rules, the product they are producing, are
excisable products. Now, for excisable products there are statutory requirements of the
excise act that, we have to maintain all these records. Otherwise, you will be punished,
you can go to jail also. So, maintenance of that is his responsibility. Then, transport,
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planning and scheduling and despatch of finished goods. Once it is assembled, then, it
has to be sent to the various depots or to the client. So, that is his responsibility.

Transport contracts, negotiations and transport arrangements. So, with lorry contractors
all right, he has to call for tenders, quotations that they make comparative statement,

negotiate with them all right and it does not say whether he has the power to sign the
contract. Probably, he does not have. He negotiates and makes a recommendation to the

manager. That is, his boss. May be manager, has the power. Proper receipt, storage and
issue and packing of finished goods.

ut

So, in the warehouse, he’s also incharge of the warehouse. Not in a higgledy piggledy,

half hazard fashion. Steel lying here, molded components lying in some other place,
polythene in some other place, paper in some other; he has to plan the warehouse
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properly. Store it because, constantly a material is going out. Going out, where? Finished
goods, if it is in the store or outdoor yard is going to client or depot. If it is raw material
all right it is going out where? For production it is going out. Similarly, you have
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materials coming in. Also, again raw materials come in, components come in, finished
goods come in. Finished goods means, you are manufacturing a refrigerator factory. Say,
the finished good will be a motor for a refrigerator that comes in its individual packing.

Everything that has to be stored all that is his responsibility. Any question on this, very

clear?
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Now you see, it will be difficult for you to delineate and find out which part of this, is his
job description and which part is his job specification, because we are showing an

example of how you combine at a senior level, principal duties and responsibilities,

ut

manufacturing planning, coordination with. So, and. So, these are the department’s

shortened form of name you know, each company gives some short form of name and
other personnel from VL range for sales program, supplies, production and dispatch of
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urgent items made at Nasik, translate sales requirements into manufactured components
at various stages, considering the scrap, decide quantities and due months for
manufacturing orders at various stages of production with due consideration for sales
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program and WIP limits. So, this is the job, which is a production planning and control
job.

Prepare and issue manufacturing of orders to shops. PPC; that is production planning and
control through the PPC or stores and pre determined quantity of material indents. Are

you understanding, anything? I do not think you are understanding anything unless, you
have worked in any factory. Anyone worked here?
So, these are the detailed processes you see. We said, to what detail you want to make it.

This is pretty detailed because he is not a very senior officer right. So, they are detailing
it. If you had gone to general manager level or vice president level it would not be so
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detailed. It will be very broad, which will envelope and encompass lot of items. This is
very detailed.
So, this was manufacturing planning, this is a materials planning, materials which come
in as raw materials and they go out into the manufacture. Mutual planning is prepared
short. That is, four to six months materials. Plan for ABE must be some department
including material, call of schedules, prepare critical items list on a monthly basis.
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Critical items may be those materials where there are limited vendors. So, you are at the

mercy of the vendors may be, only two vendors or one vendor. So, they are critical to
your production. So, you have to keep extra attention focused on that because, if it does
not come, your production may stop on that line.

Prepare monthly, weekly, quarterly data regarding material receipts, stocks issued for

Nasik for ABE. Provide data on long term basis, fifteen months. Material planning for
imported materials used at Nasik. These were the days, now imports are very easy, but,
before the liberalization, imports were very difficult and time consuming because, we

government at Delhi.

ut

had to get license for everything. So, license means you have to get it from the

And, in order to get the license, few months would be taken. After getting the license

ol

only, you could place the order on the foreign supplier and the foreign supplier had its
delivery lead time. May be one month or two months, then it used to be shipped.
Shipping time was there, may be another fifteen days or thirty days and after it came
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another fifteen, twenty days in the docks because, that was a time consuming process,
procedure to get it through customs duty ,clearance from the docks then shift to a factory.

So, that is why, it is a fifteen months. This, of this this is the kind of lead time you had to
have for importing it ok.
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So, and then, it keeps on giving you, see inventory control is various and the items on it.
Then future plan that is, you have to make a projection also, sales plan, monthly
dispatch. Ensure proper maintenance, then others, apart from the sub headings. Plan and

ut

execute periodic stock taking off the material because, what is stock taking when
materials come in and go out? They physically come in and they physically go out, but,

ol

you keep a record in a register or in your computer records.
So, stock taking means, trying to reconcile if the record says there are hundred pieces,
you physically count them to see whether there are hundred or there are ninety nine or
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there are hundred and two. Say, it says hundred and you find there’s zero, what is wrong
with that, anything wrong? Do you get an alarm bell, what might have happened?
It came, but, you did not enter it, then where did it go? Because, if there is someone who
wants to do chori there, you know if it is not entered; that means, it has not come. If it

has not come, he could have thrown it over the factory fence and taken it away. Isn’t it?
These are the implications. So, stock taking is very, very important. When you have it is
like a auditing. In fact, auditor’s report will tell whether the company has done any stock
taking or not. In large factories, you have what is called as perpetual stock taking.
Perpetual, throughout the year, some department or the other you are taking stock. It is
on a rolling basis. So, this is also his responsibility. My God, he has got lot of
responsibilities. This chap should have been at least a manager. What else? Authority
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limits, you see, these are the kind of things you put in to a job description, decisions
taken without prior reference to superiors. What are those buffer stock levels of
individual items you know, what is buffer stock?
Extra material which you keep, say you need every day ten pieces. May be, you keep
fourteen pieces because in case, the supplier delays you will not have a stock out. That
means the production would not stop because of buffer stock. Buffer stock levels are his.
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He can decide because, if you keep more and more stock; you are tying up more and

more money. It is costly to the company, if you put too much less then you may have a
stock out; production stop means loss of money again.

So, at his responsibility level, the buffer stock they have said, it is your responsibility.
Order, release in line with sales production program, flow of material and so on. These
are his limits. He cannot go over that. Only recommendations made and decisions to be

approved by superior. So, you are right. Most of this, he has to make recommendation,
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ut

does not have the right to sign on it. So, that was lower level.

Now, let us see a higher level director, human resources, top level may be number two,

under MD. He is director, human resources. What does that say? Our client is a large
specialty chemicals corporation with a global presence; the organization has an
impressive growth and profitability record. Its corporate mission is to become a key
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international player in its field and it invites you to join the top management team to
accomplish this challenging task.
So, you see the preamble, they are trying to bring excitement that this is something
challenging, you may be the person who will fit this; you would be responsible for. So,
what is it, job specification or job description? Still there is confusion? I find description,
specification, confusion. It is a job description because, he is responsible. He does that
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job all right; so providing leadership right roles, leadership to a team of managers in

training and development personnel and industrial relations. This is a type of graphical
error all right.

Providing process and system inputs for enabling the company to achieve the goal of
continuous performance improvement across the organization. See, how broad it is,
nothing specific like in the previous one; Influencing management style and culture for

creating an environment of excellence in fostering a feeling of ownership amongst the
employees; very broad. It is for him to decide how he brings this in. How do you bring it
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in? Your senior person is supposed to decide programs and policies in order for him to
achieve this. That is his job influencing management style.

How do you influence management style? Do you give a circular that herein after with
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immediate effect people will wear ties and coat and come? So, the management style is
influencing or does he say that from now, every month we will have a departmental
meeting, where all will participate right from the director up to the peon, Bahadur will be
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there. Also, they will all, we will have the hall auditorium of the company, we will sit
and we will discuss any problems. I will tell you, what are the future plans of the
company, what is our role in it. Now, that is one way which he may decide to do to bring

in what to bring in an informal participative job involvement culture know within the
department. So, these things he has to think through. So, it is very broad his job
description.

Periodically reviewing and restructuring the organization as required, by changing
market scenario and business strategy. That means, since he is a director, he has to be
tuned to the business also. If the market changes, all right and therefore, the company has
to reorient itself then. So, far as HR resources are concerned, he has to be in step. So, he
has to keep an eye on that as part of the top management team ok.
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Now, success in this assignment requires, requires what? specification? Job specification
isn’t it? Total business prospective, that means do not think you are only a personnel and
industrial relations expert. You are supposed to look yourself, look at yourself as a
general manager of the whole business, total business prospective with specialization in
personnel function and organizational development. You should possess a post graduate
qualification in management with a proven track record of achievement in above areas.
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So, when you come for interview or apply you have to say contributions which I have
done in my career, I’ve built a new department all right. I have won so many prizes for

the company in terms of culture. All this, he has to give, what is his proven track record.
Not what he can do, but, what he has done actually with supporting documents all right.

The position requires high degree of initiative, tenacity and strategic influencing skills,
the preferred age is around forty five years old.

If you are confident of your abilities and enjoy challenge, this could be the opportunity
you are looking for. Otherwise, do not apply. That is, the implicit message. Our client

ranks amongst the best paying organizations in India. This is the carrot being given. The
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position offers ample opportunities for career growth. What does it mean? That you
would not retire as director or HR, you may become MD, may be deputy chairman, may
be chairman. There are enough prospects. Please send your detailed resume through
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speed post. ((your identity)) Any questions?

Which part? May be, if you have retained the advertising agency? For say, you haven’t
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retained, say your H R department is doing the recruiting themselves. So, you are HR
executive. You are asked; look the post is vacant now. The director HR has retired.
Please make an advertisement. You have to do like this. So, how will you do? You will
do a web search isn’t it? Get samples of others, then put together with your knowledge.
Now, you do not have to go to HR department after taking this course. You know

something about it. You can do it yourself and all this you need. If you become an

entrepreneur, you set up your company. Can you pay, can you afford to hire various
people you and your partner whoever it is, whatever you know about HR, whatever you
have learnt from wherever, that is all you have, you have to make do with that.
Small people cannot hire you know and pay those prices to consultancy. That is why,

these breadth courses are so important. It gives you an appreciation; does not make you
an expert. What have when you start up your own setup. You’re not going to require that
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kind of expert you know, knowledge and skill for HR accounts; you may have to have
HR. You may have to hire if, you got 25, more than 25, about. Suddenly, caught; one
fellow comes and says Sir, we have formed an union, if you do not know anything you
may take up part time expert you know in labor and industrial relations. But, general
knowledge of this different function of the business, you need to know, if you’re going to
become an entrepreneur. Even little bit of accounts huh. If you have an opportunity, take
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a breadth course in accounts and finance. purposes of job analysis.
So, human resource planning: Recruitment and selection training and development job
evaluation, remuneration, performance appraisal, performance information, safety, health
all of this. Think through it, you’ll find that job analysis is very, very important for all
these things.
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Methods of collecting data, see these are the nitty-gritty the techniques, what HR people
will do. Observation, interviews, questionnaire, checklists, technical conferences that
means, you have so many conferences which are held, HR conferences. So, many are
held. The companies usually send their managers there because then they get an
exposure to the outside world, to the profession, what is happening outside is just like in
our technical. You have conferences on mechanical engineering subjects. So, you attend
conferences, you give papers, that is, to broaden your knowledge and to keep it updated.
You know what is happening, the world over diary. What is the meaning of diary? As
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and when you go along, you keep making notes of important points that you come
across. Many successful managers they do that.
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ut

Quantitative techniques for collecting data: Position analysis questionnaire, PAQ. This
analyses jobs in terms of employee activities, what are the activities they are doing, that
is a basis for analysis. PAQ contains 194 job elements on which a job is created
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depending on the degree to which an element or that element is called, descriptor is
present. Figure 5.6 describes the six categories and gives the example of rating scales
used to collect information and to rate the jobs. So, issue are, you do not have to be a
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specialist in this, but, if you did personnel post graduate, you know then you have to be a
expert in this, how to do the job rating.
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So, look at this. There is a provision for each, for rating each job on each job element, six

types of rating scales are used as follows. Type of rating scale and this is letter
identification and the letter identification is given here you see. For instance, a specific
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ra[ting]- a specific rating scale is designated to be used with each job element. in
particular. The scale considered most appropriate to the content of the element. All but,
A, that is applicability scale, are six point scale, with zero, which is quoted as n being
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used for does not apply as illustrated below. So, this is n, is zero does not apply, one very
minor, five extreme. This is the importance of the job and this is the rating. So, rating
scale used in PAQ. Any questions? It is a simple rating scale. Type of rating scale is
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extent of use of that element you know, you are analyzing the job. How many elements
we said? 194 elements; you can, you have the whole chart and in the job that you are
studying. Someone is doing the job say, assembly job. You look at all this all right and
you see extent of use. Is it one? Is it zero? May be its not applicable. So, this in
conjunction with this makes a powerful tool, PAQ, they call it, for doing a job rating
exercise all right.
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The main advantage of PAQ is that, it can be used to analyze almost all job because, very
exhaustive. You can see any job you know, for instance a job is to hold, to ((audio not

clear)), to pick, to place. So, all the basic elements they have tried to bring it. So,
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practically every job you can do an analysis and a rating with this, provide a comparison
of a specific job with other job classification. So, that is needed to fix pay scales.
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A job in a plating shop, a job in the design office, there are so different. Isn’t it? The
workman in an electroplating shop and a design office. But, you have to have
equivalence. Say, a semi skilled worker in a plating shop, is he equal into to a junior
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draftsman or a draftsman? How do you see that? by, elements of job. Even a junior, even
in the in in the drawing office, there are elements of the job you know, which are

common like reading, drawing. Isn’t that an element of job guidance? This is an element

of job, this is universal. It can be applied to any. So, that is why it says, providing the
comparison of a specific job with other job classifications.
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Then management position description questionnaire: This was for workmen or

management. This is a highly structured questionnaire containing 208 items relating to
managerial responsibilities, restrictions, demands and other miscellaneous position

ut

characteristics. These 208 items are grouped under thirteen categories shown in table 5.3.

And what are these 13 categories? These are the 13; product, marketing and financial

ol

strategy planning, coordination of other organizational units and personnel.
So, if you have to coordinate with other department; obviously, its higher level. Is it not?
Then, if you are in only in your own department; internal business control, if you are a
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profit centered; you are controlling a business. Although, not MD. Product and services
responsibility, public and customer relations, if you have to do internally and you have to
do externally, there is an image of the company. So, there is a difficulty level in
projecting a good image. So, that is a higher rating.

Autonomy of action, advance consulting; autonomy means independence. Have you got
that decision making power given to you? Approval of financial commitments, staff
service; staff service means hiring, firing. These are, if you got the power to do that.
Supervision, complexity and stress advance, financial responsibility, broad personnel
responsibility. So, these are the descriptors here in this questionnaire, 13. It has group
from 208.
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Then, functional job analysis; function means marketing production, HR. These are
functional. General management means, all these put together is general management

job. So, this is a worker oriented job analytical approach which attempts to describe the

ut

whole person on the job. The main features of FJA are a fundamental distinction, must

be made between what has been done and what employees need to do to get the things

ol

done. Looks like some sort of a riddle or you understanding it huh.
Fundamental distinction must be made between what has been done and what employees
need to do to get things done. So, you have assembled this pencil. This is done, there’s a
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difference between what is done and what the employees need to do to get this done.
That means he could not be color blind if he cannot see green. He cannot do the job. He
has to be able to distinguish between colors. He should be able to see, he should have use
of his fingers if he is a disabled person and he does not have then it may not be possible
for him to do the job and so on.
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Then, B: jobs are performed in relation to data, people and things. In relation to things,

employees draw on physical resources. In relation to data, employee draw on mental
resources and in relation to people, employees draw on inter personnel resources. All

ut

jobs require employees to relate data, people and things to some degree, accepted? Each
of these elements you have to do in order to perform any job; may be, in varying degrees,

ol

but, you have to do it.
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Although, the behavior of employees and their tasks can be described in many ways;
only a few definitive functions are involved. For example, for while interacting with
machines, employees feed, tend to keep your machine clean, operate and stroke or set up.
Set up means what putting the tools, the die and taking it off, when the job component
changes. So, these are the few elements they do. Although each of the functions although
each of these functions occur over a large range of difficulty and content. Are you setting
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over complex tools or simple tool? Each essentially draws on a relatively narrow and
specific range of similar kinds and degrees of employee characteristics and

qualifications. So, characteristics and qualification of the employee is from a really
narrow band, even if you do a wide range of jobs. That is what it says.
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The levels of difficulty required in dealing with the data, the people and the things, all
these three elements are hierarchical and can be represented by an ordinal scale. Table

5.4 shows the levels of difficulty for various jobs in regard to data, people and things.
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So, you see this job analysis, what is it trying to do? Ultimate aim is what? Ultimate aim,

have you understood? There are many areas in which you can use this for hiring people,
advertisements and so on. Training, but, ultimate aim is you must pay the right amount

ut

for the right kind of jobs, done by people with the right skills. So, you do not pay an
engineer’s salary to an assembly worker. That is why, you need to analyze job. Now,

when you put it that way it sounds so simple. But, in a complex organization, there are

ol

many types of jobs where, the equivalence has to be found; factory job, sales job, service
job, construction job, office job, managerial job of different types. So, where the
equivalence is, you have to have a common basis for analyzing the job. That is why job
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analysis is very important.

Finally, for compensation, there are there’s a many other thing, but, that is the main. So,
the lower numbers associated will. Let us see this table. This is the table. Levels of

difficulty for worker function in f J synthesizing. So, this is data, this is people and these
are things, synthesizing, mentoring, setting up, coordinating, negotiating, precision,
working, analyzing, instructing, operating, or controlling, compiling, supervising, driving
or operating, computing, diverting, manipulating, copying, persuading, tending
comparing speaking or signaling and feeding off, bearing serving handling, taking
instructions. So, these are the levels of difficulties all right in this order; one, two, three,
four, zero, one two three four etc etc.
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After a job difficulty has been described using the numerical scheme, the information
can be compared to the job elements reported in the dictionary of occupation titles DOT,

which is a standardized data source describing a wide range of jobs. From your particular

ut

job, you go to the reference and compare. Once the closest job in the DOT has been
located, the accompanying job description can be modified as necessary to fit the
specific job being analyzed. Unless you actually do it, you would not be able to fully

ol

visualize, but, the idea is for you to get an exposure. That, there are scientific ways of
doing the job analysis also and can be done by experts.
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Now, now there are certain problems of course with job analysis also which may come.
So, support from top management is often missing you know, this this is a very detailed
and time time consuming exercise. If coordinating with going from shop to shop,
department to department, and if the top management does not give support, then people
brush you off. They brush you off, they do not take you seriously, you go and sit in the
department, and they would not use the data that you want, people will not come
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forward. So, this is the potential problem, unless top management support is there.
Often analysts rely only on one or two methods when a combination of more methods
would be more beneficial. No training or motivation of job holders to participate

honestly and cooperate with HR department in the job analysis exercise. You go to
various departments; this is their lowest priority job, they may not talk to you also,

because these are very difficult for HR people, to actually on paper it looks very
scientific etc etc. But, garbage in, garbage out, if you do not collect the data, you are

unable to do it. What is; will be the value of that job analysis? Very little, is it not? And
it is very difficult to get the data; everyone is busy in their departments, so, unless the top

ut

management support is there. Then people wake up and then they will give you a cup of
tea. They come. What questions? What can we do for you? And so on.
No training or motivation activities may be distorted by the job holders submitting wrong

ol

or inaccurate data to the analysts. Either inadvertently or initially, you talk to people as
part of your analysis to collect data. And everyone thinks, you doing a very important
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job. He gives you wrong information. Sometimes, you have to use your judgment to
filter out some of the subjective things which have given.
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So, that was job analysis. Then, we have job design. Job design is next in the logical
sequence after job analysis, which provides job related data as well as the skills and
knowledge expected to the incumbent. This is important. The job design involves

ut

conscious efforts to organize the tasks, duties and responsibilities into a unit of work.

There are various jobs, the skill of designing a job composite is to bring the logical

ol

elements of the job together and have one person do that job. Then you get optimization.
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Or in other words, it integrates work content, tasks functions and relationships, the
rewards, extrinsic and intrinsic and the quantifications required, qualifications required,
skill, knowledge abilities for each of these jobs. In a way, that meets the needs of the
employees and the organizations. Therefore, job design involves three steps. The
specification of the individual task that is job related; the specification of the methods to
be used, and the combination of the task into specific jobs.
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Steps one and three determine the content of the job. While step two that is, specification
of the method used, precisely indicates precisely how the job shall be performed. While
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designing the job requirements of the organization and the individual needs of the job
holder must be considered. This balance is important. So, there are some employees
going to do the job aren’t it? His needs also should be looked at.
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So, factors affecting job design, organizational factors like characteristics of tasks, work

practices, work flow and ergonomics; environmental factors like employee abilities and
availability, social and cultural expectations; and behavioral factors, feedback,

ut

autonomy, variety, and use of abilities ok.

And last, we have techniques of job design. Work simplification is one one of the

ol

techniques, division of work elements, repetitive work process, predetermining tools, and
fixture and methods that is assembly sequence procedures, restricted interaction amongst
employees that is, make work stations where people can chitchat, few skill requirements
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((these skilling – Audio not clear)) So, that you have efficiency and work division.
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Then is integrative job rotation, a given employee performs different jobs; but, more or
less more or less jobs of the same nature. Job enlargement, that is expanding the number

of jobs and tasks or duties, adding more tasks and duties does not mean that new skills

ut

and abilities are needed to perform it. But, the boring element you know, the fatigue
element is taken away because you are enlarging a job, is not only one or two elements

ol

then.
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We have, apart from enlargement job, enrichment. This seems to improve both the
efficiency and the human satisfaction. If you enrich it more, autonomy and responsibility
that is enrichment. Some elements, more variety of tasks, more growth opportunities and
more planning and controlling with less supervision. And nowadays what is happened,
this has been extended to work teams that is self empowered work teams; number of
individuals in a group who have all this autonomy and they can do it and you get very
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good efficiencies out of that.
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Autonomous or self directed team that is what I said; teams of an intact group. They
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solve day to day problems. Make the job related day to day decisions themselves. So, in
the ultimate nowadays, the modern in the job design is to come to the autonomous self
directed work teams ok.
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And high performance work design; same principle, as autonomous working group,
working in a fast changing industry environment where, quick response and innovative
working is essential; so, more and more industries. As we go into the IT age and so on.
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ut

We will adopt this high performance autonomous team working module and principle.

And this is a comparison of various job design approaches. So, job design approach:
positive outcome, negative outcome. So, one approach is, work simplification, job
rotation, job enlargement, job enrichment, autonomous work team and high performance,
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work design. And you have negative and positive like in, everything there is a plus and a
minus. Let us look at the number, 6 high performance work design, works in an
environment of high rate of innovation and operational freedom. It is good good job
satisfaction; negative may not work in large bureaucratic organization.
And let us look at say, job enrichment, increasing motivation, reduce absenteeism;
psychological needs of employees are met, brings about empowered teams. And, on the
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negative side people may not like to accept new responsibilities. Yes, there are people

who do not like that. Union resistance adds to the problem. Union may not say that, may
not agree to this job enrichment if, not accompanied by other job. Inputs will fail in its

goal, other job inputs means when you enrich, the first thing anyone will want is more
pay because they are doing more jobs, enriched jobs and so on. So, those are the other
inputs.

So, now we come to the end of this topic. That is job analysis and design. Do you have

any broad questions? No? If not, I bid you a very good afternoon and we will meet again
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on Tuesday. Thank you very much.
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Human Resource Management – I
Prof. Kalyan Chakravarti
Department of Basic Courses
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
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Human Resource Planning – I

Good morning, today, we have the topic of Human Resource Planning, now you all
know what planning is right, yes or no? Yes.
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Tell me what is planning? Planning is planning, what is planning, tell me again, making
schedules in advance, so something into the future advance is it not? You look into the

future and make schedule, can you give me an example? We plan how to study for
exams, prepare for exams, plan how to study for exam, what would be the plan? What to
study and when to study? Yes, so what to study and when to study; so then some of the
definitions which have been given for planning are here.
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Human resource planning, for short we call it HRP is a process by which an organization
strikes a balance between human resources required on the one hand, and acquired on the
other hand in the organization. So, there are two distinct steps, first step is, to estimate

ut

how much you require, second step is then you acquire, what is estimate? And it is like a
balance sheet, you have to strike a balance. If you want a good plan, the good plan will

only have the first component, and the second part of the planning definition, that is

ol

acquiring will be done by what we call recruitment and selection.
So, you plan, see one definition says that, it is the whole thing that it includes making the
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plan that is what is required, and also the acquiring process. But most people look at it in
two aspects, they say plan is making an estimate of what is required and implementing

that, plan is basically the recruitment and the selection. Now, tell me how do you think
you will estimate, what manpower you will require for human resource planning human
resource planning in organization, what is the work requirement? So, we say what is the
work requirement and how do you go about that work requirement, whom do you ask or

how do you make it out? The sales department; sales department, so you ask the sales
department, why you ask the sales department? Because they are going to sell the

product, because they are going to sell the product, going to sell the product, so what is
the outcome? The output when you ask that question to sales, what is the output you will
expect from the sales, what will sales tell you, they can tell you how many products they
will sell is it not? What else, we are talking a HRP human resource planning. Turnover,
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turnover means sales, turnover means how much sales in rupees. Sell and profit, sell and
profit how it tells you how many people will require, is it not? Can you think, you ask
sales we are following a line of thought where we say what is your manpower required,
you ask the sales department, and why he says because they are going to sell the product,
then if you ask the sales department how much manpower our organization requires, will
they be able to tell you because they sell the product? They will not directly say this; you
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need a figure to estimate this.
I am at a loss to understand, say I am in sales and you are in HR, and you asked me look

in our company how many people will our company require next year, say starting from
1st of April 2005 to 31st March 2006 next year. Now, we are in the month of October, so
I say that, we require making a plan for next year.

So, the entire organization, HRP is for the entire organization, isn’t it? So, how will you
as HR manager go about making a plan for the manpower; the human resource, not only

by asking sales, you ask all departments, is it not? Because each department will be able

ut

to estimate, what will be the number of people that they require for them to carry out
their planned work? For instance, if the sales departments ask what are they going to do,

they are going to have internal meeting, then they say, next year what is it that we are
going to sell, do you know our target? If they say yes, we know our target. Management

ol

has asked us to sell 20 percent more than last year, then do we require more manpower to
sell 20 percent more or not? This is a sort of question they themselves will ask, there are
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right people to tell you.

Do you think they will require more manpower for 20 percent sales? No, why not 20
percent more, why? Because they are also going to increase their efficiency, they are also

going to increase their efficiency. So, they have to debate among themselves you know
in their own department, how much manpower we require, and it will then depend on
many factors, as he said efficiency; if we increase efficiency then, you do not require a
proportionate increase in the manpower in proportion to the amount of sales increase,
any other factors it will require. Job scheduling, Job scheduling, now what exactly do

you mean by job scheduling? You are in the sales department, imagine you are sitting in
head office in Calcutta, you have 20 salesman in your department, now you are saying
you schedule your job that is one of the factors that will depend on how much increase of
manpower you require to make 20 percent more sales, so scheduling it may be correct,
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what you are saying, but how? We know that you start work on 1st April and you end on
31st march, there is the period for which you have to increase and normally they break it
down every month what should be the sale.
The annual sale is x; then the multi sale is divided either by 12 or if there some period
like Pooja your holidays, we saw at month of October, if it is Pooja, then you cannot
have one-twelfth because they will be less sales, so some other months you have to make
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it up. So, you make a plan of how much sales you get, how many orders you get every
month. But he is right, you know scheduling, for instance in Kolkata, you may be

looking after the whole territory of West Bengal and Bihar, Jharkhand and Assam and all
the other north eastern states, so if you regroup the territory which one person is going to

cover; if you schedule it by regrouping the territory after all in order to sell people have
to travel, they have to travel to the places meet the customer.

So, if you regroup territory on a logical basis which is clusters, say two salesmen will
visit clients in one cluster then, you are saving a time of their travel, by saving time you

ut

are throwing up more time for them to visit more clients, because travel time is saved. If

they visit more clients, the chances are that they will be able to get more orders that is the
assumption to visit client you can get more orders, so scheduling is one.

ol

Similarly, you are asking all the departments and finally what we going to get from all
departments, for the year as we say 2005-2006, we have sales department, what other
department we have? Production department, then finance department, what else? Yes,
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your own department let us say, HR department itself. I will put it into bracket because
that you have to do yourself, let us say R and D, from each of these you get a figure.

So, this is a kind of process by which you will ask each department how much they are
going to need is it not; so HRP, therefore see this definition, HRP includes estimation of
how many qualified people are necessary, just now what we were discussing is just a
hash total as we call it. You are not classifying into various qualifications or categories
or skills, we just saying total numbers, but that is not good enough finally, finally in real
life you have to get what categories of people you will require.
So, it includes estimation of how many qualified people are required, or are necessary to
carry out the assigned activities. How many people will be available and what if anything
must be done to ensure that personnel supply equals personnel demand at the appropriate
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time in the future. So, now you find another aspect here, how many people will be
available? That also is important, you may find that you are able to find out how many
you require, how much are necessary, but what if they are not available, how are you
going to get them? So, in the HR department, that is your responsibility, when people
asked you that we require so many men of so much qualification, it is your job then to
fill those vacancies isn’t it? In IIT, whose job is it to fill vacancies for faculty members?
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Register’s job, dean of faculty and planning, head of department, whose job is it? Do we
have a planning process in IIT? There is a selection committee; there is a acquiring part

of it, acquire what about human resource planning, among human resource in our IIT
you may require faculty, there is one classification, then staff and officers that will be
second classification, third classification may be subordinate staff.

So, there does not seem to be any HRP in this organized educational like you will have

in normal companies, where in normal companies every year there has to be what they

call a budgeting exercise. Now, budgeting exercise does not only mean money budget;
now, when we talk of budget we think of money. So, in companies, in organization profit
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making companies budget also means, first the money budget and then the manpower

that is a personnel or human resource budget, and then also the capital budget. Now, here
in educational institution, we do a capital budget that is what is the infrastructure we will
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require, what is the money we will require. So, two types of money: one is money by
which you make infrastructure you create an asset, and the other is, that is called capital
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expense, because you create a lasting asset which can last for 10 years - 20 years.
Other is revenue expenses, which is money which you spend and is gone, you buy some

goods and services for it, but you do not create an asset, what are those expenses? Salary,
yes, you are buying services of people, but do you see a building or a pipeline or
anything you do not create an asset, so that is revenue expenses. So, here we do the
money budgeting, but here we do not seem to do the planning for faculty because I do
not think we see plans into the future, how many will retire this year and therefore, how
much will be the expansion, what new departments should we expected to come, what
kind of people you will require? Today, we have got 19 departments, if you make a five
year plan and then break it up into one year plan thereafter, and then you will find that
you get closer and focus closer to right. If we are going to expand the student’s trend you
will require more people, if you are going to add new departments, you will also require
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more people, but there will be a difference. In new department the type of people and the
qualification may be different than expecting, to expect mechanical engineering
department, we will require mechanical engineering oriented faculty, but if you add a
new department, you will require more people but of a different qualification, so all these
are elements of planning.
So, unless you plan what is going to happen, if we do not know how many people will
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retire, how many faculties this year, next year? You would not be able to acquire that, so
who does that planning, do you think we don’t know planning at all, someone must be

doing some planning; where do you think the planning is done? It may be the HOD’s
that is right. So, instead of one centralized department like here we are saying the HR

department doing the planning for the entire company, there is another way for doing it
also. There is a way of each individual departments doing the planning and then sending
that plan to a central person, who then takes certain actions.

So, here probably what happens? If you make a plan and send it to the dean faculty and
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planning, but here the point I am making is not as structured as in a profit making

organization. It is less structured, for instance Vinno Guptha School of Management may
not be asked by anyone, dean faculty of planning or any other authority, how many
faculty we require or how many staff we require. So, I will have to then do it myself by
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whatever plan I have, and then send that, but may not be in a form which is the
consolidated form, may be in a form on case to case basis, that is I want one faculty or I
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want two staff.

So, HRP includes estimation of how many qualified people are necessary to carry out
assigned activities, how many people will be available and what if anything must be
done to ensure that personnel supply equals personnel demand at the appropriate time

into the future. Now depending on what systems you follow will depend on how efficient

you are in correctly planning, what will be your requirement in the future, and also
efficiently acquiring; efficient acquiring means what? That post should not be unfilled
for long length of time isn’t it, that is one indicator of efficiency.
Another indicator of efficiency is post should not be overfilled, that you have taken more
than you have planned, because then you do not have the balance. So, these are the kind
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of indicators by which you judge the efficiency of HRP whichever department does it,
see another definition.
Human Resource Planning is a process of determining and assuming that the
organization will have an adequate number of qualified persons, available at the proper
times, performing jobs which meet the needs of the enterprise and which provides
satisfaction to the individuals involved. Now, he has added another element, isn’t it? The
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previous two definitions did not talk of satisfaction to the individual involved. This says

that that also must be there to fulfill a good HR planning process, and why does it say
that? Because we have been seeing in our study of human behavior and management that

there is a focus which is too prolonged always, we talk of human satisfaction and we also
talk of organizational effectiveness; that is the performance should be good, but at the

same time people who are doing the performance, they should be happy and satisfied.
You are always talking about these two, so the definition has included the second aspect.

So, this is more holistic and then here you see is another definition, HRP is the process
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including forecasting; that means estimating, developing and controlling- by which a
firm ensures that it has the right number of people at the right places at the right time
doing work for which they are economically most useful. So, yet another angle has been
introduced here, the money part of it, economically most useful. Now, for it to be
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economically most useful there are two ways, two elements or sub elements; one is you
should deploy the right kind of quantifications for the right table job, because if you are
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under employing someone that is he is too qualified and you are paying him because of
his qualification and experience, but the work he is doing is below the level of work
which he should be doing and can be doing, then it is economically a loss to the

organization.

And then the second is the quantity, if you are too many people then obviously, you are
wasting money because in order to carry out the work you require less people, you are

having too many people. So this concept is introduced into the definition itself,
economically most useful, and that raises an interesting question, in many good
organizations now in industry. The HR department has a right to question when they ask
each department that how many people you will require and what types in the next year,
they will get the reply, they will get a chart so many people, and they can have the right
for justification, why? Because the responsibility of seeing that it is economically some
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company is having it, that there is economy that is on the HR department and there are
broad parameters by which you judge this economic use of manpower; very broad
parameter. They are ratios basically for the total sales of the company, what was the
manpower last year, what is it this year and how much are they asking next year? And as
we have discussed earlier, always there is an attempt that it should not be a linear
growth, if you expand your business and your sales by 20 percent you should have less
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than 20 percent manpower; that means, the efficiency should be better.
So, that is a kind of total factor of productivity ratio which we apply, then that is not

good enough sometimes because, the type of job may have changed, type of business

may have changed, so you then look at departmentally and see the ratio, how much is the

department have in terms of manpower last year what were their business? Can you think

of any other ratio in order to just economic use, what is the ratio of number of people to
the amount of sales, any other infrastructure, what would be the ratio? Number of
persons for number of machines, it may be, because say you have introduced a new
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system that one man is tending two machines then you have increased the productivity.

Any other way, may be the profit or the cost if the department is the cost centre, then the
amount of money that you have saved over the number of people, and so depending on
the type of business, the type of company and the type of industry, you can have
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different types of indicators to measure, what is the efficiency.
Another factor may be for measuring is how many direct people and how many indirect
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people? You understand the difference between direct and indirect? A direct person say
in an organization here you might call the faculty as a direct manpower, because the
mission and the goal of the organization, what is the main what is our business as
educational institution? To impart teaching; and those who are doing the teaching
directly, they are called direct people, direct employees. But they cannot do it unless they
are supported by various other departments, isn’t it? Administrative work has to be done,

so they are equally valuable, they are also supporting the teaching, but not directly you

mean indirectly, so they are called indirect staff.
Now, normally we try to see that economic use of man power is that there should be a
high ratio of the direct employees to the indirect employees that is where the efficiency
comes. clear now For instance, if we have 50 percent faculty and 50 percent support that
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is 50 direct and 50 indirect on the one hand, and on the other hand for the same number
of students, let us say you are teaching, same exams, same number of courses you got 50
direct, and you only got 20 indirect, isn’t it more efficient? Because look at the other
way; that means, if you are as efficient as that with the same support staff, you can teach
more students than in terms of support.
So, these are various ways of trying to see the economy, personnel- they are always
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indirect because they are support, very important that is why I made clear in the
beginning that everyone is equally important. Then, why they will be treated as indirect

one, because they directly do not do the job, but we are not saying that direct is more

important than indirect. We are just defining the kind of work they do. Why you are
assuming, you are assuming mentally that indirect is less important? They are not in

certain industries for instance, R and D department, if it is a knowledge driven kind of

company in industry the R and D people are very important, but classification wise they
will be indirect because, they are not directly contributing to revenue in stream, money
coming. Who are those people? Those people are the sales and marketing usually the
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sales, marketing also is a semi indirect because they are back office; they do advertising,
product costing and so on and so forth, but the sales people who go and actually get the

order, they are called direct and the production people who make the goods. You know
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when the order comes here we produce it either goods or service and that production we
will therefore, unless you produce it, you cannot give a bill, so they are called direct, but
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the indirect are very important, not convinced?
And it varies from industry to industry, as I just gave an example such an industry which
are market driven like say fast moving consumer goods. If you read these newspapers
you have seen this term FMCG, what is FMCG? Fast Moving Consumer Goods

examples, soaps, toiletries, health care items, cosmetic items foods, you know, jams,
jellies, these are fast moving consumer goods. You also have another term consumer
durables, what are those goods? Consumer durable, or white goods they call it, white
goods etcetera are durable that is refrigerator, air conditioner toaster, geysers, you know
in the bathroom, those are not consumed, they are enduring know, so fast moving
consumer good FNCG and consumer durables.
Now, in these companies essentially, it is clear that competition is very high, so people

who are really directly involved is the sales and production people, but does it mean that
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the others are less important? No, they are not. See, analogy often given is the human
body, so I ask you what is the most important tell me, what is your view human body
human being which is the most important organ or part, anyone? Now, you know the
answer because I told you, but often you have people saying you know brains are more
important because the human being is differentiated from animal because they have
brains, they can think animals are doing by instinct, where human beings are thinking,
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but then someone said the heart is more important, because you cannot think if you are
dead, No, if the heart stops beating you are dead immediately and so on.

Then someone says it depends on the situation say, that you are chasing being chased by
a tiger who is going to eat you up then, you have lungs are more important, how much

stamina you have and your legs how fast you can run, so the debate goes on. So the
answer really is each are equally important, but depending on the situation, sometimes
one part or organ or one department assumes a little more importance in the eyes of the
top management than the others in situations.

ut

If you have a situation where the company is losing money and you have to immediately
curtail the expenditure, so which are the departments then at that time who control
expenditure? Accounts and finance, so to top management they become very important
at that time, but when market is growing who is becoming important, sales and
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production because you are losing business, if you cannot produce it market is growing,
you can get the orders, production usually becomes more important, because sales can
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get the orders; it is not that difficult market is growing, but production cannot be you are
losing because you cannot deliver or orders are being given by clients, but you have to
deliver it, so you have to expand the capacity, you have to produce so that is where
production becomes. So, when you select which department of a company you will go
into, you can select whichever you like, all are equally important.
But then, some people say you see there is always life is not simple, there is always if’s
and but’s, some people say if you are in a business, then you should be in a department

which generally is a money earning department, because business is all about money. So,
those who earn money and those who understand the market place, that are the sales
people and marketing people ultimately they will go to the top. Your R and D may be
very important, but they do not understand business, they understand technical things.
Some people do that reasoning, but my advice is whichever you think you are good at
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and you enjoyed doing, you join that department and if it is a good organization they will
see how well you are doing in your existing. And if you have got inclination and abilities
for doing general business, general management, then they will pick you out and they
will train you.
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So, economy you cannot get away from, therefore, objectives of HRP’s ensure adequate
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supply of man power as and when required, ensure proper use of existing human
resources in the organization, forecast future requirement of human resources with
different level of skills. So, this brings in objective that management expects the HR
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department to be proactive; they are to forecast the requirements. Now, in order for them
to forecast they require some inputs, so they require inputs from the departments operating departments, they require inputs from the top management of the company of
what is the direction in which the company is going to grow unless they know that how
can they plan? Then, assess surplus or shortage if any human resources available and

available over a specific time period that they assess.
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Then, another objective is, anticipate the impact of technology on job and requirements
for human resources. So, before the computer came and the IT came, we used to take

more man power to do the job, even in the factory when there were no CNC machines
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where manually operated machines, their productivity, their production worthiness was

lower, when computers came in robots came in, so that is an impact of technology, so
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you have to anticipate that.

Now, in the educational field also we have to anticipate, how technology will effect and
accordingly the manpower will have to be planned, what do you think will impact
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education field, what technology? Educational technology where are we sitting, right
now, we are sitting in the centre for educational technology. Now, we are recording the
lecture, these lectures can be sent to various people, they do not have to come and sit in
this classroom. What is the next step? We need not even record or even if we record the
technology will make it possible to beam this to various other cities, if we have receiving
equipment put there, and people can be sitting in class at this time anywhere in the

world, if you hook up and beam the lectures real time, isn’t it?
So, you can then teach more students with fewer professors, so you can anticipate the
technology, the requirement of human resources in terms of number of professors may
reduce. Now, ministry, if they tell us you are having 4000 students in IIT, you must have
8000 students immediately we think we should double the number of faculty because,
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there is a limit we set to the classes beyond a certain number of students is not efficient,
the learning process and the teaching process, so we have to make sections, each section
means two professors instead of one, now you see how the technology is going to
compress it, one professor can efficiently teach hundreds, maybe thousands of people
distributed over different sector.
So, the impact of technology is very very immense, is vast, this has to be anticipated but
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what is the general direction that technology is taking us with the relation to manpower,
what is the general direction, is it reducing the employment and jobs? No. why? Look at

the machines on a shop floor the CNC machine works so fast, the machining centers
multistate presses they work so fast now. Their entire shift you can eliminate, but you are
saying that it does not eliminate job, what views on this, you are all engineers, you have

a nagging doubt that it does not actually eliminate jobs, but you do not know why, is it?
It creates more jobs, but in different areas, here you retrain the people.

So, if you are in a factory, you had a press shop with manual presses, and there were 20
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presses and you are working two shifts, you have a CNC machine which can make you

work with one machine in one shift and it can produce the same amount of job. So, you
will have a lot of people who are surplus, surplus in inverted commas, but they would
not be surplus because the C N C programming of the CNC, you can retrain those
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people; you need not have highly qualified engineer, because these are simple
programming you can teach, you can remove, you can retrain them for sales, because
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you can produce more, you can retrain people, so that is why the HR role comes in
redeployment with retraining and history has shown that it creates large number of other

material. For instance, it shows up new types for instance technicians who are recording
this category was not there 50 years ago, because technology was not there.
But another category which was there is extinct now, what is that? Draftsman; do you

find any draftsman in any office, 50 years ago any engineering office will have huge
drawing boards you know, departments all draftsman there you need a draftsman; junior
draftsman, senior draftsman whole career there doing drafts drafting. Nowadays we do
not have; does that mean there is less jobs? No, if u look at the macro indicator, jobs are
growing.
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So, although this is a kind of paradox, although it appears the technology is reducing jobs
and it is immediately in the short run, in the long run it is creating more jobs. So, control
the human resources already deployed in the organization; that means what, how do you
control, what do you mean? If they are already deployed like draftsmen or when we had
computers which when it first came in 45, 50 years ago, what was the computer in every
organization? Huge mainframes, we used to call it mainframe computers, with air
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condition block and it was like a temple, you have to remove your shoes whispering soft
voices and go in computer. Nowadays what is computer? It is lying around, you know

strewed around, laptop you are carrying it many of them are more powerful than your

computers which you had huge box that all of us know, it has become miniaturized and
the computing power has expanded, so distributed processing has become order of the
day.

In those days, all the factory’s union agreements, we say computer operator was one

category; that means, they came and they only operated computer, they did not do
anything else, no one else operated computer, you wanted anything to be fed into the
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computer, you will send it to the computer operation department from each department
of the factory, they will feed it, they will only operate the computer, that concept is gone
today. In whole of this institution we have so much computing power know in IIT, do we
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have any computer centre that we sent in. No, we all compute here.
So, what has happened to the computer operator category is extinct species but, are they
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extinct? No, they have been retrained, they have been used elsewhere, but say you did
not do that then what would happen? Then, they will sit there and this is what is trying to
point out, to control the human resources already deployed. They would be earning their
wages and salary doing no work, because everyone is doing their work on PC’s. So, you
have to redeployed, you have to constantly see monitor, that with the change of
technology change or with the change of the business of the company and the products
they were selling, they are no longer selling. Has there been any change in the type of
work? And if so, what is the deployment of the people? That control you have to do and
that is done by HR people; Provide lead time available to select and train the required
additional human resource over a period of time.
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The ultimate objective is to relate future human resources to future enterprise needs so as
to maximize the future return on investment in human resources, investment in human
resource is personnel related cost.
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Each company in their annual report, sometime would give a pie chart, a kind of pie
chart and then they will say personnel related expenses, then they say will materials
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used, these are all costs, then these are overheads and various other elements of costs.
And this has to be studied to see that this remains a percentage which is commensurate
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with the type of business you are in, and the type of products that you make.
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So, the paradox often is that even with growing unemployment, there has been shortage

of human resources with the required skills, this we hear again and again know. On the
one hand, we have large quantity of people, but when we want to have someone, we do
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not seem to find the right person to fit into our kind of job. And large numbers of
employees who retire, die, leave organizations, or become incapacitated because of

physical or mental ailments, need to be replaced by new employees, human resource
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planning ensures smooth supply of workers without interruption.
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And human resource planning is also essential to replace workforce turnover; turn over
means people separating from the company, leaving the company for whatever reason,
these cause constant ebb and flow in the workforce in many organizations. Technological
changes and globalization assuring in change in methods of production, distribution and
servicing of goods and products what we are talking about? Change in the method, these
changes may require change of skills that is why we say you have to redeploy and
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retrain, as well as the change in the number of employees, we discussed this, HRP helps
management to adjust and cope with such changes. If you have questions please interrupt
me ask your questions.

What is EBB? Means ebb and flow that is something if you stand on a sea shore you will

find that the tide goes out after so many hours then the water comes in near that is the
ebb and flow - reduction and increase.
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Then HRP of course, is required to meet the needs of expansion and diversification of
the organization, say, you want to diversify into a new business immediately HRP’s role
is very important because, you have to hire that new skill which has never been there in
the organization before. Identifies areas of surplus personnel and also areas where there
are shortage of people, steps can then be taken to redeploy and or recruit or downsize,
downsize means what? Give VRS or ask people to go, that is reduce the people
downsize.
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Manpower planning VIS-A-VIS human resource planning; now they are making a

distinction between these two terms manpower planning and human resource planning.
HRP which is human resource planning concentrates on the developmental aspect of the
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employee, apart from the traditional activities of manpower planning that is MP, like

manpower forecasting, job analysis, career path, training etcetera. It addresses the human
and the humane side of people to unleash the potential productivity and performance by
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promoting job satisfaction, organization commitment, self development etcetera.- all of
which contribute to the overall performance and well being of the organization.
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Now, are you able to see the distinction they are making between HRP and MP or not,
can you see the distinction, is it clear to nobody, no one? Alright, so HRP concentrates

on development, developmental of whom? The people, they are focusing on the people
as individuals and also groups whereas, MP does what? It focuses on numbers and types.
Now, you see the difference, if I focus on you as person, but I focus you as a type and
number, that is mechanical engineering, roll number so and so. Type mechanical
engineer post graduate thermal, but I focus on you as a person, name so and so, staying
in this hostel, these are the kind of developmental needs, requires to attend the course on
human resource because never had that before, I am concentrating on the human being
and not on the numbers, now is it clear?
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So, the planning is to fold, HR Planning - this is the concept being introduced, it plans at
macro level of how many people of what qualification, what type, in which department
and when, what and when we say, but having the people already there with you, it also
plans what is the kind of jobs they are likely to get into, what is the kind of training they
require, in order to grow and so on. So, sometimes that is called the HRD - Human
Resources development, so that is the distinction we make.
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It addresses human and humane side of the people to unleash the potential productivity

and performance by promoting job satisfaction; that is motivating the people how to do
organizational commitment, that is building a culture, where people are very happy to be

working with that organization, like you happy to be working with Tata’s or Larsen and
turbo commitment to the organization. Self development, happy that they have got the

opportunity to learn about more computer usage, because these facilities are available, to
attempt few courses - training courses to learn more instead of just what they learnt when
they joined the organization, to develop, so that is the aspect which HRP addresses.
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The factors affecting HRP; type and strategy of the organization, organizational growth
cycles and planning, environmental uncertainties, time horizons, type and quality of
forecasting information, nature of jobs being filled, off-loading the work, everything is
clear? All these factors- they affect human resource planning, all clear? Time horizon
when do we require? Remember, we said planning was, what and when, remember that,
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so horizon is when, we say what and when? Horizon is something which is far off, so
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you require it in longer time, any other questions? Now, we will take a five minute break.
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Human Resource Planning - II

Good morning again, now we continue in this session on the topic of HRP - Human
Resource Planning (No audio from 01:13 to 01:32).
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So, here you have a flow chart, you may not be able to see this very clearly, so I will
spell it out for you. You have the environment here, because every organization is within
a certain environment, so this is the environment. And these are the organizational
objectives and policies, because this is a top management policy which is in relation to
the organizational objectives to fulfill those objectives, the policies that are made.

This is the HR needs forecast, who forecast the needs? The operating departments will
forecast the needs. And then it will be collated and consolidated by the HR department.
And this is a HR supply forecast, so who does the supply forecast? The HR department;
they are the people who can forecast how much supply is there.
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Then this is HR programming, HR implementation programming is what making basic
plans on how to balance the needs with the supply, then the implementation. So the
implementation will be of two types, one is acquiring, that is advertising, the recruitment
process, short listing, then the selection process calling them for interviews, interviewing
and then appointing. So that is the acquiring part, and the other part people are separating
also right, so the separating part also has to be done.
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So, when you have a need you have to have a net need, because some extra people will

be required, some people will be leaving. So, what is the net need that has to be
established, and implemented. Then control and evaluation of program, then you find out

that what was your plan and how well did you succeed in implementing the plan, that is
after every implementation; you should have a self monitoring and see how you did.

And then, control and evaluation after that you have the surplus restricted hiring reduced

hours VRS layoff, or shortage recruitment and selection. If you have been able to do
your work perfectly well, there will be complete balance right. You will have neither
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shortage nor any need to recruit.

So, this is the conceptual representation of the HRP process; any question on this?
Within the HR department, there will be number of sub departments, which will be doing
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this exercise total exercise.
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So, (No audio from 04:45 to 04:58) you have the HR department, and you will have
some sub departments. So, these sub unites, or sub departments, one will be recruitment,
the other will be planning, next the third will be training, fourth will be induction
orientation, when new employees come, and coordination which you in different
departments. Next will be, let us say separations, those who retire all right, those who are
deceased, or those who resign.
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Separations that is retirement, if people retire they are given benefits right, so planning

those benefits; if people die again benefits are given. Similarly, those who resign all the
processing on the administration of the registration, so retirement, death, resignation.

So, all these sub unites must work in coordination with each other to make the HR

process, which we just saw (Refer Slide Time: 07:32). So, this conceptual model can be
translated into this working organization chart, of what happens and depending on the

size of the company. In the HR department, you may have a vice president in charge V
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ut

P, or you may have a G M H R, or a manager, depending on how big the organization is.

Now, we come to what we call forecasting techniques, because as we said planning is
trying to estimate, how many will require. So, there are some types of techniques one is
managerial judgment, that is by experience you can know all right, from the past trend
and the future businesses, the emerging trends by experience and judgment, you make a
forecast.
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Then ratio-trend analysis, we talked about this a little in the last session, about if the
sales all right is hundred, and you want to increase the sales to one twenty all right. And
you had 20 people, so to increase the sales to 20 percent, how many people you will
require? So that is basically ratio-trend analysis. Then work study techniques, Delphi
techniques, flow models and mathematical models.
So, these are the various techniques, which are available and which we have to choose
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depending on our company, type of business we are, type of accuracy and sophistication

that you want to achieve. But, remember each of these techniques all right, is only finally
giving you a forecast; a forecast is not a guarantee of what is going to happen, is it not? It
remains an estimate.

Only thing is if you use a refine model, you may go from a guesstimate to an estimate.
What is guesstimate? Less accurate may be more guess work, and estimate is based on

some decision support system, some data, and some information. So the forecasting may
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be a little better, we will come to that one by one.

You guess something, you know all of us we when ask the question, we try to find some
logic in our mind. And usually that logic is found from experience, when you do not
have any data; past experience that gives you the logic, is it not, so and when you guess
without any other supporting data, sometime we call it a guesstimate. That is an estimate
made on the basis of a guess, which again comes from your experience, past data that is
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guesstimate. And estimate usually is something which is not only on a guess but, it is
based on some past facts, which may be there some hard facts, some scientific approach,
or method and then we arrive at an estimate.
So, managerial judgment method, the top and operating managers participate, that is not
only the top managers, but the operating managers. Both bottom-up approach and topdown approach methods are used, what does it mean? What is bottom-up approach and
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what is top-down? It means exactly what it says. Operating managers are at the bottom,

top managers are at the top. So, the process may start by operating managers, preparing
manpower plans, and sending up to the top level for approval.

And this is the normal process, in normal times this is the normal process; in unusual
times, the other process is there that is top people simply give a directive. Directive may
be no additional manpower to be taken next year, manpower freeze but, in normal
operating times you have that bottom-up approach.

So or the other way top managers prepare the forecast and send down to the operating
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level for comments, after which it is finalized. Any question on this? Anyone who has
any work experience here, no one of you, none of you? Once you are all in educational

(( ))
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institutions? Defense, production.

So, construction and maintenance, now you have participated in some process of
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planning, manpower for your department.
Yes sir.

What is that you have seen in (( )) is it bottom-up approach? they ask you how many
manpower will be required, or top-down, they are told and then you plan your
requirement send it up and then you will get a approval, or approval with some reduction
or whatever it is. Quick method but, may suffer from subjectivity all right, so why is his

saying quick method but, may suffer from subjectivity.
Because, hard facts are not there basically by judgment, what method you used? You did
this judgment method in MAS? Depending on what method? Depending on number of
construction you will have. So you require supervisors if there number of sites are
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increasing, yeah if there is a number of sites which increase, and you cannot cope with
the existing supervisors. Otherwise the supervision quality will not be good, and then
you may ask for new diploma engineer or other supervisor.
So, that is not only guesstimate, it is based on some facts which you know about the
future also may be someone is going to retire, that aspect you have to take into account.
So, that is the kind of approach which happens in real life, in military engineering
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services.
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Next is work study method, all of us are familiar with work study method, this can be
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used, where time standards are available. And we all know what time standards, anyone

does not know what are time standards? All know. So, what are the time standards? You
do not know, you said all know, if you do not know you ask then. Otherwise how will

you learn? You know time standards? You do not know right, you have to establish the

time, that is how you measure productivity.
So, any job if it is a machining component, let us say on a machine, then the industrial
engineer or the work study engineer will come with a stop watch. And he will observe

for 1 whole shift, or 2 shifts, 3 shifts, 3, 4, 5 workman, who is doing the job. so the job
may be involving picking up the raw material, all right putting it during the press
operation, putting it on the all right, after that actuating the press comes some cut outs
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are made. Pick up the work piece, finished piece, stake it on to the bin, then again you do
the repetition, after some time you may take a brush and clean.
So, there is a process sheet led down all of you have had workshop you know, you are
mechanical engineers, you have seen machines, you have been in workshop operator,
machines, and then you should know this you are not. But, how would you do it in

how what happens in the shop floor.
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industry, you have taken industry training in your B tech or BE level, no; then you know

Otherwise, how do you know how many pieces the work is worker is supposed to
produce, so work study started many years ago at the turn of the last century. So

scientific school of management, this is the scientific school. Trying to apply scientific

methods of studying the work, time taken, and something which is connected with this is
method, how that work is being done, is it done by the most efficient method or not.

So, work study is time and motion study, we also used to call it, and then you keep on

measuring and see, and try to find out what time you should take 5 seconds, 8 seconds,
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10 seconds, and then you put factors on it. To say after all the workmen cannot be there

for 2 hours on the machine, he has to go to the toilet, there is a fatigue factor, and he
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takes a little brake.

So, adding all that, they say all right, the standard we are saying now, establish
scientifically by actual measurement, giving all allowances is every shift. Let us say this
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piece, you should have 1000 pieces, that is the time standards. So, that is what he is
saying, where time, where work methods, and time standards are available, if not
available, how do you know, is guesstimate again. When a standard is there, then on the
work sheet, whenever something is processed on the machine, you must have seen in
industry, there is a job card which comes along with it, is it not. How many pieces have

to be manufactured, what machine, what tool, what material to be drawn from the stores.

So, then you know when you are estimating for manpower all right, you see planned

output for next year, like this side here 1000 pieces per shift. And this of course, we
talked about component but, it has to be exploded into how many components will
require each work station where you are processing it all right.
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So, what you are going to get forecast is for the finished goods, is it not, not for a
component. Then the panning process, we will have to see that for ex finish good there
may be two hundred components, in there some of these components are made in our
factory, some are brought out from venders, where brought out from venders, we do not
have to increase our manpower, where is made we have to increase the man power. So,
you come down to the level where you estimate saying planned output for next year is
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50000.
Let us say standard hours which you know, because it has to be there, per unit is 8 hours,
planned hours required is 50000 multiplied by 8, productive hours per workmen per year,
what does that mean, you take the holidays; there are 365 days in the year, count all the

Sundays, or weekly off national holidays. Then you also estimate for the average leave

that is eligible, say they have got 8 days of casual leave, and you see historically that
every workman takes full 8 days every year. So minus 8 days finally, you come to
productive, so many workmen hours 2000 per hour.

ut

And number of workers therefore, required is 400,000 divided by 2000 is 200. So this is
the work study method, it is just a little scientific method, and this is only possible where
the time standards is available. And if time standards is not available, then you have to
either guess a time standard, estimate a time standard, or look at the past, and from the
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past you do ratio analysis, that is the next method.
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Let me ask you where, who took training in which factory, anyone took any training in
any factory, which factory? Rourkela steel plant and which department? Fertilizer and
chemical. So, basically pipes and tubes and dials and meters, is it not. So, there the
workmen do not do any production work, what do they do? Observation of all the
parameters, temperatures, pressure, but the process is done by not the workmen,

Any one read in
Yes
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chemical is going process parameters are set and they are controlled.

National ball bearing company, where? Jaipur and what was the process, ball bearings
but, is it one automated plant right.

So, what were the elements of work there in the tape or division, how many workmen
did you have?

ut

Around 20.

Yes sir,

ol

20, so they were feeding something into a machine?

Did they have time standards?
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Not sure.

Well industry training is not suppose to make you an expert but, gives you a feel and
flavor of what happens. Because, industry you have to control productivity, you have to
control the material you have, to control the cost, otherwise you will end up making a
loss, is different from our laboratory is it not. Laboratory you can waste some material,

also main purpose is to learn and what you can do is a laboratory, sometime you cannot
do in industry, that is why you heard of scaling up.
You do at laboratory stage, pilot plant stage, but you sometime unless you scale up and
see, you do not know whether it is possible, to with a manufacturing stage, simple
example is cooking, I always give this example. You cook in a house for 4 people, and
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you cook for 400 people in the hall, do you see how the methods are, you have such a big
bowl, that you require a strong man, with a huge thing to stir it round also.
So, the parameters which you control all right can be very rough and not very exact as
you do in a house in a small scale. So it is very difficult to get very tasty food in a mess
as you will get in your own house, unless you mechanize it now that is what, so this is a
kind of thing which you see. Now estimating by ratio method, is a very quick method

this by past.
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and base of studying past ratios, if you do not have work study norms, then you can use

But, please remember that past is no guarantee into the future, because things may
change, but, in the absence of anything else, we as managers we have to take some

decision all right. Because we do not have data, we cannot say we cannot decide, so we
have to take by recourse of this method.

So example, total output per number of workers, total these are the parameters I am
saying; remember we discussed in the last session some ratio, one may be numerator is

ut

output. Output means what? Production number of units, or even in rupees but, here it

means number of units. Denominator, number of workers or it may be another ratio, total
sales volume. Let us say in rupees, by number of salespersons which we said, then past
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ratios are used for future forecast.

So, it is production last year, is 100,000 units, and number of workers last year is 100,
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then estimated production next year, if you get a forecast from production department is
120,000 units. Then number of workers require is 120, This 120,000 divided by 100,000
in percentage all right, multiplied by 100, 100000 upon 120,000 200,000 upon 100,000
multiplied by 100.

So, 120 after computing the above number adjustments are to be made, this is important,
adjustment made for planned separations. Separation also means promotion mind you, it
is not as if they are leaving the company, some people who are workmen let us say
highly skilled, they are promoted to supervisor, that means they become indirect. All
managers are indirect, by the way they are equally important but, they are not direct they
are not on the machine.
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So, all managers to an accountant, all managers are over heads, did you know that, over
head we think something which is unproductive, you know over heads. So, managers are
over head, because their costs are indirect cost, they are not direct cost. So, their costs are
allocated, say your the general manager production and in your office your pays and your
secretary’s pay, and all the other cost of the office is 10,00,000 a year. And you have ten
departments in your factory all right, may be 1,00,000 will be apportion as a cost of each
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of these departments.
That means, whatever is their cost plus 1,00,000, that is they have to earn, recover your
cost, also because they are direct by producing that amount also. So you see management

you have to stay very lean, you should not increase the head office cost too much or your
own, by having a big cabin, three assistance in your office, because you are overhead

always good companies they try to have more direct and less indirect. Questions, any
questions? But, the dichotomy is who is going to question, the big boss.

So, big boss has to have self discipline, you should not increase the overheads by

ut

profligate spending, in what is happening in our government. Every government that

come, they say we must control the fiscal deficits, have you heard that fiscal? How do
they try to do it, by cutting down on the expenditure of various ministries you know.
Like our prime minister has recently said, curve on foreign travel, curve on this, curve on
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that, they are trying to reduce that, because all that is overhead, any questions?
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Now, we come to your question, what is the Delphi technique method? Now this is a
more refined judgmental method, remember it is refined but, judgmental and in essence
how do they refine judgment, by taking multiple judgments, that is the essence. My
judgment, your judgment, his judgment, his judgment, if you take the premises; if you
take many judgments, then we get the final judgment, which is more accurate than
individual judgment, that is the essence of it.
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And this is the process by which they do it; process is, hence it can be more accurate then

the management judgment method; but, it is more time consuming, because of the
process. The managers involved do not meet face to face; it is not meetings called in
some room the following steps are involved the managers are asked to provide
manpower estimates on a pre-designed questionnaire.

So, HR department after approval of top management, they make a questionnaire, like if
he is going to sales people, what is the total volume of products and what is in rupee

value done last year. Next question what is the forecast, which you have for selling next
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year? All right. Are you going to be in the same territory, where you sale or different
territories if different, which are these territories? All right. What is the mode of travel
tick off by air, rail, and motor car? Because time of travel your trying to and so, on they
make a questionnaire. And the manager asked to provide estimates, based on a pre-
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designed questionnaire to HR department.
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Each manager then submits his estimate or her estimate, anonymously and
independently, you do not want to be biased; there are some managers who may be more
powerful than other managers. So, HR people do not want to cut his thing, you know, so
no bias, anonymous. The HR department compiles, and summarizes the various
responses and reports the finding back to each of the managers. What does it mean,
compiles and summarizes, for various departments.
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For instance, let us say the production department has asked for manpower, finally after

the questionnaire, which is 30 percent more, and the sales are asking for 50 percent
more. I am just giving a case, this is send back to them so there the manager. I have
asked for fifty percent more but, production people asking only for thirty percent, let me

reassess, you know. May be I am asking for too many, because after all they have to
produce, they are not asking, after receiving the feedback, the managers are surveyed
once again for reviewed estimates.

So, HR says now, we are sending you back, look at it now and review estimates and send

ut

it back to us, do you want to change the earlier forecast. The summaries and surveys are

repeated, until the managers opinion tend to agree, because if there is inconsistency
between various managers after all it is a interconnected company is it not.
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So, there has to be a cohesive picture, there cannot be inconsistency, one department
wants too many, the other wants too few, for the same volume of production. Ultimately
the company has got it is plan for the whole year, the whole plan; the plan has to match
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together. So, this is trying to make a complete whole picture of the total manpower
required, which will be consistent with each other, the departments, so this is the attempt.

The agreement reached is the forecast of the manpower needs any questions? Why do
they have anonymity, because often in group processes, when you have groups usually
the dominant members of the group, all right if they sale with the dominant member,

they would somehow convince the group. And the group will fall into a phenomena

called group thing and the decision may be the sales get 150 and 140 although the
production gets 120.
So, anonymity is usually used in group decision making, because this is a group decision
making process, where individual members of the group cannot influence each other,
that is why anonymity is used. The agreement reach is the forecast, now this is not very
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commonly used in industry, because it is time consuming. And this back and forth you
send a paper from HR department, and say please let us have your service by so and so
date, usually it does not come by so and so date.
So, you have to give a reminder from HR department, still it does not come. Some
departments send other departments do not send, so it becomes a kind of time consuming
and difficult to administer. So what is normally used is either the management, it has
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been method for macro level I am saying or the ratio analysis, these are very popular

methods, which are used. And for lower levels, particularly shop floor etcetera, where
time standards are available, then of course, that is used work study method is used, any
questions?
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We have another method called flow models method, the simplest flow model is the
Markov model. Fix the time period for the forecast, usually the time period if it is annual
forecast is one year but, if it is a long range forecast it may be 5 years, may be 3 years.
Establish employee categories and these categories are also called in this model as states.
Enumerate the flows amongst various categories or states, for several time periods.
So, what could be the category, if you have daily rated workmen the category should be
unskilled, semi skilled, skilled and highly skilled. If it is monthly rated workmen or
employees as we call them, it could be stenographer, one stenographer, and two typists,
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telephone operator, clerical one, clerical two, clerical three; this is a various classification
grades pay scales, so this could be.
So, these are called states also and for several time periods. Enumerate the flows, flows
means what, there always a flow we said people come, people go, people are promoted.
So, as we said a highly skilled may be promoted into a supervisor he goes away from
that, and may be promoted over 1 year, may be promoted 2 year, 3 years. So, for several
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time periods, the flow of manpower that you enumerate.

ol
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Estimate the probability of flows or movements, from one category to another, based on
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past trends in this regards. How many are going to be promoted, how many are going to
be separated from retirement, how many will resign and go. Particularly at higher levels,
lower level you do not find resignation as such, once you take someone he is there till he
retires or he is sacked.

The disadvantage is there is a heavy reliance on past data. Everything you do, your doing
on the past, unless you have some new projects which are on the anvil, some
diversification project, where some of the skills which you will be required for the new
project are already available here. Then you can plan that some of the senior people from
here, would get a chance, some junior people would be needed from here to form a
nucleus, which can start the operation of the new factory, till more are inducted.
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So, unless you have this that you have to factor that in otherwise you rely more or less on
past data, any questions? All right.
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ut

Then last is we have mathematical models method, so mathematical models express

relationship between independent variable and dependent variable. So, independent
variable is production, for instance sales all right. And dependent variable is number of
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workers required, for example, the following model is widely used for forecasting
employee needs.
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And that model is expressed as, E n (E lagg n plus G) to the power 1 upon x. Where E n
is the estimated number of workers required in a number of years, that is at the planning
periods, may be 1 year, 3 year, 5 year, 3 periods, you are taking, well aggregate is the
overall or aggregate level of annual business activity, in rupees for the time period.
G is the total growth in business activity, estimated through period n in today’s rupees.
So, one estimate is put into this, remember how do you estimate this, you have the other
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methods available is it not. You may do it by management judgment method, what is the
estimate of future business, you may do it by train analysis method but, this will be one
of the inputs to this equation.

X is the average productivity improvement estimated from today, how do you estimate

productivity improvement, you may have signed a union agreement in that agreement,
they have agreed, to increase productivity by 10 percent. Now whether it happens or not,

is uncertain, is it not it depends on so many factors, whether it is possible in the first

place or union agreed to it, so that they could close the agreement, and get the salary

ut

increase. Whether, even if it is possible, whether the management has got the will to
implement it, because when you sign the agreement, the money has been given.

The productivity improvement, the management has to see that by supervision and other
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means, they have to get the increase productivity but, this is an estimate which you put in
productivity estimate. So, is the average productivity improvement estimated from today
through planning periods n, that is x is equal to 1.08, it means an average productivity
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increase of 8 percent. And with this so you are factoring in the productivity increase.
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Y is the level of business activity per worker, today total level business activity divided
by current member it is number of personnel. So, why is the level of business activity per

worker, total level of today’s business divided by the current. So business activity means

ut

rupees, for instance, so total level of today’s rupees divided by current number of
personnel. So again rupees per person, so that is why, it does not appear.
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This is an adjustment then, in this model it is not appearing, y is the level of business
activity per worker, total level of today’s business activity divided by the current number
of personnel; we will give a clarification on this. The purpose of this model is to predict
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E n, that is the level of personnel required in a period or periods, before applying the
model estimate of G, x and y must be made.
Such estimates are based on the previous experiences of the management, as well as on
the future strategic choices to which the organization decision makers are committed.

This will clarify, because here it says why, is also an estimate right, it is not actual,
whereas this says current number today’s level of business. Today’s level is known, it is
not an estimate, so this clarification we will give.
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Now we come to HR supply forecasting, so one was demand which is the need in the

organization, next is the supply from where from are you going to get it. The analysis for
supply of manpower covers existing human resources skill and management inventories
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Internal sources of supply, usually internal sources are by promotion essentially, you
train people and then promote them. Normally, you train them on the job, sometime you
give them outside training, and after that you promote them and external sources of
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supply. The demand and supply forecast have to be balanced and steps taken to eliminate
any mismatch. Monitoring stroke audit and control have to be maintained for keeping the
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quality and quantity equilibrium.

So, this is the general process of human resources planning and to sum up you can say,
HRP consist of trying to estimate what will be the required need of human resource in
the future, maybe 1 year, 3 year, 5 year. And how to implement it, that is how much is
required and how much is acquired, how to implement it by recruitment and selection.
And also to see that in the process you balance, what is the estimate, with what is the
final recruitment and selection. So that, the most economical use is made, all right all the

manpower that you deploy in the company.
Another concept which we covered is, that in this HRP there is a nuance difference
between MP and HRP, that is HRP is addressing the individual, the human and human
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aspects. And M P is looking at the macro level of manpower, what classification, what
numbers but, not individually as human being.
So, therefore, looking at individual human being, it concentrates also on such issue as
motivating the human being, developing the human being, all right. And getting
organization commitment from the human being. So these are the additional nuances, the
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additional areas which HRP.
So, you can say in that sense that MP is a subset of HRP, HRP is the total planning

process and the implementation process. Implementation process I said earlier,
recruitment selection, separation, etcetera. There are various departments in the HR
department, total various subsections, sub units in the HR department each is concerned

with the sub unit activities, any questions? All right. Then we will end today’s this

session and next time we will take up recruitment and selection, that is how to acquire
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after making the plan, thank you very much.
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Recruitment and Selection

(No audio from 00:53 to 01:13) Good morning.
Good morning.

Today our topic is Recruitment and Selection, so everyone knows what recruitment right,
and everyone knows what is selection, but I am sure everyone does not know, what is the
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ut

difference between the two, we will see that as we go along.

So, recruitment is a process of search for and securing applicants, you search and secure,
that is you come to know who are the applicants, for the various job positions, so that,
the right people in the right number can be selected to fill the job positions which arise
from time to time in the organization. Now as you have noted, this topic is following the
topic of human resource planning. Planning was to plan for and this is the
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implementation, they actually get the people. The process of selection and placement,
follow sequentially after the recruitment, the total process of recruitment and selection
and the placement can be called the process of hiring. So, three components together,
first is recruitment, then selection, and then you actually hire or you can call it
appointment, right.

ut
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Some of the factors which affect recruitment, some are internal factors, and some are
external factors. Internal factors, size of organizations all right, if it is bigger, then it is
easier. Why do you think? Because well known, you say Tata or L and T, or Reliance, all
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the people know about this company, but if you will say Shyamlal Maniklal private
limited, people do not about that, it is a small company, may be 10, 12 people, so is more
difficult.

So, we call brand equity, you have heard the term brand equity, brand IIT and some
popatmal institute of technology, that does not have the brand equity, people have not
heard of it, whereas IIT has brand equity. So, recurring recruitment policy whether
internal or external recruitment, so this is another factor, some people have a policy, that

we will try it to fill vacancies by promotions, from internal sources. Because, we have
already people whom are tried and tested, we know how they work and therefore, they
must get the opportunity also, to keep them motivated, so many companies have this
policy.
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But, sometimes you have a situation where you have vacancy, and you have to take from
outside, because that skill that you require may not be available or people may not be
ready to fill up the post, so you go to the external sources, and the policies are there.
Image of organization, by product or service quality or public relations or patronage or
promotions, sponsoring of events, community service etcetera, so image of organization
is the same as all right, same concept as brand equity, what I talked about, thus the
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image.
And there are various ways in which the companies they build their image, one of the

popular ways is sponsoring events right, say world cup is going on, you sponsor the
world cup, that means you give the prizes, you give the money for the prizes. And in

return what happens? The media, that is the television all right, they will flash your
banner, they will always say this is sponsored by Reliance or sponsored by Tata, so that
way you build your image. That you are a patron of the sporting activity of the nation, so
you get a good image, amongst the member of the general public, then there are many

ut

other ways in which you can build image.

Image of the job, see one was the company, then the image of the job itself, type of
work, remuneration, growth prospects, working conditions, self development
opportunities. So, in order to attract people, to join your company, you not only give the
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image of the company, but also the type of job, build the image for the job, that is an
exciting job, all right, there is a learning to be head hear, for you own self development
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and so on, any question?
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Those were the internal factors, now we come to the external factors, demographic
factors that are sex, age, literacy, economic status etcetera, labor market, right type. And

quantity, unemployment situation, simpler in areas of high unemployment, obviously is

ut

not it? If you go to a backward area where there is a so few jobs, many people are

unemployed, and you advertise even for a very low skill job, and you will have 1000 and
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1000s of applications.

Remember, it was in the newspaper a few months ago, railways were
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(( ))

Yes recruiting for a lower level job, and rash took place, because there was such huge
number of application, see that people who congregated there, it was difficult to control
the crowd. So, if you have areas where there is more unemployment is easier to recruit.
Then labor laws, these cover working conditions, compensation, retirement, benefits,

child labor, safety and health, etcetera. If you have very stringent labor laws all right,
then that is one of the factors which will affect, external factor which will affect your
recruitment, and legal considerations, reservations, for various categories.
So, if you have a got a certain standard of people that you want to recruit all right, these

people must have these qualifications, but at the same time there is legislation for
reservations of various categories. Some time they may clash with each other, you may
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not be able to find the right people of your standard or quality to fill those reserved posts.
So, these are some of the factors which the HR manger has to keep in consideration,
when he is recruiting. Then labour laws, these cover working conditions, compensation,
etcetera, their requirements about local labour, being taken.
Requirements about, first giving your requirement to the employment exchange, you
cannot just advertise for certain categories of job. And the employment exchange then,
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will from among those who have registered with them, send you the people and then you

look at the people, so initiative will not be yours. So, those were some of the factors,
which affect the recruitment.
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Now, we come to recruitment sources, we are setting up a factory, green field factory in
a certain town, may be not in a backward area, but in the rural area, let us say. Then
where from are you going to get your people, so recruitments sources, internal sources of

course we said, is always a possibility depending on your companies policies all right,
and which means from present employees, from employee referrals.
Referrals means, there are some people who are referred to you, that we have sending the
bio-data of so and so, please see whether, you can fit him in into your organizations, so
these are referrals. Then former employees all right, those who may have left you for a
better job, then found out that they made a mistake. Because, in fact your job was better
than the job, he thought was better wants to come back, it is not very infrequent, in good
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organizations when people leave, younger people they leave, because they get a better
salary offer from a smaller organization. Because, smaller organizations reason in this
manner, that if he is being selected by Tatas or L and T, that means he must be good,
because they have a strict recruitment process and a selection process. So, why we
should go to the trouble of again trying to advertise and recruit and select; let us only
take people, who are in good companies and attract them by giving a higher salary,
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higher benefits which they would have to wait for, if they continued in their existing
companies.

So, they give that lure the attraction and people leave, but often they find out that money
is not everything, because the working conditions may not be very good, may be there

were companies policy, which are very restrictive; they inhibit your self development,
may be the power is so centralized, that you may have a higher salary, you may have a
higher title but, you do not enjoy the power, so, recognition may not be there. So, a host
of other things they probably find out, and then they want to come back.

ut

So, therefore, this is a source also, we call it internal because, he has work with you

before and their former employees. And what is the benefit to the company? He is a tried
and tested person, he has been with you, because every time you recruit and finally
select, remember you are running a risk. Whatever interviews you may do, can you really
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within an half an hour or a 1 hour interview and some data which has been given and
which you asked for, can you really ensure that he is the right person, very often you
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realize you made a mistake.

Whereas, a former employee who left off his own accord, you know he was a good
employee but, some companies have policies that they do not take back former

employees, so you have to see that, there are companies. Why they make the policy,
because their top management have a feeling that, if they have left all right, they did not
have either loyalty to your company or if they have left it will be a bad motivating factor
for existing employees.

Because, they are hoping to be promoted, someone left and you take him or her back, so
there are many considerations like this, why some companies have a policy not to take
back former employees.
(( ))
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Yes
(( ))
Referring, say say you are the HR manager and I all right am a friend of yours, private
friend.
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Private friend
Yeah, and someone say look my son, he had just passed engineering and you see can you

put him somewhere, so then I say all right, let me see I have got a friend working here in

a good company, so I send the bio-data and phone you, as I am sending the bio-data and
see if you have a vacancy but, select him on merits, means give him a chance.
(( ))

Well it depends, favor means it depends on the company, there the company we said, we

are very much welcome the referral, because if you do not have advertise and you save
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the money. Let us say a case, where for a post you normally would have advertised, and
you would have got let us say 20, 30, 40 applications for it. But, from known sources you
already got referral 20, 30, 40, you may say let us, not spend the money on the
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advertisement.

Let us interview these people, if they are meeting our requirements, after screening the
application, interview them, if you find someone good, take them, but sometime referral
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is, that you may get someone who is referring a candidate who is no good. He wants the

candidate to be taken as a favor all right, because he wants all right to push some ones
case with undeserving, then the company must decide what they want to do.
Many of the companies will not accommodate, some may accommodate, may be it is
from a very powerful person, who can help the company to make lots of money, in some
ways. If they simply take one person, and give him a job, it depends on the
management’s policy. But, now a days with competitive economy, to see where there is

competition; more and more companies will not be willing to do it.
So, what happens, when you take a referred candidate who does not fit in your
organization, he becomes an unproductive asset in the sense; because he is not giving
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output, he is not doing the job, so if he is not doing someone else has to do the job, so
you hire one more meritorious person to do the job. So, you are wasting money now,
therefore, when competition was not there, such a thing could be accepted or tolerated,
by some units, some organizations, not all. Now, I suspect more and more, if you if you
take people who are not contributing, you are just increasing your expenses and which
will ultimately reflect on the cost of your product of the service, for the expenses have to
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be recover from the prices that you set. The price then may be too high you would not be
able to sell it therefore; I do not think it will happen now.

So, as you say there are two sides of it, referred candidates can be good, referred
candidates all right, can be good for the company, but at the same time, if the referred
candidates do not meet up with your specifications, then it is bad for the company, right.

Then external is the employment exchanges, advertisement of course, employment
agencies in the case of lower level, professional association like institutional engineers

India or if you want some specially skills, then you will have to go to these, you may go

ut

to the professional institutions.

Campus recruitment is very popular, when when you have the entry level, that is you
trainees then campus level are is very popular. Word-of-mouth but, this is very important
for small organization, which do not have brand equity, they pass on by word-of-mouth,

ol

and then they in a cheap manner, relatively instead advertising and so on. If they find 2
or 3 the good candidates, they interview and they appoint, so word-of-mouth, what are
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the examples, where they would do it? Say small organization or a housing society; say
you want a manager, would you advertise for it, you would not? So, you would probably

pass it through word-of-mouth, and few candidates will come, and then you interview

them, and so on.

Then deputation, what is deputation? Different department, you deputed or in very large
organization, you may have got within the group, 10 companies or 5 companies you

know, like Tata’s have got so many companies under their group, each is different
company, Tata Infotech, Tata steel, Tata motor company. So, in one of the companies, if

you find that there is a requirement and a vacancy and you find that you can spare a good
man from another company then you send on deputation, for a limited period of time.
Deputation is popular, when you are doing projects, because then you a can get people
for a limited period of time.
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Once the project is over then he can go back to his parent company and raiding, raiding
is what, what is raiding? Raiding is humla, that means you have a competitor, you take
away people from the competitor, so you have Infosys and Wipro let us say, there both
competing. So, the HR manager of each will try to lower people from, why from
competitor, because they are doing the same thing, they are the same knowledge base the
employee, they do not require retraining, so in that sense it is cheaper, so raiding also is
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popular.
There are some companies all right, who if there is a if it is a dominant industry with 2 or

3 people or let us say it is a consolidated industry, with 2 or 3 players only, who are

dominating in that industry, so they have a packed with each other. Say Infosys and
Wipro say look, let us have a gentlemen agreement that you will not take our people and

we in turn will not take your people, so that also exist in industry. Now, how far each of
these companies behaves in a gentlemanly fashion, who do not know, but sometimes
they have that agreement.
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Then evaluation of internal source, you have advantages and disadvantages. Familiarity
with own employees, obviously that is an advantage, you know how he is, but
disadvantage is limited choice, then better use of talent. Why, advantage why is it better
use of talent, evaluation of internal all right anyone, why better use of talent? Because,
obviously if you have a vacancy, which is of a higher or a different more challenging,
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only then the employee himself or herself will be interested in coming, is it not. And you
will not offer unless you feel, that he or she has got the talent to take a higher job. So,
therefore, if you give that and fill that vacancy with the internal you are better utilizing
the talent of your inside person. But, the disadvantage is discourages competition, that
means if the word was round in the market, then that company they advertise only for the
sake of advertising, they will finally fill it from their internal.
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So, what is going to happen? If and when you do advertise for a position people may not
apply to you, then economical recruitment obviously, because advertising is a huge

amount of expense now a days, going to campuses is a big expense. But, if you have
internal, it is just question of telephone, the department heads agreeing, HR department
is told, and letter of transfer is given, so is very economical.

Disadvantage is stagnation of skills, why do you say the stagnation of skills, evaluation
of internal source. Because, they say that if you take people from outside, you have

infusion of as they say fresh blood in to the organization. When people who come from
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outside bring with them certain new ideas, some new practices good people that you

take. And it infuses practices which will be more beneficial to the organization and
sometimes if you only take from within the organization you use the word inbreeding,
what is the meaning of inbreeding? That the same people from the same culture, you
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only transfer them to department to department.

And nothing new and fresh is coming out, it is the same air which is circulating within
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the room, no fresh air is coming from outside, so after time what happens it gets stale
that air, so it is always good to have new blood coming, from that point of view. Even in

universities for faculty recruitment, many universities they have a rule, that those who do
PhD from their own university, they do not take them immediately. Because, you
imagine a position situation, where PhD’s will then become senior, if they become a

faculty they will have an own research scholar, ultimately you will have all PhD’s from
the same institute.

So, fresh ideas etcetera from other institute, that is a kind of inbreeding, that is marring
within the families, inbreeding, so you do not get fresh talent, that is the reason. And
then motivator, all right why motivator, because the employees know that if there is a
vacancy, there will be internal advertisement on our company notice board, we can apply
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for it; we will get a fair chance, so people get motivated. On the other hand you see,
every time there is a vacancy company brings people from outside, then people get
demotivated, they say here was a chance you did not give us such chance, you are taking
from outside, so advantage is motivated. And creates conflict, why do they say that
disadvantage, creates conflict?
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(( ))
Because, you are from department A, he is from department B, you come in competition,

I select you, I do not select him but, you he still remain an employee then he feels bad
about him, he says there was favoritism, actually. Because, the two bosses you know, his
boss is good friend now with our boss therefore, I did not get a chance whether, my boss
is not good friend, so all sorts of things happen, so there is a potential for conflict, this
happens, any question?

So, evaluation of external source, open process, availability of talented candidates,
opportunity to select the best candidate, provides healthy competition, these are some of

ut

the advantages. On the other hand, disadvantage is very expensive and time consuming,

unfamiliarity with the organization the new man that comes, he is unfamiliar, there is a
time learning curve he has to take time before he starts contributing, he has to be trained,
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discourages existing employees which we said in the last slide demotivated. Existing
employees feels that why they are taking from outside, they should could have take in
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from inside and they feel bad about it.
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So, in short this is a summary, the recruitment process then is recruitment planning all

right strategy development in what manner and from with source is you going to get,
searching, screening, evaluation and control. So, this is in some the re-recruitment

ut

process, and usually every HR department or division, they have a specialized section

you know, 3 or 4 people who specialized in the recruitment, then they keep in touch with

ol

the various universities.

If there is campus interview or if it is industrial worker the ITI industrial training
institute, so they have relationships built up and with the newspaper advertisement and

vt
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so on, so they specialize, recruitment section it is called.
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So, here you see personal planning, job vacancies, once you have the vacancies in place,
recruitment planning number and time. Similarly, you do job analysis and that is the

input to recruitment planning all right, that is also a input to employee requisitioning, and

ut

when it is requisition the search will happen all right activation selling the message, from
recruitment planning it comes to strategy development where, how and when when you

ol

do the recruitment.

Similarly, from this it goes to applicant population all right and the applicant population
means it is search, so you see there is a close loop control here. Now, from here
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screening, this is screening applicant pool it goes to screening, from all these places all
right, recruitment numbers all right, strategy development where and how, Application

this closed loop goes here, and comes to screening, from screening potential hires, that

means those people who can be taken, and from here evaluation controlled to the next,
after recruitment is selection process.
So, this is a conceptual representation of how the recruitment process is done internally,
these are the companies requirement, and how then the input all right it receives and the
output it gives, gives to whom, for the selections, for the final selection.
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And this is just some of the methods, recruitment methods are direct method is campus
recruitment, indirect method, advertising in papers, professional journals etcetera. Why

do they call this direct? Because, it is one to one, you have the potential hires who are

ut

right there, and the hirers, if the hirers go straight and meet the prospective employees

direct, this is through a medium. You do not go directly, you go to newspaper,
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newspaper advertises, and then they come to you, so it is indirect.
Third party method is reinforcement, this is recruitment agencies, recruitment agencies
management consultant, these are usually for higher level course, general Managers, vice
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president, because consultants you know they have access to a data bank similarly,
recruitment agencies normally are for middle level and lower level. They also have large
data bank of people with their bio-data, and the type of job, say marketing in various
industries, they are manufacturing in various industries, and it is industry wise they have,

they have job wise, so they have huge computerized data bank.
So, if you send them, they have immediately at the beck and call, they can immediately

send emails to people who fit your specification, and say we have a vacancy for this
would you like to apply, some of them apply. When they apply, then these agencies will

screen the applications themselves, and send the applications to the actual company,
which is doing the hiring, then the company all right. And they do not tell of course,
which company to the people who make the applications, why it is obvious, because then
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the people may directly contact the company and bypass the recruitment agencies. If the
bypass the agencies, what happens? Agency looses the commission, you as the company
will pay the commission is the through the agency you get, is it not. So, they will give
code numbers and so on, there are various ways which you do it, to safeguard this keep it
secret, that this job is from which company they would not tell the people on the
databank.
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Similarly, they would not tell address etcetera, of these people, telephone numbers to the
company, that is you because, you may also directly phone them, ask them to come for

interview, so these are some of the tricks on the trade, as we call it. Now, any question
on the recruitment part? Seem simple enough right, easy job, same pay, would anyone to
join recruitment, section of HR, not so easy, it appears easy.

Because, there is the paradox, you have 1000s of people out there, but you may not have
the time that you require, after all your input is requisitions coming is not it, from various
departments in your company, we want so and so type of people, and then they write a

ut

job description and a job specification. Remember, the first topics we took, so it is not so
easy to match and get enough people to apply, and if you do not get enough people to
apply, how are you going to select; then you have to tell the department, sorry no one has
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applied, in which case you are not doing your job, you cut a sorry figure there.
Then department says this is useless, the recruitment department, they cannot get anyone
just 2 candidates, 3 candidates, they have got, we want a wider selection, so it is not so
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easy. However, let me not discourage you, because recruitment also has got its own
challenges, but you can do the job well; there are lots of engineers, in many many very
good companies, who are in charge of the recruitment also. Because, they have got the

analytical ability all right, and they are intelligent so they can do it in an innovative

manner.
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Next is selection, we say these two sides of the same coin, so in essence in recruitment

what have you done, you get after searching, large number of people, that means you

generate options for one post you generate several options, then these options you give to

ut

the manager, and say now I am giving you these options, you please select from them,

one, two, three, that is the selection process. And this is some definition; selection is a

ol

process of choosing the most suitable people out of the acceptable people.
Because the option that you put up is as per the job specs and the job description,
anything which fall outside that you will reject, no you would not put up for selection. So
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who are acceptable, and who have applied for the job in the organization both from
within, as well as outside the organization right.
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And as we said a little while ago, Selection is said to differ slightly from recruitment.
Whereas, selection is a process of choosing the best from among the candidates who
have applied, and are all judged to be suitable for the job, all are suitable but, you select

ut

best. Recruitment is the preceding process of searching and obtaining applications from
the candidates who are acceptable.

ol

However, sometimes they are used synonymously and in fact we do it, do not we, before
today you may not have known the difference between selection and recruitment, now
you know it. Otherwise, we thought recruitment selection they mean the same thing, and
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it is used also synonymously.
(( ))

Yes, you want to recruit they say the first part, so this is the slight difference in meaning,
but recruitment usually means you want to hire.
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And we saw early on hiring is three components right, first is recruitment that is a search,

then selection that is a selection process, and then placement, placement means often you

Bribery

ut

select and you still cannot place, you know why, tell me why?

Bribery, what kind of briberies, what kind No, sometimes what happens, good candidates

ol

they have multiple offers, they may not choose your company, they have better offer
they join, so you cannot place them.
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(( ))

No, not nominee, no usually what happens, personnel department will always have one
member on the panel, so if is a 3 member committee, or 2 member committee, one will
be personnel and the other will be the requisitioning department. Say you are from
manufacturing you have sent a requisition for a post, so that naturally, that department
representative has to be there, he is from sale department, so these two are common
always.

And sometime we have a third member also from any other department or if it is a higher
position you are from external also, some people who have knowledge. Even in our
faculty recruitment, the selection committee for full professor will have a external, expert
coming from any other university or from any other industry. But, for lower say assistant
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professor, it will be internal board where you have our own director, deputy director,
dean of faculty planning and may be one or two other professors. So, that is usually the
constitution of the committee. So, process of selection is filling the prescribed
application form when the candidates come, they have applied but, when they come to
your organization you have your own form. So, first they will fill up according to your
form, selection tests you know that, so many people come to our campus for interviews,
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100s of companies they many have their own test, many do not have their own test.
Selection interview which is very important reference checks, what is reference checks,

in the application form many of the companies all right, will ask give 2 references or 3
references, or people who know you well, but are not your relatives or something like
that, your relatives will only give good reference, they want neutral people. So, you write
their name and address, telephone number, sometimes say someone has referred me as a
professor.

I may get a call from that company, Professor Kalyan Chakravarti? Yes, sir we are

ut

calling from this company, one of the people who applied for this job has given your

reference. Sir, in confidence we want to ask you few question about him, please answer.
Then they will ask, that how was he in terms of reliability as a person, you know him,
and please tell us on a 0 to 5 scale, was he highly reliable or unreliable or somewhere in

ol

between. So, I say on telephone, then what about his honesty and integrity, then I think ((
)) proxy once, so then what to do? Then I say, then I tell well you know, I would not

vt
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judge him very low on that but, neither very high.
So, the other one understand, so that is why you should not indulge in these practices,

because you do not know when it I will catch up with you, in some form or the other,
because in all honesty I cannot say, that will high integrity. But I also know, some times
young people you know out of without thinking etcetera, (( )) that means you should not
dam him for life, so all these considerations are there, but anyway coming back to the

topic that is what references mean.
Physical examination of course, medical fitness is always there in all company and then
the final selection. Often what happens, the short list is made by the panel, and then it
goes to a higher level, you know who finally select out of them, but many companies say
that the panel itself is empowered to select one, as set for appointment.
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Application form which most companies have and you have to fill up is name, age, that
is date of birth, sex, nationality, marital status, address, telephone number and now of
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ut

course, email I D this is bio-graphical data.

Then next is educational information, degrees or diplomas, year of passing, subjects
offered or taken, percentage of marks and divisions to class obtained, name of university
institution and year of passing, scholastic honours or awards, training if any. Why do
they ask year of passing?
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(( ))
That you know he has told you that know, say if you have passed, I passed you know,
[FL], then I did graduate, then masters and then PhD.
(( ))
Gap that is the thing, say there is a gap, we know that between BA and MA, there should
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be two years right, if you find that he has done BA in 2003 and MA in 2005 or let us put

the other 2002 and 2000 and 2001 and 2004, that means there are 3 years and obviously,
you as an interviewer will ask question, what happen, did you fail, where you sick, did
you dropout, what happen?

Because, one of the things require to judge similarly, if in 1 year he has passed, then you

have to ask which university, does this university have 1 year program, is it a proper MA
master degree or is some other kind of diploma or certificate therefore, the year is
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ut

important, scholastic honours, awards and trainings.

Then, third category in that form you will always have experience, so one is biographical
data, educational experience, then work experience, so company’s name, numbers of
years, position held, responsibility profile, achievements. Then members of professional
bodies to see that apart from working in one company, whether you had affiliation in
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your profession with other professional bodies, remuneration present and expected.
extracurricular information and references.
So, this is usually, the common denominator for all the companies application form,
some ask many more questions also. But, this generally, this is the minimum which is
there, common to all, then as I say earlier some people take test you know in the
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selection procedure.
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So, selection test are an objective and standardized means to measure, standardized
measure of a sample of a sample behavior, some of these are psychological tests, some
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are aptitude tests to find out the aptitude. A test is a systematic procedure of comparing
the behavior of two or more persons, the whole idea is to have objectivity, because when
you have panel interviewing they are subjective remembers, because 3 or 2 human

beings are interviewing and many things come in perceptions, we have study the about
you know, does not it come in to play.
Attribution theory that is also comes into play and so many other human factors common
to play. So, you try to balance that by having a test score which gives you some
objectivity, different people taking the same exam under same conditions, so the score
will therefore, give you some objectivity about their comparative merit. Then a sample of
an aspect of an individual behavior performance and aptitude, that is what it gives. All
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tests are first psychological, and then tests of specific abilities and skills, that is
psychological and aptitude test.
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ut

Then you have a variety of test which has been designed by psychologist you know,

large number of general aptitude test and specific skill test for the purpose of selecting
employees are available to the employer, you can buy them, by the rights, and there are

ol

people many of these tests who are licensed to apply the tests, and interpret the test all
right. And usually big companies have in their HR department, people who hold that
license, were certified to test.
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All tests can be divided into two classes, ability test and personality test, why? Because,
it is not enough for company, if you are able to do a job, company wants to know in
advance, will you do the job at all, you may have the ability but, you absent yourself all
right or you do not do the job, you cheat on the job. So, such things are very important,

that is the reason.
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Then in the ability test, what they normally do, if they have aptitude test which predicts
future ability or performance, some prediction may come true, may not come true.
Achievement test, what a person can do on skills or knowledge, already acquired.
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Intelligence tests, general ability for intellectual performance, general ability remember,

it is not a guarantee. Judgment test, apply knowledge in solving a problem, so these are
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the kinds of ability tests, that you have.
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And then you have the second category, that is personality tests, and here you have
interest tests, to find out a person’s area of interest. Then you have personality trait tests,
remember when we are talking of personalities, we said that there are certain theories,
trait theories; traits means, individuals own attribute all right, measure the dimensions of
personality.
So, whether he has internal locus of control, external locus of control, high machiavellian
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type of personality or what, we try to measure that. Aptitude test, attitude not aptitude,
attitude test is very important, because the attitude of an individual is of enormous

interest and value to the organization. Organization when they do training, they say there
are always three things you train your employees for, one is knowledge, one is skills and
third is attitude.

You train people also to have positive attitude, and to start with if you take an employee
with a negative attitude, it becomes very detrimental to the company. Even if his

knowledge is very good, and skill is very good, he always has a negative attitude and this
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ut

inhibits good performance, and also it upsets fellow employees.

Now, as I said tests are no guarantees, so is recognized, you as an employer, when you
interview people you must recognize this. Limitations of tests are generally, the tests are
not very good predictors of performance, and may be use only as supplements, so you
have test score here, it is a supplement. Rely more on your interview your collective
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judgment of the panel. They are also good for screening out, if you have large number of
people, it gives you a method of screening of people, because it is impossible may be to
interview 5000 candidates, so if test can screen it out. And test should be designed and
administered only by competent and trained and certified person, I told you all these
psychological tests and aptitude tests, you require certified people, so if you do not have,
if you have small organization, there are others who are certified, whom you can hire to
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carry out your test, and pay him a lump sum for that.
Test should be validated in your organization in which they are administered, that means
what is the validation process; it is a slow process of trying to find a co-relation over a
numbers of years, between the test scores of employees whom you finally selected and
hired. And the scores on his performance appraisal over the years, by his various bosses

in the department, to get a kind of validation all right and tests have been found, found
not formed to predict failures, better than success think about it, so tests do have a value.
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If they predict this fellow, has got a negative attitude, if you still hire him the chances are
high, you will find the he has failed to do the job. But, if it says that he has a very
positive attitude, chances are not very high, that he will always be a good employee with
positive attitude; so it is better to predict failures than success. The table given below is
the summary of the validity of various tests as predictors of job proficiency, and this is
the table.
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I will read it out, but not all of it, you can see it in the text book prescribed, so here is a

job intellectual ability, special and mechanical ability, these are different test; perceptual
ability, motor ability, and personality traits. And here you have job, which is supervisor,

ut

clerical, this is not exclusive, it should be executive, clerical, sales, protective service,
vehicle operator, and etcetera. And this is the type of validity, say in case of intellectual
moderate all right, moderate plus, moderate low, so executives are not very good at
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working low, and so on.

Selection low predictability is 20, this is the factors they applied, to use the word whether
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low or high, depending on the scores, which came out in the test; you can see it later.
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Important is selection interview generally accepted that there is no substitute for a good
selection; interview is very important, other than face to face interview. That is why even
in education institution, we have a viva right, viva is nothing but, an interview to find out

ut

how much the student has learnt and knows, is far more reliable than a test paper.

It is the only way to find out correctly, the candidate looks, manners, bearing, grooming,

ol

speech, confidence level, the stance and posture, interaction style, clarity of thinking, and
how his personality affects others. It is also the best way to find out the candidates
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motivation, initiative, stability, perseverance, work habits, and judgment level.
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And you have several types of interviews, you have the preliminary interviews, for
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ut

screening out and it is done by lower level managers, is basically for short listing.

After that you have the interview which is patterned or standardize interview, the
interview parameters like what kind of information is to be elicited, so the panel
members get a check list, they ask questions on that, that is why it is standardized in
what manner the interview is to be conducted, how much time has been allotted. Then

we have depth interviews, the interview is aimed to find out in a holistic way, everything
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about the candidate, like biographical data in depth, family data in depth, interests and
hobbies, honours and awards motivation, and ambitious.
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ut

Interesting part is, it is aimed not only to find out suitability for the job, but, for the
suitability for organizational fit, he may be very good, but he may not fit the culture of

the organization, particularly for higher level, and middle level also, this is important.

ol

This is very interesting stress interviews, these are usually conducted for stressful jobs,
the methodology is designed to put the interviewee under a stress and evaluate how he
performs.
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Example, too many question at short intervals, frequent interruptions, derogatory

remarks, designed to intimidate or provoke long periods of silence. So, when he walks
in, no one looks at him, he is standing there at the door you know, so he is he does not
know what to do. And then, when he starts coming and sits down, someone says we did
not ask you to sit down, then he says sorry sir and he stand, so stress is being given.
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Limitations of interview are, impossible in a short time to assess, interviewer’s capability
or competence is also important. In fact, many companies they have training programs,
training executives or manager how to interview well, interviewers biases and prejudices,

ut

they are human beings. Halo effect, we have learnt he answer one question well, you
think that he is very good, even if he cannot answer the other, that is the human fealty as

ol

an interviewer.

Job ability is difficult to judge in an interview, panel members may be victim the group
think, you have studied the group think in decision making topic in the evaluation made,
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time consuming and expensive.
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An effective interviewing, some tips a proper resume should be given to the interviewers,

the interview panel, and an interview format for eliciting information from the candidates

should be given to the interviewers. Evaluation criteria should be provided to the

ut

interviewers, set of general guideline should be given to the interviewer, all this is a job
remember of the HR department.

vt
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Suitable interviewing facilities should be provided like private room, noise free etcetera.
It is preferred that interviewers have been exposed, interviewers have been exposed to
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some training, this is a interviewers had been exposed to some training on how to
interview effectively, courteousness, emotion in interactions with candidates, empathy
with candidates, sensibility etcetera.
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And research findings on interviews, structured interviews are more reliable than
unstructured, these are research find; interviewers are influenced more by unfavorable
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than favorable information. A bias is developed early in the interview in the mind of the
interviewers, and this tends to be followed in the final evaluation decision, favorable or
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unfavorable.
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Intelligence is the attribute most valid validly evaluated in an interview, likewise

interpersonal skills and motivation are probably best evaluated by interview. Allowing

the interviewee adequate time to talk makes rapid first impression less likely; allow him

ut

to talk, instead of asking him question all the time.

Non-verbal as well as verbal interactions influence evaluation decisions. Experienced

ol

interviewers rank the candidates in same order, although they differ in the proportion that
they will accept, which is true we find it in our selections and admissions of candidates
as students in our MBM course. We have so many panels right, the scores may differ but,
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usually you will find the ranks are the same, because you are the same level and
experienced interviewers on the panels, various professors.
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Final selection and job offer candidates selected at the final interview are short listed,

and reference checks are made, that is where you have to be careful, as I told you; job
offer is usually subject to physical fitness as per organizational norms. Time limit for

ut

acceptance to the job is usually stipulated, which is very practical, because you cannot

wait no, you have to fill up the vacancy, so you give them time, that this offer is made
subject to its acceptance within the period of 30 days from the date of this offer,

ol

something like that.

After which it shall automatically be invalid, and then you are as an employer, you can
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make the same offer to some other candidate, whom you are put as number two in the
selection. So, this ends the chapter or topic on recruitment and selection, and next class

we will look at performance management, very important.
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Human Resource Management - I
Prof. Kalyan Chakravarti
Department of Basic Course
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Lecture No. # 07
Performance Evaluation and Appraisal- I
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What is performance evaluation? Yes, anyone? Evaluate the inherent capability did you
say? I see.
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What does he say is performance evaluation? It is the inherent capability of a person any other views?

Evaluation of work assigned.
All right, so here it was inherent capability and now your view is evaluation of the work
assigned; the focus here is - he says on work; any other views? One is inherent - internal

and the other is the work assigned. All right, let us stop here and let us take the number
one - how do you think you will evaluate the inherent capability of a person? Say, he is
working under you - you are the manager and he is working under you; by observation of
how he does the work with respect to time; time is important; is anything else important?
Quality of work.
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Quality of work and what quality - this is by observation; if you observe, you will be
able to form an opinion of his inherent capability and observe with respect to time as
well as the quality - does everyone agree with that? That is a performance evaluation.
What about this other definition or view - evaluation of work assigned; is this not the
same as that? You are both coming around to the same view - that is, really the work
which is assigned and how he does the work in terms of some parameters which you set;
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so you were…if you assigned work you must measure it; you are coming to ‘evaluation
is a kind of measurement’ is it not? When you evaluate what are you doing? You are
trying to measure; measure what? Against a reference framework of what work has been
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assigned, how he does it and in what time; so, how is what time quality - so essentially it
is work related.
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Let us see some formal definitions - it says, what is performance appraisal? Performance
appraisal is the systematic evaluation of the individual with regard to his or her
performance on the job - performance on the job means, work which is given to him,
how he performs and his potential for development; you see, these are new concepts
which we did not discuss just now; we discussed only work assigned, how well he does
it against work reference framework and you said quality is one framework of time; here
he says potential for development; now, why is that important?
Because by training you can…
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Because by training you can…yes, he has an inherent capability as you said earlier; if
you are trying to see inherent capability that is more about the potential that you are
trying to evaluate; you have got evaluation of two things one is the actual job
performance, which is here and now - at present what he is doing; the second is equally
important - what he may be capable of doing provided a b c - as you said, provided a
training or there may be some other exposure which he has to be given; present

which you evaluate people in organizations.
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performance and potential performance - these are the two very important factors by

We say evaluation is present performance and potential - these two are extremely
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important; obviously, which is more difficult to evaluate, tell me? To me, it seems

obvious - potential performance, because that is something uncertain; you may go wrong
there, whereas present performance…if you have set the tasks pretty clearly and define
the task which he has to do then, it is that much easier for you to measure that.

Why do you have to really appraise and evaluate a person’s performance? You are going
to pay them, very correct; so, if he performs better you should pay him better or more does everyone agree with that? Is that principle acceptable? Those who perform better
they should be paid more? Accept? Yes, some sought of incentive; but, say I propose to
you that he should be paid according to his needs - no? Say, someone has got a larger
family - commitments; unmarried sisters - he has to marry off the sisters, aged parents
who are sick - he needs more money.
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But that will de-motivate some others.

That will de-motivate some others - small families; what is fair, what is equitable? See,

when in companies and organizations which live within a society, subject to the norms of
the society and subject to his own culture, what is it that we try to see? When you
reward? You see, this discussion came out of the fact that I said - why do you want to
appraise and evaluate performance? And, you said because you want to reward - very
right; this is one of the important things - why you want to evaluate is because of the
rewarding; then we are discussing the philosophy - is it acceptable? Those who perform
better should they get more reward or is there any other yardstick like - need.
There should be some minimum wage that should be fixed.
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Minimum wage should be fixed; see, as in life in everything there has to be a balance;
sometimes… what is happening nowadays is that there is a little bit of departure - we
will have wage and salary administration which is another topic, where these will be
discussed - but, let us see, because it is interconnected; although the topics are separate
human resource management is holistic; everything is interconnected - just like human
behavior all topics are interconnected
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In reward systems now, they try to have a mixture of both - for instance, compensation
packages which are now designed and offered; they say these are the various heads
which are absolutely essential like salaries and dearness allowance - basic salary,
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dearness allowance, some allowances; but, then in that basket you have a choice, the
choice is - if you are older employees, for instance, you may choose to have education
allowance, if you are unmarried bachelor - you may choose to have a holiday allowance;
so, you can make up your package like a salad; have you been to a buffet? It is where
you can make your own salad - you take onions and tomatoes and whatever - there is an
array of it - then you make what you want.

Wage and administration, nowadays - modern thinking - is to make it need based as well
as performance based; here is another one - performance appraisal is a systematic
periodic; something thing they keep saying is systematic and periodic - that is also
important to keep up the motivation; say, you had a company where you appraise today,
and then after six months, then after two years and then you do not appraise for three
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years - it is not systematic, it is not periodic; it is likely to de-motivate, because then you
say [FL]; sometimes, we get increment, sometimes we do not get increment - that is why
the word systematic and periodical, and impartial rating; what does the word impartial
bring in? What is the thought? impartial thought is - it should be based on? Performance
Performance or merit - how will you perform? What does it imply, therefore? It implies
that there should not be favoritism; how do you make something impartial? You
basically make it objective if it is impartial; you set yardsticks and you measure against
those yardsticks the performance targets which you have set; because, if you do not have
any yardsticks how are you going to evaluate? If you do not set any targets to him you
will evaluate by only your subjective judgment.
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The principle here is that you may go wrong if you go by subjective judgment only; you
see you can never eliminate subjective judgment when you evaluate people, can you?
When you are evaluating a human being, can you give him a job which is hundred
percent measurable? Maybe at the very lower levels, isn’t it? Where it is a repetitive kind
of work, nothing else; you can set the time standards and you can measure; but, how
many such jobs do you have in the organization? At least you talk of jobs in the office -

these jobs and set targets? It is not possible.
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we have got monthly rated jobs, managerial jobs, supervisory jobs; can you define all

By and large we always try to be impartial; that means, try and be objective by setting
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the targets and defining the objectives and tasks; but, you can never eliminate the

subjective element and that is up to the integrity and honesty of you yourself - that you
try to keep that subjective part of the evaluation as objective as you can; you make your
judgment objective; if you do not like the fellow but you still feel that he has more or
less done a good job by whatever task you have set him - go by that and not by one or
two incidents that happened, where he may have answered you back or argued with you;
let that not color your judgment to make you give him a lower appraisal.

Employee’s…impartial rating of an employee’s excellence in matters pertaining to his
present job and his potential for a better job; what is emerging as we can see is when you
appraise you have to appraise against two parameters - one is, how has he done the
present job and what in your opinion and judgment is his potential for holding higher
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responsibilities and higher jobs.

When you actually come down to the nitty-gritty of designing forms - because it is
systematic and periodic - the evaluation you have to do systematically may be once a
year, twice a year, four times a year, every quarter or every semester; what do you do in

educational institutions? You evaluate, right? But, we give tests, quizzes and
examinations and we do not do it at random - at least the basic examination we do as per
academic calendar.

Similarly, in companies the basic evaluation and appraisal is done systematically - a
number of times a year; how do you decide? We will come to that; but, by and large how
he does his work today gives you some indicator of how likely he is to do his work
tomorrow; then, there are other psychological assessments which can be used -
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psychological instruments; you have what are called assessments centers where certain
tasks are given and certain jobs are given and from that you can observe his ability to
work with others - for instance, his interpersonal skills; as we said earlier, you first have
to describe the job and having described the job you have to then specify the job - what
kind of people will do that job; if you are trying to look at senior manager’s positions,
you have to see whether he has a good emotional quotient or not e q - remember e q? We
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said ability to live with ambiguity.
In the assessment centers, you have team work where problems are given - some of these

problems are uncertain; you do not have all the data that you need - it is uncertain,
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ambiguous; how well can you take decisions? There are various things which you think
are job descriptions for a senior manager, right? Decision making, the ability to take
decisions - see, there are some people who are decision-averse, that means they do not
like to take decision - they are frightened; why? Because, if the decision they take goes
wrong, then the blame will come on them - so, they are frightened; they always like to go

and ask their boss - even if their boss has empowered them; there are many managers
who hesitate to - they will go to the boss and even if the boss says look it is your decision
and it is your call - go ahead, they say - yes sir, but what do you think? I just want your
opinion about it; what is happening there? He is frightened to take the decision.

Whereas, there are others who may be the other way round - they take decisions which
are not within their powers to take; then, you will have to pull them up; what kind of
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people do that? Usually, people with internal locus of control, is it not? In assessment
centers, by… they stay for a few days - let us say, a team of managers - and you want to
assess their potential by group activity and observations along certain parameters; you
can try and assess what is their team working ability, team building ability; there are
some managers who are apt to do things only by themselves; they always feel that they
can do it better than others - may be they are right; they do not like to delegate the work.
Whereas, we have seen that the basic definition of a manager is one who does his work
through others, is it not? So, he fails in this basic test; therefore, as we go higher and
higher he has more and more people reporting to him - larger and larger responsibilities can such a person be able to do the job successfully if he cannot delegate? In an
assessment center, you try and assess that.
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Interpersonal skills - how well can he react with others? Does he have the
communication skills which go for leadership? If you are trying to assess a CEO - a CEO
requires to communicate all the time with outsiders outside the company - the
stakeholders and with people inside the company; that is the basic specification; if
someone does not have it, you try and assess whether he is trainable, whether he can be
made and trained - most probably he is - but, after an assessment center you can assess
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what are the weaknesses and strengths of this group of managers who attended this
assessment center and then make your chart - so to say - for their development; any
questions?
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Here is a little history - performance appraisal of the individual is said to have begun as
early as the Wen Dynasty in China that is in the beginning of first 261 A D to 265, where
an imperial rater - you had the emperor in those days in China - imperial rater appraised
the performance of members of the official family; see how progressive it was - the New
York Civil Service introduced a formal performance appraisal system just before the
First World War - around 1914; this is historical, the keyword here is formal
performance appraisal.

See, performance appraisal is done always - a boss always appraises a subordinate, does
he not? He does it all the time, but the point here is introducing this in an organization in
a formal way; this is credited to the New York Civil Service.
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During the First World War, performance appraisal was introduced in the United States
Army by Walter Dill Scott - at that time they did not call it performance appraisal, it was
called man to man rating; rating meant how good or how bad - same as performance - for
evaluating military personnel; many of the things which we learn in modern management
now originated in the military; in some sense the military can be called the father of
modern management, because they dealt with large number of people to perform specific
tasks so they had to organize themselves and make themselves efficient.

Since the 1950s, performance appraisal shifted to people in technical, managerial and
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professional functions; from military…first it started in the Imperial Family, then
military to professions - professionals; these early appraisal systems were called merit
rating of the employee - how meritorious is he; thereafter, there have been substantial

changes in the philosophy and practice of performance management; any questions?
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We will just see a chart, which gives the trend of development of performance appraisal how it historically developed.
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This is a summary - trends in performance appraisal; here you have terminology,
purpose, application, the factors on which you are rated and post appraisal interview;
terminology here are earlier emphasis and present emphasis; terminology in merit rating
- that is what it was called, now we call it employee appraisal or performance appraisal;
earlier, the purpose was determining qualifications for wage increase, transfer,
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promotions and layoffs; present emphasis is development - remember this is the key
word - the emphasis today is on development; how to develop him so that he does his
present job better and he can do future jobs better - that is the emphasis today.
Improve performance on the job and providing emotional security; today, as we have
studied - in other topics - that human relations school of thought has come into the
resource management - the human resource management and the human behavior fields;
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earlier it was on efficiency, which in a way was the scientific management school and as

I said, in a way it was dehumanizing - assembly line; then, when the productivity
plateaued at a certain point, then people thought that now the time has come when
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instead of looking at scientific ways - time measurement, technological improvements -

of improving productivity, it is better to turn our attention to the human beings who is
doing this; because, he is the key and that is where the human relations school came; you
see that affected all areas of management of people.

Even for performance appraisal…now it is on development, improve performance and
emotional security; it is recognized that a person who is not emotionally secure in
whatever job he is doing…is he likely to perform very well? It is recognized that it may
not - it may affect his performance in an adverse manner; people need to feel secure.
Remember, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs? Application is hourly rated - it was for lower
jobs; hourly rated is what the Americans say, we call it daily rated here, that means their
wage is computed on the basis of everyday that they come - if they do not come they do
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not get paid; here we say monthly rated - that means if they do not come, are they paid?
They are also not paid, but why do you call it monthly rated? Because they compute the
daily wage on the basis of a month - thirty days, twenty eight days, twenty nine days or

thirty one days; whereas, for daily rated the weekly off is not counted - they work either
twenty five days or twenty six days - you see the calendar; there is a slight change - if
you have an average daily rate there is a slight increase in the case of monthly workers.
Factors rated are - heavy emphasis on personnel attributes; a rating form, for instance,
would go like… There will be an item called discipline and then there will be what you
want to write about his discipline - the ability to obey orders or the cooperation; what are
these? These are personnel; today what is the emphasis? Results, accomplishment and
performance - the output; then, the techniques were - there were ratings scales, statistical
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manipulation of data for comparison purposes; today, mutual goal setting - that means,
you as a boss and he as subordinate you have to both sit together and mutually set your
goals; together is bilateral, it is not unilateral; earlier, the boss gave the tasks - does it
mean today bosses do not give tasks? No, it does not mean that, but the emphasis is
shifting; nowadays, you expect that your boss will not only tell you, but also discuss it
with you before you have a target; earlier the target was set by the boss, now you
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probably have an emphasis on agreeing to a target.
Post appraisal - after the appraisal - superior communicates his rating to the employee

and tries to sell his evaluations; sell in inverted comma - he says look I have given you B
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grade and then I will tell you why I have given you a B grade, because a b c d e f; he
gives you reasons - it is time to sell; in present emphasis, superior stimulates employees
to analyze himself and set his own objectives; for instance, he asks that I want you to do
self rating - if he is a boss; these were the targets we have set for you and this is your
result - you know it and I know it - now, you tell me how you would rate yourself; would
it be excellent? Good? Do you see the change in emphasis?

Which is better? Is this mutual bilateral system better? What do you feel? Yes, why?
Why do you feel? You do not think that it is better? There are two schools of thought there are some bosses who feel that it is better that I evaluate sitting by myself in my
cabin and not tell you anything about what I am evaluating; exam is there but no marks
are given - no feedback - there are bosses like that; then there are bosses who say I will
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give you the marks, but I will not discuss anything about it; and there is a third category not only will I give you the marks, you are most welcome to come and discuss; if you
ask me - sir, why did I get these marks, I will explain it to you.
So, which system is better of the three systems I have told you about? Which is better for
the employee and which is better for the boss? I want to hear your views; third system is
better for whom? Both? Are you sure? You would like to tell each employee - why, and
he will argue with you and you have to convince them; after all you are the boss - are
you sure? For you that is the best system? For employees, is it best? Think about it - be
practical…think - we are all human beings; I am the boss and you are following system
three; you come, I call you, you ask and I tell you something; you have a choice - you
can agree to it or you need not agree to it.
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If you agree to it and if you do not agree to it the outcomes may be different - you have
to judge that; say. I am the type of boss whose style is authoritative; I am following the
system of calling you, but generally I think that what I say is right - that is your
assessment of me, because we assess the bosses all the time; you may choose to agree
although you do not agree; because, you feel that if you disagree too much it may be for
the worse for you in the next rating - are not these the thoughts which go on during the
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appraisal?
On the other hand, he may think that I will disagree with him because I feel he has been

evaluating me badly - you are angry and you already applied and you got two jobs lined
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up; what will be your reaction? Different reaction; I do not know whether the third
system is better or not, so do not take everything that you see in books for granted; some
of these systems work better with different types of people; modern system sometimes…

these are western systems which we have borrowed - sometimes they do not work with
Indian system; we have different cultural norms.

There are no yes or no answers here - some systems are good for some people and some
organizations embedded in some cultures; other systems are not so good; many of the
companies, which are owner driven companies - run by owners - they may not be able to
handle a system which is bilateral; there will be fights and arguments - the whole result
will be destructive; it may be better if they are just given the rating and there are no
bilateral discussions.
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What I mean to say is that, that is not the system - if someone wants to meet the boss and
ask, that is different; but, as a system every boss sitting in the company calling the
subordinate and telling them may not work; so, what are the conclusions that we are
coming to? It may be good for the boss - the third system - and it may be good for the
employee; sometimes, theoretically you can do many things, but you choose not to do it;

if you do not agree with something you can have a recourse to court - litigation; it is a
good thing, but sometimes you do not use it at all; anyway are there any questions on
this?

When you go out to work, you will be in companies where you have a combination of all
sorts of these systems; you have to judge yourself and see what works best; similarly,
when you are a manager and you want to institute this system, do not go blindly and just
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follow some system which has been followed in the west or some other company in
India; try and work out a system which suits you.
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This we have said - purpose of appraisal, we have already said for rewards - to determine
rewards for work done in the past time period of review and for motivating and
reinforcement; then, to establish training and development inputs given to the
employees; why? Because, we say it is development oriented nowadays - you try to say
not only what he has performed, but also why he has performed that; was there any
weakness because of which he did not perform better? If there is a weakness, does he
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require training?; development inputs are to be given to the employees.

To establish data base for human resource planning - required for strategic needs of the
organizations; if you appraise and find that all your managers are decision averse and
you have huge growth plans, will they be able to take the decisions connected with
growth? You have to train them - H R P, Human Resource Planning is required for
strategic needs of the organization; to give feedback to employees for the performance
improvement - unless you give feedback, how do you expect the employee’s
performance to improve? That is the thing.
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Now, we come to the general appraisal process; which means each company has got
refinements of its own, but this is a general framework; objectives of performance
appraisal, establish job expectations, design an appraisal program, appraise the
performance, have the performance interview, use appraisal data for appropriate
purposes - does this make any sense to you? Yes or no? Clear? No?

Objectives of the appraisal - say, I call you and…now this is the month of March - 31st
March our year is ending and 1st April our next year starts - financial year; we have to
decide what are your performance objectives; then, I tell you look…say, we are in the
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marketing department in, let us say, Kolkata and we have to set a target, because how
much sales orders will you book - we have to set a target, so we discuss; I ask you - what
do you think we should target for next year, for you? I ask you this as a boss; how will
you answer? You will probably say, sir, this year my target was five crores, but I find
that the market is not going to improve so I think five crore should be my target; maybe,
I say, look five crores cannot be our target, because our top bosses have said that there
has to be minimum ten percent growth - so, it has to be 10% more than five crores;
because, if this is the guideline which has come from the top, then each of us - all, not
only you all your colleagues who are…- everyone has to do his bit; then, you say, but, it
will be very difficult; I say, all right it is difficult, but if it has to be done you tell me
what help you want - but, it has to be done; like that there is a dialogue.
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We are setting the objectives; second objective may be that…see last year what
happened, the company launched some new products, but in our region and even in your
case you met your target of five crores, no doubt; but, the target was mainly by selling
the old products; the new products which were launched you did not sell those and is
very vital for the company to establish the new products, because the competitors are
giving new products in the market; our old products have got a life cycle after which
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they may become obsolete, so it is very important.
But, it is more difficult to establish a new product; so, the tendency of you people…you

fill your quota of target by only giving the old products - you have to put more effort; I
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say, that is your objective number two and against that objective I say - next year, out of

five crore plus 10% of five crore - that is, point five five fifty; in that, you have to have at
least 20% new product sales; if you make all of the 550, with old product that is not good
enough because it is a company objective and so on; now, you see that is objectives of
performance appraisal.

This general appraisal process - when you design a form and a process you have to
design as an H R department and you have to inform others; what I just told you is how
it actually works when the process is designed; and the process design is…it will say that
management has decided to introduce a) new performance evaluation and appraisal
system - circular comes from MD; the system shall have the following objectives - it will
be…it has been designed to give a fair rating to meritorious people so that the rewards
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can be on the basis of objective yardsticks - it says so, objectives of performances; it is
also that given this system has been designed to try and identify people who have got
potential for being given higher responsibilities - it is general.
Establish job expectations - it says in the circular, that it is expected that our company

will throw up enough managers from internal sources so that our policy of promoting
from within can be maintained and we do not have to get people from outside - establish

job expectations; therefore, managers will have to perform in a manner where they are
expected to take decisions within their purview, develop subordinates, do team working
and so on and so forth.
Design and appraisal program - say, this program will be as given in annexure (a) let us
say; annexure (a) says that the bilateral rating sheets are given as follows - they are pre
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printed sheets form number 0 0 1; in that it says department, employee’s name,
employee’s pay code number or pay sheet number; then, it says employee’s department,
say, marketing; then, for the financial period so and so…1st April 2004 to 31st March
2005; it is a pre printed form and it says that the appraisal has to be done by the boss
twice every year in the month of September and in the month of March, let us say; that is
before the half year - the details of the process.

in

Then, it says that there has to be an appraisal and objective setting interview and this
interview must be held with the boss and after the interview is held the rating should be

given in the presence of the employee not when he is not there - details like these;
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thereafter, the form with the rating given by the boss will have to be sent to the boss’s

boss - that is also a requirement of the system; the boss’s boss shall give his comments, if
any, and return the form to the boss; all these details given in the program that we
design; then, appraise performance, performance interview - all this is laid down in the
scheme; sometimes, you have to train people how to appraise performances.

Many big companies train you - it is not easy to assess performance, particularly if the
performance of your subordinates has not been very good, it is not easy to give him
feedback in such a way that it is not construed by him and he receives it negatively;
because, the whole purpose of giving feedback is to improve the employee; if the boss
does not give the feedback in a proper manner it may backfire - bad blood is created, the
employee feels that the boss is victimizing him; so lot of training is given on how to
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receive feedback and give feedback.

The use of appraisal data for appropriate processes; at the end of it, what is the outcome?
Outcome is one or two forms in which ratings are given is it not? Ratings are given - of
overall rating whether it is a b c or d whatever scale that system has; also, some remarks,
is it not? Remarks for what? Training needs and development needs; because, this form
is doing two things, is it not? One is performance on the present job, which means what?
Past time period…say, you are appraising someone say in March, 2004 for the work
which he has done in the past one year - that is the financial year, which is ending - April
2003 till 31st March, 2004; past period you do appraisal, that is what you have done; and
given a rating - based on the rating, increments, promotions lump sum appreciation some lump sum money reward - all this will be decided by them.
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But, at the same time there will be some columns on the form where there will say training needs, development needs; you may write there as a boss remark that he will
benefit from attending a general management program of the company or outside; let
him be sent to IIM Ahmedabad for a general management training - he will benefit from
that; this is the kind of feedback which you will give on the form - for whom? For H R
department, for your boss and his boss so that this data is generated and next time we
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send people to IIM Ahmedabad, let us say, for training in general management; we look
and see which are the bosses who have been recommended this training and we pick it
up in the H R department; no, say that again - your question; yes, right.
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(Refer Slide Time: 49:39)

You see, normally the view is that it does not go for or against - it is a statement of a
fact; the fact is that you accept the fact, that every employee, however brilliant he is, has
some shortcoming; if he has a shortcoming, therefore he has to be improved - there is
continual improvement which is possible; therefore, if you recommend for training it is
not as if you are blaming him, but by the other token there may be very weak areas; so it
will depend on what you write - if you say that he is good but he must be developed,
because he would be able to take higher responsibilities, therefore I’m recommending
the training then that has one connotation.
On the other, hand you say that he lacks these skills - say, he lacks computer skills and
he should be sent for training; would you say that you are blaming the employee? No,
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may not be; but you say he lacks interpersonal skills - how would it be construed? That
you are blaming him? I do not think so; everyone lacks something, he is lacking that skill
so you are sending him for training; now, that is where the perception will come in
between the employee and the boss; if the relationship is not good the employee may feel
[FL] the boss is ruining my future by giving me this training thing and everyone will
think that I am [FL] there; but, if he has good relations he says boss is very good,
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actually I wanted to go and learn computer; if I go outside I have to pay five thousand
rupees here company sends me and I will learn it; it depends on the perception. That is
why it is so complex to have good performance appraisal when it is bilateral.
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There has to be a general good feeling between the boss and the subordinate; otherwise,

it will be very difficult to make it work and the results of it will not be what it is expected
to be; instead of becoming a good meeting, where a feedback is received by the
subordinate well and there is a good feeling at the end of the interview there will be
conflict which will come after that - emotional disturbance; so, it is very very difficult to
do it well.

Typical appraisal process begins as the performance period begins; the employee and
immediate superior have a meeting and write down the objective - all this, I am just
summarizing what we said - and targets for operational as well as developmental needs
and prioritizes them - we did not mention this; if you write six or seven of your
objectives and targets you try to prioritize in such a way that we say which of these
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seven or eight are most important and which are less important and there is mutual
agreement; we are talking of system three now, remember, because that is supposed to be
the most progressive system.
(Refer Slide Time: 52:59)
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During performance period both have review meetings on the progress of performance in
which employee receives feedback on his performance till date and the same is written
down on the appraisal form and signed by both of them - these are formal systems. At
the end of the performance period the same process is done again and the final rating for
overall performance is given and mutually accepted; it is easy to say, it is very difficult
to do it. In the event of a dispute the superior’s rating prevails - this is not prevents, it is
prevails; that is what the superior says…because, finally, he is the boss and he has the
prerogative to evaluate you; but, it is sent up to the next higher superior for review so
that you are not being victimized; you do not get a feeling…you have a recourse to
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sending up to high court.
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Critical behavioral attributes which are considered essential for growth and higher
responsibilities are commented upon by the immediate superior confidentially; usually,
attributes about whether he is fit for higher responsibility or not; psychologists say it will
give a bad feeling if the employee knows about it, so that is not told to him the
performance is told but these attributes are confidential usually; and attempts are made to
improve him, but it may demoralize him if he is told that.

The next superior sends back the appraisal form, as we said, to the immediate superior
who retains one copy and sends the original to the H R department; so, boss has a copy
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and H R has copy.
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Appraisal feedback meetings - since the foundation of proper appraisal rests on the
ability and maturity of each of the two persons involved in the face to face interview,
both need to be trained on how to conduct these interviews well; this is very important
and you just cannot introduce a system without proper training to boss and the
subordinates. H R department must conduct training programs with expert faculty to
train both the givers - this is givers, those who give - of feedback as well as the receivers
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of feedback.
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Since the appraisal is done both on the operational parameters which lend themselves
more relatively to quantification than the development parameters and the behavioral
attributes, perforce there is always a subjective element in the rating as we mentioned
earlier; you can never have hundred percent. We will take a five minute break and then
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continue this.
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Performance Evaluation and Appraisal (Contd…)

Non-teaching faculty, non-teaching staff and officers, but for, alright, good morning
again, so what system are we following in IIT someone asked.
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(Refer Slide Time: 01:12)

In IIT we follow the system two, that is, ACR pattern. ACR means, annual confidential
report, which is the unilateral system, not bilateral, that is, the employee and his boss
does not sit together, boss gets a form preprinted and he has to fill that up and then
submit it to the registrar.

So, basically, in corporate world, only in companies and the larger companies,
particularly multinationals and others who have adopted such systems, they have this
bilateral because bilateral is very difficult to operate. See, there is a tendency always of
the managers not having these meetings because it is very, very difficult to, see, to have a
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meeting to give feedback. Number one, lot of work has to be done by the manager. In
fact, how can you give feedback unless you have done your homework, is not it.
You have set the tasks and the objectives and targets beginning of the year and during
the performance period, if you have not had periodic reviews because usually there is
urgencies every day and this goes on the back burner, the review of work goes on the
back burner, because there are always problems, every company every department, so
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people do not do it.

At the end there is reminder from HR department to various operating department, you
are not giving your feedback form, please give it immediately, if you do not get by so

and so date, we cannot issue the increments. So, all these pressures come, then there is

very little time, so they sit down and they just cursorily go over it, that is, [FL], this is the
usual pattern.

But it is changing because you see, if you go to American and other multinational

company, there they practice it very well, very much. And many of these companies
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have now come to India, now they are very particular about it and actually, culturally it

is getting accepted. Now, how far it will take or how far it will go in Indian companies,
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we have to wait and see how far it goes.

And many of the public sector, they are quite progressive. Public sector companies, they
have adopted this bilateral system. How well it is working is difficult to say, unless you
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actually go and develop a case, you know, with permission of a company, interview
people and see what is happening.
So, rating problems and errors, so leniency or severity, why this problem, error happens?
Because they are done by human beings, these are various problems, alright, which come

when human beings do the appraisal. Leniency of errors, some people are more lenient.

When we evaluate your answer scripts also, sometimes this problem may creep in, is it

not? Some of the examiners are more lenient than others; some are very strict across

universities. Do not you see, that there are some universities, which are very liberal in
percentage marks, which they give and others are not so liberal. So, some amount of
moderation has to be done. When you see these and by, say you are recruiting someone,

you have to make some moderation as a recruiter between a person who has got 90
percent from some liberal university, for I may say so, and 80 percent from more strict,
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maybe both should be considered as equal. So, this moderation has to be done, similarly,
here; so, leniency or severity.
Central tendency, what does it mean? Play safe, say you have five point scale: a, b, c, d,
e. a is excellent, has exceeded targets and expectation, that is a; b is very good; c is good;
d is satisfactory and e is unsatisfactory, say this is a five point scale. Usually, you will
find, that it will, all the rating, when it comes to HR, HR does a little study on it. You
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will find the very people, very few people, alright, who have got e and d, hardly any,
sometimes 0, no one has got that. Mainly, people have got b and some have got a very
few ex.

So, playing safe means, even people who are bad, you do not give them a bad rating, you

play it safe. Even those who are very good, you do not give them an excellent rating.
Because why, you may be asked explanation, you have given ex, excellent. So, why,

what is so excellent about him? How much he has exceeded the target? What is the
special thing he has done? So, questions may come, so both very good and very bad. The

asked.
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manager, they tend, this is a tendency, which happens, play it safe, avoid question being

And sometimes you find these inconsistency, when the time comes for recommendation,
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for promotions, then they, they recommend, say two people for promotion and then the
HR department goes through the, the evaluation, performance evaluation sheets for the
last 5 years and finds, in all of those sheets he never he got ex once, even excellent. He
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has got basically a three times, b two times, but now, if you read the recommendation for
promotion because there is another form, in exceptional terms he has been praised his
work. So, you find an inconsistency between what is put on the promotion form and what
is found in the performance evaluation form. So, what is the explanation? Play safe. But
now, that he wants to promote he has to give very good justification, so therefore he is
giving a very good justification. Any, any observations?
Sometimes it is also found, that promotions are given due to other considerations, like
there is quota system, quota in inverted commas, you know, you cannot promote
everyone. Then, there is a seniority system, it is unsaid, but someone is senior, alright,
his performance is good. There is a junior person whose performance is far better, but he
is much junior. So, it may create dissension in the ranks, it may create some ill feeling
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because in our culture, seniority is very strong. So, you have to wait your turn. The very
brilliant fellow, very good work, very good potential, but he is much younger, may not
be promoted first. So, these are consideration, which are falling outside the meritocracy,
is not it? We said, that you should go by as objective standards as possible, but
sometimes it does not happen.
So, having decided who to promote, then what you do? You have to justify it. So, in the
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form, which you fill in for performance, whether he is actually performing excellently or

not, you may have to put in an excellent. If some of you have worked, only one person
has worked here, right, work experience, would you agree with this, others have not

worked, right, you have worked, what do you feel? Teaching is a little different because

you do not have this rating system for professors, they follow another rating system, self
rating, alright. Professors are asked what they have done and also, you have student

rating, which we have in IIT, but there is no boss rating, you know that, no. I do not
know about other educational institutions, but the IIT system and the IIMs, they do not

industry.
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have that, it is a different system. So, anyway, play safe is very, very prevalent in

Halo error, what is halo effect? Anyone remembers?

ol

First impression

First impression, right; so, halo error judged on only one good attribute, even if the other
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good attributes are not there. This happens again and again.
Rater effect, now the rater himself may be faulty, so to say. He may do favoritism, after
all human beings; some rater, some boss may do favoritism.
Stereotyping, anyone remembers what is stereotyping?

(( ))

Right, from the attributes of a group, you give the same attributes to the individual within

that group and that may not be true, so rater effect.
Hostility, sometime you have hostility against an employee and you say I will fix that
fellow, let the time come, he is acting too smart, I will fix him; that is there. Any
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questions? No, so better not to argue with the boss, that is what to say, right, even if you
have bilateral system.
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(Refer Slide Time: 11:45)
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Primacy and decency effects, behavior early in the rating period, alright and late in the
rating period, alright, what does it mean? One year is the rating period, is not it. Within

that one year, in the first 2 or 3 months, he has done excellent work, alright. Taking the
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marketing example, he has booked some very good orders against stiff competition, done
very, very well, rest of the year he has not done so well. But you, as a boss, sometimes
fall into an error, that because he has done well in the beginning of the year, alright, you
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somehow feel, that he is good and when you judge his performance, you make that error
and recency also.

He has done no work for the first 8 months or 9 months of the year, but towards the end
he gets some very good orders, so you give him a high rating, excellent, although he does
not deserve it. If you look at average throughout the year, the performance, it does not
merit that high rating. So, these are effects, which happen because of the rater.
Perceptual set, perceptual beliefs held, you remember, when we did perception, the topic
of perception, what is the perceptual set? It is a belief that you hold because in your
perception this man is not good. It may be due to whatever perception or good, you say
this, this employee is from IIT, so your perceptual set is what, that all employees from
IIT, alright, are very good and therefore, he must have performed very well. So, you
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cannot rate him below A at least. It is a kind of perception, although the chap’s
performance is not very good.
Spillover effect, past ratings, effecting current rating; so, if you have been rating
everyone A, A, A, in one year he does very badly, he should be rated as D, you hesitate
to rate him as D because again you feel, that because how can a man who has been
performing… So, unless there is a reason, there is a death in the family or he is depressed

performance or bad performance.
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or something, or something like that, you hesitate. So, that is spillover effect from good

Similarly, it happens in educational institutions, is not it? In IIT, someone he has got low

grades, alright, in the 5, 6 semesters, alright, comes to the 7th and 8th semester, does

very hearts work, writes excellent exams. But then, finally the teacher may have this
spillover effect, that he has got and also perceptual set, that you know what, he is not a

good student, so it cannot be, that he has written it so well, so that will be an error, but it

happens. So, some people say, it is better always to sit in the front bench, alright, because

ut

it may get a wrong impression if you sit at the back bench, you know, [FL]. What is the
meaning of back bencher? Connotation is, not very serious in studies; so, similar thing
happens in companies.

ol

Status effect, over rating people in higher level jobs or jobs held in high esteem; higher
level jobs or jobs held in high esteem. So, someone who is gone to a level, which is high,
deputy general manager or something, when his boss is rating, then he feels, that after all
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he is one of the senior management team here, no, deputy general manager and therefore,
how come he has become deputy general manager, he must be good no? After all, many

bosses before him, before me, have promoted him to deputy general manager, right; he is
a highest status person, so I cannot give him a D rating or a C rating. So, at least A rating
has to be given. It is because of the status or because of the jobs held in high esteem.
Say, in a company you have job in R and D department, where R and D department, very
brilliant people are put there, gold medalist and so on, and these people get higher
increments because it is a technology driven company, you know. This is an important
department, in that department the bosses feel hesitation, you know, to give low scores
because there are possibility someone in R and D also has not performed well. But
because the department is held to be a hi-fi department, they hesitate to give a lower
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rating because the image is, all brilliant people are there, so they must be all performing
very well. So, there is hesitation on the part. Any questions?
So, these are the various errors, which happen because of the rater, the boss himself. He
is guilty of this.
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So, these are some guidelines for good appraisal or rating interviews. Number one;
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emphasize the positive aspects of the evaluation, which, what does that mean? When you
sit with your employee and you are having the interview, there are good points and bad
points of his performance during the year. So, what this says is, do not talk too much on
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the bad points, make it constructive first, talk of his good points - you have done
excellent job so and so, and so, and so. At the end you say, but there are certain areas
where I would like to share with you my thoughts, one of them is so and so, that maybe,
one of them is I find, that you are a little aloof from your fellow employees and
subordinates. Now, you have to be more social and sociable because your interpersonal
skills they have to be developed because as you go higher and higher, this will become
very important. I find you bit of a loner that is one area I would suggest to you, that you

improve.

At the end of the interview and the reason is obvious, if you start by giving him negative
feedback in the beginning of the interview, the interview, as likely as not, will be
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doomed to be a successful interview, it will be unsuccessful; anyone disagrees with it?
So, give the good news first, later on give the feedbacks, which are of negative nature.
Conduct the interview session in private with minimum interruptions. The idea here is
that it is important in the life of the employee, because he is working there, his career is
at stake. Every year the rating he gets affects his career in the end. So, is something of
very much importance to you, therefore you should treat that with respect, is not, as if
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you call him and there is one other fellow sitting in the cabin and telephone calls are

coming and you are talking on telephone, someone comes for a signature, you sign it.
This is like showing disrespect. The employee has a right to be interviewed in privacy,
make criticism specific and not general and vague.

Sometimes some bosses will say, look, generally I do not find you interested in the job, I
do not find you interested, what does that mean? It is a general statement and you

hesitate to ask him, why sir, why, why do you? What you should say is I have observed
certain episodes, you know, in the last 6 months, which leads me to believe, that you

ut

have a little lack of interest in this job, you are not enjoying the job. So, if you put it that
way, alright, then his interest is aroused, then you say, you remember on so and so

occasions this happen and I would have expected you to have immediately shown
interest, but you did not. Then, 2nd occasion, 3rd occasion, 4th occasion, you give
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specific examples.

And again, I come back to the point, if you really want to conduct a very good feedback
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interview, you as a boss, you will have to keep notes of that no, that is the homework I
talked about. Unless you have kept notes of all your employees, say yes, six employee
directly reporting to you, you pulled out their forms, you have the copies of that, seen

what are their objectives and targets. Unless you have done that, how can you conduct a
good interview? Tell me, you do not have the data. So, not general and vague; general
and vague only causes harm, it causes dissatisfaction with your subordinate and it does
not enhance his respect for you. But if you talk with facts and figures, you earn some
respect and he listens to you and he actually tries to improve.
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Focus criticisms, excuse me, on performance, not on personality characteristics. This is
very important. Too often, you know, bosses fall in to the error of saying you do not
have this or you do not do this, you know. What you should say is, this is what the
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performance target was, you do not seem to have done this. So, on the work and not the

person, work, stay calm and do not argue with the person being evaluated. This is also
important. When you interview your subordinate, after all you feel you are the boss, so
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you talk and he listens, but say, he also starts talking and asking you questions and he ask
you for explanation, you tend to get irritated and you tend to lose your cool.
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Now, if you lose your cool you lose all as a boss; that is the termination of the interview,
so to say. No feedback, nothing constructive is gained from the interview. It is better,

that interview would have not been bilateral and you would have just given ACR
because it visciates the whole atmosphere. So, you stay calm; identify specific actions
the employees can take to improve performance.
So, it is up to you as a boss to tell the employee, that here we feel you have failed in
performance and this is what I suggest, if you do this, I think, you will improve. Tell him

specifically what you think you should do. End the evaluation session by stressing the
positive aspects of the employee’s performance. You start by emphasizing positive
aspects, right; you end also by emphasizing the positive aspects.
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So, in short, the whole philosophy of this feedback interview appraisal is that you give
him an honest assessment of how he has done in the present job, alright; where he has
done good work, but where he has scope to improve. The emphasis is not on where he
has done a good work, no, where he has done good work and where he has scope to
improve further, and how he can improve specifically, alright.
Therefore, if that is done, then at the end of the interview, both are the gainer. Boss, boss
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is also the gainer because he feels that he has been able to pass on to his subordinate,

what he genuinely felt will improve the subordinate and will improve the performance of

the subordinate, and hence, contribute to the performance of the department. Your boss

feels, that subordinate also feels, that it has been a good experience, I think he has been

fair. The boss, he has said, that here you have done well, he has emphasized all that and
he has also said, where I can improve and if I think very honestly, yes I can improve in
these areas and let me try to improve. So, the net outcome of the interview becomes
positive with respect to the performance improvement in the next year and the
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development of the individual in the next year.

So, this is what the philosophy is for this bilateral interview. Bilateral interview
philosophy rests on harmonious relationship between boss and subordinate, will be
strengthened, provided the subordinate knows what is the expectation from him and the
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boss is able to convey that expectation face to face as one human being to the other.
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Then, the use of this data, which is generated from the appraisal, of course, remuneration
and administration of the remuneration, which means promotions, alright, then
increments, lump sum payments for good work done specifically, alright. Tell me, how
many of you know what is the difference between promotion in the eyes of management
and a special increment and a lump sum payment? When we give what to an employee?
You, as an employee of the three, which do you, think is the most desirable?
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Say, I give you 10000 rupees for good work done, that is lump sum payment and a
normal increment in your scale or I give you one additional increment in your scale, or I

promote you and fit you in the next higher scale. Which do you think is the most
desirable for you? Yes…
(( ))

Promote and fit, why, why do you say that? Yeah, you are right, but why? Yeah, where

are the promotion and higher scale means, is multiplied several times during the tenure
of your service. Similarly, increment, increment will be number two, right, on the
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desirability scale and lump sum will be appreciation, but number three on the scale.

So, these are some of the administrational remuneration, which is at the hands of the boss

form.
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and the HR department, and a input for that is from the performance represent rating

Validation of selection program, what does that mean? Validation of selection program,
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remember recruitment and selection. We did selection, means, you appointed someone,

you hired him after selecting and after hiring you observe him for 3 years, 4 years, 5
years. And if he is getting, alright, excellent, excellent, excellent in rating, and when you

hired him you look at the form, where he was, appoint, recommendation and the remarks
was excellent candidate, good potential, will fit in well in our company, then you find it
validated, the selection was good.
But if it is in other way round, that means something was wrong with your selection
process, interview. So, then you may investigate and find how to prevent it in the future.
Change either policy or people, may be the selection board, they are not the right people
or maybe it was just statistical, in the sense, you cannot make a right choice every time,
that you select. Can you make 100 percent right choice, improbable?
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Employee training and development program, why? Because from the feedback form, as
we said, there are two things, which are given there, one is overall rating of the
performance for the past year, second is the training needs. So, when you look at each
form of the employee from the 2nd column or 2nd section, which is there, you can pick
up the training needs because every company now has a policy of training people,
continuous improvement and development of people. So, what training to give
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specifically, can be picked up from this. Then, promotions, transfer, pay off decisions,
alright.

Grievance and discipline, not disciple, discipline programmes, promotion and careers,
promotion and career development. What is career development? Career development,
charting out a path into the future about his likely growth, which department he will

grow in? How far he can grow, alright? What kind of jobs he should be rotated in to gain
the experience for taking over higher responsibilities and so on? Any questions on this?
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Multi rater or 360-degrees feedback, what does this mean?
This involves receiving feedback and rating about an employee not only from his boss,

that is what it means, but from superiors, subordinates, peers, self assessment and even
customers.
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That means, if you have an employee, if you have, this is the employee, he is subject to
rating by everyone from all sides, all sides, instead of traditionally only from his boss.

through all these ratings?
(( ))

ut

So, this is 360 degrees. And why do you think you have it? Why are you subjecting him

ol

Right, from all, that is very correct. He is dealing with various stake holders and the
company’s image, the company’s performance overall in the eyes of all the stake
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holders, that is also important for some companies.
Why, even here in IIT, for professors, you know, for faculty, we have 180 degrees. That

means, you are assessed by people who are students because students are a stake holder
here; that is the reason.

So, a recruit survey shows, that about one-third of US organizations now use this method
as it gives the perspective on performance from all 360 degrees angle and makes for a
more holistic evaluation from all angles.
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And some of the possible advantages, of course is, it captures the complexities on
individual’s performance in multiple roles. Feedback from multiple sources may

reinforce the feedback from the boss, thus making it difficult to discount the viewpoint of

ut

that single person it may reinforce.

Discrepancies between self rating and other multiple sources may be an eye-opener for

ol

acceptance of feedback by the improvement, stroke development by the employee. He
self assesses, get multiple feedbacks, which do not confirm to what he does. It gives him
an eye-opener, know maybe, I thought I was so good, I am not so good or the other way
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round.
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Then, the strategic dimension, how it affects the company in the motivational theory. An

established principle is the reward or positive reinforcement, repeats the desired
behavior. In the topic of learning we covered the subject, hence the use of appraisal

ut

based rewards for desired performance can be developed amongst the employees;
example, short term versus long term orientation.
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Now, here is a guru of quality, W. Edwards Deming’s view on performance appraisal.
Now, it is a contrary view, just look at this view. The father of TQM, total quality
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management, had quite a different view on the use of performance appraisal, he opposed
it. We started by saying we do not know, which is the best of the three systems; I said,
one, two and three. Look, what doctor Deming said because he said, it hinders teamwork,
each compete with the other. It hinders, creates fear and mistrust, discourages risk-taking
behavior and stifles innovations; that was his view.
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And that it is based, this whole system performance, he said, is based on faulty
assumptions, that individuals have significant control over their own performance. See,
this is very eye-opening. He is saying, that we are assuming, that individual has control
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over his performance, that is, most individuals can improve if they choose to do so by
putting faith, putting fair and necessary effort.
However, the fact is that everything done in an organization is within the framework of
various systems, which ties up the, down employees. The framework provides limits on
the activities. Thus, in well-designed system, it is virtually impossible for people not to
perform well because the system is such, they have to perform and vice-versa. Hence,
performance appraisal cannot differentiate among the individuals for purpose of salary
adjustments.

TQM is all about team work, he was the father acknowledge of TQM, he had different
views; each of us will have some views or the other. But I think, everyone will agree,
that every company has to have some form of differentiation, if for nothing else, at least
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to reward people for the work, which is done and by and large also, I think, we generally
agree, that the reward should be based as much as possible on objective rating and not
subjective, why? Because objective ratings are more likely to be fair than purely
subjectivity.
So, we will end this topic and next time we will go to training and development.
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Thank you very much.
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(( ))
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Good morning. So, we recall, at the last lecture we talked of performance evaluation and
appraisal and we said, that one of the purposes for performance evaluation appraisal is to
have training and development programme, to identify what are the weaknesses and
therefore, training and development. So, it is interconnected with that. Sad part is, many

organizations, they will have the performance evaluation on appraisal, but they will not
have the training, alright. It is illogical, but it is so in many organizations, but in
excellent organizations, they go hand in hand.
Now, the purpose of training and development is, the very word training means, to teach
people some knowledge, some skills and also to help them change some of their

attitudes. In their attitudes you tell them shake hands and all; do not fight, so this is the
kind of skills you require in mediation.
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To facilitate, to motivate, to help in decision making and problem solving skills, so it is a
whole basket of skills, which come under inter-personal skills, which are required by
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every manager to perform his job successfully and to do it well.

Education - teaching of the theoretical concepts to set the skills learning process within a
framework of basic knowledge, for better absorption of the skills. Education is an
investment for superior job performance potential in future and not here-and-now job
performance. You will find many companies, they encourage particularly the younger
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people to go on a kind of sabbatical, they grant them leave, they call it study leave. So,
they get, they say, we will give you pay whilst you are doing this 1 year study leave, say
you are going for M-Tech, 1 year programme or 2 year programme and when you come
back, we will absorb you, you can have your full pay and pursue it.
Why are they doing it? They are investing in you, in your education in the hope, that
when you go and acquire this knowledge, when you come back, you do a better job. And
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of course, many company then say, you have to sign a bond because we are giving you

this pay and perks and when you come back you have your job with us, therefore you
must at least remain with us for 2 years or 3 years, so that we can get some of the benefit
of the money we are investing in you.

Development is, the stress here is on knowledge about the business related environment,

people related scenario and practices, competitive scenario and analysis for better
management of the company. So, here you see, there is more specificity about the
company, that you are working on, whereas education is of generalized framework, go

ut

and do M-Tech, you have a B-Tech, go and do M-Tech, that general education at higher
level will help us in the company.
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Here, you see, the efforts are to help managers to be self-starters and goal achievers as
distinct from task-doers; read this as task, task. So, task-doers means, they do not wait till
the boss, gives them a task. A fire safety, if you are in a factory, you will have fire safety
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drills, which are repeated periodically because what happens, people forget, new people
join, so and it is so important, that we require to repeat it. So, there is a frequency.
Particularly skills training, as people forget or lose skills; fire extinguisher, you lose the
skill how to operate it. When there is fire, there is emergency, people are running around
and you get to a fire extinguisher, you are in a panic and you do not know how to operate
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it, that is why. And it happens all the time, so you have to keep on repeat training.
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New areas of knowledge and need to be imparted to managers to keep them updated.
Remember, when we enter, so to say, the PC era, that is, say, about 25 years ago, before
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that officers did not have PCs, it used to have mainframe computer, computer
department. So, when PCs came, there was massive training, which had to be given to all
employees to learn the use of PCs and the training had to be calibrated and designed,
because if it was the lower level person in an office, like clerical or stenographers, typist

category, they had to be taught how to operate specific programme.
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Training and Development

Good morning; we recall at the last lecture we talked of performance evaluation and
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appraisal and we said that one of the purposes for performance evaluation appraisal is to
have training and development programs to identify what are the weaknesses; therefore,
training and development.

It is interconnected with that; sad part is many organizations will have the performance
evaluation and appraisal, but they will not have the training; it is illogical, but it is so in
many organizations; but, in excellent organizations they go hand in hand. The purpose of
training and development is… The very word training means to teach people some
knowledge and some skills and also to help them change some of their attitudes if the
attitudes are mitigating against good performance - to train them, to teach them how to
change their attitudes. In order for you to do that, the learning must come after you have
done unlearning; if you have got a bad attitude you have to first get rid of that attitude;
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we say. first you unlearn - sometimes - and only then you learn.

Training and development comprises basically of the following structured steps; as we
said training and development are engaged in imparting specific skills abilities and
knowledge to the employees; there can be a distinction made amongst training and
education - what is that?
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Training is a process of imparting skills whereas education is the process of imparting or
absorbing theoretical teaching and learning in classrooms; do you see the difference?
Now, you are attending a class so we say you are attending an educational process, but
normally for executives we have a training process where certain specific skills are being
taught; this is a distinction which is done.

Then look here - development, another distinction; development is exposure of the
employees to general subjects or knowledge and attitudinal aspects; we talk of attitude changing attitude - attitudinal aspects of overall self improvement aimed at helping the
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employees to grow and assume responsibilities in higher positions; have you understood
the distinction here? Attitude and personal development.
The company has got many jobs and you require training for the jobs; education we said
is generalized kind of knowledge, but training is specialized knowledge; if you are taken
as engineers - trainees - you already have some generalized knowledge, because you
have had an education, but you may not have the specialized knowledge which the
company requires you to have for you to do their work; so they train you.
Development is, as the very word says to (( )), to develop yourself and the company
helps you to do that; will not the company themselves gain in the process because you
will do better performance later; please remember all these three terms.
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Here, we said target segments - training usually workers and supervisors; development generally executives and managers and education is common to all employs irrespective
of the grades.
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Training and development input skills - first you have the technical skills required to do
the job - example, machine operation if you are talking of shop floor level workers;
computer usage, safe working skills - if you are on a factory workshop, there are lot of
latent danger because you are rotating machineries, is it not? Handling of tools which
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when not handled well can injure you, conditions in the work shop - like if you are doing
buffing or grinding operations unless you know that you require to protect your eyes and
you have to wear goggles - unless you know that - you may damage your eyes and so on.
Then, motor skills - specific physical activities, coordination to perform all activities example, cycling and driving; these are skills which you have to practice; only
theoretical instructions and classroom training is not going to give you these motor

in

skills; if you want to learn how to bicycle all the theory which I tell you is not going to
help you have to actually get on to a bicycle fall down many times and then only you
will learn; hopefully, when you learn to drive a car you will not crash many times;

steerings.
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hopefully, there will be instructor sitting next to you with dual controls - you have two

Interpersonal skills to understand people better; to empathize, to communicate well including listening - to mediate, what is mediate? Two people are quarrelling or they
have dispute, mediation means you must have the skill where you can positively
intervene and help those two disputants to come to an amicable agreement - that is the
skill required for mediation; like, if you are the eldest of three brothers and your two
younger brothers are fighting and quarrelling you have to have the skills - you can beat
both of them up and say stop it - but, the other skill is to persuade them to not fight, solve
the dispute and then tell them to shake hands - now, do not fight; this is the kind of skills
you require in mediation.
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To facilitate, to motivate and to help in decision making and problem solving skills; it is
a whole basket of skills which come under inter personal skills which are required by
every manager to perform his job successfully and to do it well.
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Education - teaching of the theoretical concepts to set the skills and learning process
within a frame work of basic knowledge for better absorption of the skills; education is
an investment for superior job performance with potential in future and not here and now
job performance; you will find in many companies they encourage - particularly the
younger people - to go on a kind of sabbatical they grant them leave; they call it study
leave; they get…they say we will give you pay whilst you are doing this one year study
leave; say, you are going for an M.Tech one year program or two years program and
when you come back we will absorb you - you can have your full pay and perks; why are
they doing it? They are investing in you - in your education - in the hope that when you
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go and acquire this knowledge and when you come back you do a better job.

Of course, many company they will ask you to sign a bond; because, we are giving you
these pay and perks and when you come back you have your job with us, therefore you
must at least remain with us for two years or three years, so that we can get some of the
benefit of the money we are investing in you.
Development is…the stress here is on knowledge - about the business related
environment; people related scenario and practices, competitive scenario and analysis for

better management of the company; here you see there is more specificity about the
company that you are working on, whereas education is of generalized frame work - go
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and do an M.Tech; you have a B.Tech? Go and do your M.Tech; that general education
at a higher level will help us in the company.
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Here, you see the efforts are to help managers to be self starters and goal achievers as
distinct from task doers - read this as task; task doers means that they do not wait till the
boss gives them a task and to do it; they initiate the task on their own, they can foresee
some problem which may come; that is a managerial quality - to be able to anticipate
problems and do things without your boss asking you to do it.

Help managers develop the value of result achievement as distinct from mere task
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performance; do you see the difference? One is task performance and the other is result
achievement; is it necessary that if you perform a task the result will come? May not be;
I am performing a task - what is the task I am doing? Teaching; now, if none of you
learns, have I achieved any result? No - this is the distinction.

To make managers contributors to the organizational well-being by working towards the
company’s effectiveness in total goal achievement - clear? What it is saying is, instead of
living in the narrow confines of department of function you look at the total company’s

role; remember, we have discussed it many times; do not have your functional efficiency
only if that mitigates against the ineffectiveness of the company; sales or marketing and
production fighting, why? Because, the client want changes after release of order and
you say we cannot give you changes - it will cost you more; in the process, the client will
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suffer. So, each department why do they have a dispute? Each is trying to increase their
own efficiency - they are forgetting about the client; training - when you do managerial
training - you focus on these aspects to make people understand that effectiveness of the
company is what is the ultimate goal.
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To make managers aware of their role in the well-being of the community in which they
operate and derive benefits; often you forget that you are allowed to exist as a company
and operate, because the community allows you to do it; they may not give you a
permission certificate, but remember if you harm the interest of the community they will
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rise up against you; you cannot have poison and waste effluent which you throw in to the
river where the community is using it; you cannot have smoke going up which gives
respiratory illnesses to the community around you; to make you aware of that also.
Of course, you have all the national institutions like the Pollution Control Board, which
is an enforcement board - they can stop your factory; you have to get their permission
before you open a new factory and so on, it is a regulatory body;
To understand and develop a passion for excellence in all aspects of operations - passion
for excellence is an attitude - it is a frame of mind; training and development helps
people to get that. Helping managers to develop positive attitudes; the classic example,
you see a glass and you say its half full or you say its half empty - positive attitude and
negative attitude.
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You can train - there are training programs to train you for doing that; actual profile of
training inputs - this table summarizes the training design; it is a typical design - you
have training input across employees - that is, you have top level managers, middle level
lower level and operatives - that is the workers; on this side you have specific skills,
motor skills, inter-personal skills, education development, ethics - very important,
particularly, for higher level mangers - decision making and problem solving; there may
be more, this is just representative.

Let us say for operatives - specific skill for operatives? Yes, they require it; specific
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skills for top managers? Maybe - no, not that important, but what is important for top
manager are all the others - motor skills, they should be able to drive [FL], use
computers, use all the productivity improvement equipment which is within the office
environment and so on and all the rest of it; you can see a pattern here - if you have
lower level managers there are fewer numbers that required to know, but as you go to the
top you require to know; the process starts from middle management - by the time you
are middle management you should be positioned strongly to take up roles in top
management positions.

What are the dynamics of training? Training once given needs to be repeated - remember
that; particularly, in areas like fire safety - if you are in a factory you will have fire safety
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drills which are repeated periodically, because what is that happens people forget, new
people join; it is so important that we are required to repeat it, so there is a frequency.
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Particularly, skills training as people forget or lose skills; fire extinguisher - you lose the
skill on how to operate it when there is a fire; there is an emergency and people are
running around and you get to a fire extinguisher and you are in a panic; you do not
know how to operate it; that is why…and it happens all the time; you have to keep on
repeating a training.

New areas of knowledge and need to be imparted to managers to keep them updated;
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remember, when we entered the PC era, that is, about twenty five years ago; before that
offices did not have PCs; they used to have main frame computer - computer department;
when PCs came, there was massive training which had to be given to all employees to
learn the use of PCs; the training had to be calibrated and designed, because if it was the
lower level person in an office - like clerical or stenographers - typist category, they had
to be taught how to operate specific programs.
And, very high skill level - even the managing director he could…he had to be taught at
least to see his mail if his secretary is not there; may not have all the skills, may not
know how to type - touch typing with ten fingers - maybe, one finger, but at least he had
to have a basic minimum knowledge; massive training has to be given, why? Because,
change has come; so, new areas.
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Feedback from employees is necessary to fill training gaps and redesign the training
format; feedback was with performance evaluation and appraisal - this is the other side
of the coin; having done that and established how he has performed, you also establish
what are his areas of training and development - from the same form; that form goes to
the training department and they find out the needs; it is a kind of continuing process;
can you stop training? No? Why not? Why cannot you just stop training? Because, new

leave; so, training has to be an ongoing process.
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machines come, new environment come and you forget also; new people come, people
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The table below reveals the gaps in training obtained from survey findings from the
foundational organizational research and education of fifty central public sector
companies in India; here, you see we have top senior - these are levels of management -

and middle level; these are managerial cadres; here you have gap areas - gap - the survey

found this gap actually; gap is knowledge in functional area, leadership and human
relations managerial skills, job related attitudes, attitudes - general and team work; huge
numbers of gaps which were revealed by the survey and then the must have started
addressing this gap areas by giving training programs - designing training programs.
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The process of training…although, often training is imparted on an ad hoc basis - as a
one off - that means, not continuously, but just; one of module…in order to derive the
maximum benefit a holistic process should be followed in a logical sequence; say, a
managerial training - you start with supervisory development; that is, when you are at a
lower level and then when you go to a higher level - with more experience - managerial
training; the kind of training which we impart will accordingly be calibrated so that you
can fulfill the higher role.

That is what a continue of training - looking at it holistically, not just sending to one or
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two programs; the backdrop must be the vision, mission, goals and strategies of the
organization; in terms of the above, assessment of the training needs; in terms of the
above, establishment of training goals; you see, it is holistic - various categories and
classification of employees.
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Design of each level of training program, conducting the training program; sometimes,
with your own in-house faculty; very often with faculty from industry - that is, other
managers; sometimes bringing in faculties from educational institutions; obtaining
feedback from the program - how the program was? Was it a good quality program or
not so good? If so, what are the areas of improvement? Correcting and altering programs
in terms of the feedback you receive; feedback from whom? fFeedback from the
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participants.
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Now, assessment of training needs - needs for training must be assessed, obviously; both
at the individual or the group and department levels; training needs to be assessed by
using a number of methods.
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Group analysis and individual analysis; organizational goals - does the department know
about the organizational goals? Does the group know? Skills and inventories - what
skills are required and are they available? Organizational climate indices, efficiency
indices, exit interview and customer survey; the customer may be an internal customer -
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say, a production department is giving service to the sales department; sales department
is the production department’s internal customer; what is the feeling of sales about the
performance of the production department? These are the internal services; you can have
outside service; performance appraisal, work sampling, interviews, questionnaires and
attitude surveys; you have a whole plethora of instruments available by which you can
make the assessment.
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Then, having done it, you say who are the participants based on self request or
recommendation; some people ask for training - the employees - that is self request and
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sometimes the bosses recommend; who are the trainers or instructors? Outside
consultants - as I said - sometimes faculty members from universities and institutes, inhouse faculty chosen by HR department; HR department manages themselves;
immediate or next superiors and industry associations - like, the Bengal Chamber of
Commerce; you may ask them to recommend some of the trainers.
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Some of the training methods and techniques - on the job training, orientation, job
rotation, nomination to teams and committees; participation in apprentice or internship
program - that is, the industry training which B.Tech people go for; on the job and off
the job is nomination to management or executive development programs like short term
courses; in IIT, so many executives and officers come; they are coming for this - they are
being nominated for this program.

Study leave with job orientation - the job lien; that means, sent for leave as I mentioned
earlier - for study; participation in industry and trade associations, managing technical
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committees.
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What should the level of the training be? At the lowest level, the aim is to give basic
knowledge of the field and orient in the fundamental aspects like language, concepts,
relationships involved; the next level deals with imparting skills to perform in the
assigned area of work; at the highest level, the skill already acquired are sought to be
honed for the - honed means, improved; furthermore, training for self development and
business as well as inter personal insights - both for your business, the industry as well as
for your self are developed for improving operational effectiveness. What are these
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principles, which we call learning principles?
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Motivation, practice of skills, reinforcement, feedback and meaningfulness; I mean, the
participant should accept that it is meaningful for them to have this training at all; this
logic should be accepted by them; learning to be transferred to job performance;
naturally, if you learn something it must be reflected in better performance of the job,
then the training really has value.

Venue for training - on the job, off site and on site, but of the job; that means, you go to
the HR department’s training room or seminar room; off the job - you are not in your job
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in the factory.
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Conducting the training, deciding the location - are you going to have it in Singapore the training? Or are you going to have it somewhere in Calcutta? Or are you having it in
your factory? Scheduling the program consistent with the availability of the trainees - do
not think it is easy - you just ask for the trainees and they come; you will find most
departments say - we cannot spare them, we have got rush job now.

So, the HR department has to calendar it, they have to do it; finding the appropriate
trainers - no point in having lousy trainers to do training. then you will be discredited;
the whole process is defeated. It is not easy to get good trainers; there are many trainers,
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but good trainers not so many; monitoring progress and compiling the results of the
feedback from the trainees as well as the trainers; after every training program,
participants are asked to fill the feedback; now, that feedback should not collect dust in
the office; the HR department must at least analyze this feedback - see patterns of
behavior, try and find out who are the good trainers, whether the training program was
good; the questionnaire is framed to give you these inputs and then due action should be
taken on it.
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Administration and account - what is the cost of training? Acting on feedback, course
content, duration - feedback form will tell you that; you have to do that, acting on it;
effectiveness of the program as well as the past training; coordinating with departments
to ascertain the effectiveness; the participants may say very effective, but you go and ask
the boss that you send so many people over the last three years for this training, has it
reflected in their work? And the boss says, no; then, obviously you cannot rely on only
the feedback; this is in brief - the training and development in capsule form; to sum up,
you can say that training is a continuous process - why? Because, the environment
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changes, people change; so, training has to be given.
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Training is very necessary to impart knowledge, skills and to change and get good
attitudes; before you can give training, which is a learning process, you sometimes have
to unlearn some bad habits and practices which have been acquired; having unlearned it,
you learn the new habits and practices; training is a scientific kind of activity - it is not a
one off - you have to look at whole organization.

You have to look at the needs of the departments consistent with the needs of the
organization’s vision and mission; in the department, you have to look at the needs of
various types of employees; the implementation is important - where you hold it, how
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you hold it, what kind of people do the training and you have to have your own closed
loop feedback as an HR department to see how effective your training has been; keep on
improving your own training methods and procedures to be on top of the job; we will
end this today and as I said earlier it will be a short class and then we will meet after the
(( ))
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Employee Welfare

Good morning, today’s topic is Employee Welfare. Now, why is employee welfare important

n.

when we talk of human resource management? Because you remember we discussed, when
the employee joins the employer, isn’t it some kind of a contract? That is a contract may not
be a legal contract, but a contract that you come and do some work and in return you get

ut
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some consideration, some pay, may be perquisite. So, why this question of welfare is the
employer bound to look after the welfare of the employees? No, but then why are more why
are many many companies in the world over concerned that, in managing your human
resource you should also look at the welfare, why is that?

Yes

ol

For Stability of employees

us

To increase the productivity
To increase the efficiency
Yeah, any other

vt

But, I thought if you give good pay, good incentive, more you produce the more money you
will get, that will give enough motivation to increase the productivity, no that will not give?
Up to certain limit yes, so after that what happens? After that, the human being requires
something more, something beyond the so called contract of selling your services so to say or

selling your labour and getting some pay and perquisites in return. So, that is where all right
it is recognized today that you must address each employee as a human being also.
Remember, we said, we have this humanistic school which talks of human resource as against
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the personnel management, personnel management approach, which looked at only the
contract.
Today, we look at it as an individual employee and earlier the concept was what? Pluralistic
concept we said, you look at as a collective constituency, labour and employees they are
collective contract, they do work and they get paid, today we are going beyond that. We are
saying it is that of course and something more than that, within that collective entity is

in

individual human being, an individual human being is motivated by things which are more
than just money and perquisites. They are motivated by their own personal growth, their self
actualization, their surroundings, all right their recognition that they get and so on and so

n.

forth. So, total concept now is look at the welfare of the employees also, apart from only
looking at it as a legal kind of a contract, any questions? That is why we say that, employee

us
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welfare is part and parcel of the function of human resource management today.
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So, here we say welfare, refers to what? Physical, of course physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual well-being of the employees, all these dimensions it covers. And welfare for the
employee or the labour relates to taking care of the well-being of the employees and the

workers by the employers, trade unions, and governmental and non governmental agencies.
So, you see here, what it says here is not only the employer, but also those who impact the
employees, after all doesn’t the government impact individual employees also by force of
legislation, by force of enforcement of those legislations they also impact. So, they also have
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a role to play, sin seeing what is the kind of welfare that is given to the employees by the
employers and so also the trade unions, why do why should trade unions look after welfare?
What is the role of the trade union? Collective welfare because they are looking after this
constituency all right, in a type of collaborative effort, it can be confrontative also, but more
collaborative; that is the employer and the trade union in matters of welfare they collaborate,
they do not confront. Unless they have a feeling that the employer is neglecting that, then it is

in

a role of the trade union to bring up that dispute and demand that some welfare is given, any
questions? All right.

What about non governmental agencies? Where do they come in? How are they involved in

n.

the welfare? Do you know what Non-Governmental NGO? Have you heard of NGO? NonGovernmental organizations, they are essentially organizations who are for welfare as you

say, for doing social activities, but essentially not for profit, they are not doing the work to
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earn profit, they are doing the work to fulfill some mission; may be running an orphanage,
that may be a mission, to run that orphanage not to make profit or to hold eye camps and try
and help people to have cataract operations who cannot afford to do it and so on.
So, where is their role in this employee welfare? After all the employees are working for
organization, so will they be confrontative with the employer or collaborative, what sort of
role do you think will they have? Usually, these roles are collaborative is it not, they can
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supplement some of the work with the employers may not, because after all for the employer,
employee welfare is only a part time activity, is it not. For the normal employer which is a

us

company making profits with stake holders you know, what is the main aim of the company
the mission? To engage in some business activity as per the memorandum of association or
the company and to render profit and benefits to the main stake holders, right. Employees are
also one of the stake holders, but the employee welfare is not I am saying a primary function,

vt

it is secondary, to that extent the NGOs they can very well supplement the effort.
For instance, you can say there is a very deadly lethal disease which is spreading all across
the planet. What is that HIV and AIDS, is it not? We are reading about it and we read that in
India alone the rate of growth has been very alarming, huge population, may be more than
three million are all ready affected and so on. And each of these employers, each of these
companies in industrial areas for instance, may have cases of this; now that is where they can
get a lot of help from the NGOs, who are specializing in trying to stop this spread of AIDS by
various methods and means and so on.
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So, there is a complementary role, which the NGOs can also play. And it is for the employer
really to make use of whatever sources are available; there are also government departments
and agencies, which can give help to the employer to run good welfare schemes. So, it is up
to the employer and it is the innovation of the human resource department to tap all these
sources and see that, not only the efforts of the employer, but also the efforts of others are
also harnessed to see that you give a good welfare to the employees, any questions? All right.
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What sort of welfare do you think is given in the organizations? We will come to that, but
before that, this is the ILO that is Asian Regional Conference, defined labour welfare as a

us

term which is understood to include such services, facilities and amenities as may be
established in or in the vicinity of the undertakings or the companies, to enable the persons
employed in them, to perform their work in the healthy and congenial place, so as to provide
them with the amenities conducive to good health and high morale.

vt

So, long definition, but what are the main points? That, you should provide facilities within
the organization or nearby, all right for instance a social club it may not be within the
company, but they can hire premises outside the company and have some sports activities
which they will pay for or partly pay for. To see that, after the shifts are over, after the office
hours are over, people have an opportunity for engaging in sports which is good for the health
and other recreational activities.
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Another point it makes to enable persons employed to perform their work in the healthy and
congenial place. So, often when we talk of welfare, we have two other terms which go hand
in hand with this, employee welfare and what could be the two other terms? Safety that goes
hand in hand with that and health; safety, health, yet another term goes hand in hand with
that, what is that? Welfare I said, has got few other terms associated with it welfare, health,
safety and environment that is what it says, congenial place to provide them with the

in

amenities conducive to good health and high morale.
What is morale? Morale, is it same as moral m o r a l? No, why, what is different? Morale
means yes, good confidence, self confidence, good morale and moral is to do with something

n.

which is good or bad. So, good morale good morale means good team spirit, all right good
team work, people feel confident, they feel positive, they have a positive attitude for
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achieving the work that is good morale, any questions here?

So, this is ILO is what? International Labour Organization, it is a part of the UN United
Nations. So, this is recognized that, all countries of the world, so far as the employees are
concerned and the labours you know, they have certain rights and countries which are part
you know of the United Nations and all are all right, they have to ensure that these labour
rights and employee rights are given to the people, so this is why it is important to follow
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this.
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So, as we said there are some welfare measures which we provide within the work place and
some which we provide outside the work place. So, conditions of the work environment:
neighborhood safety and cleanliness, what does that mean? Neighborhood safety, after all
you got a factory with walls round it and that is your property inside the wall, but
neighborhood is outside your wall, so how is it your responsibility? How does it affect, can
you give an example? Give an example.

in

Say IIT Kharagpur, we have a campus here with wall around it, we have a neighborhood also,

is there anything in the neighborhood which IIT can do to make sure that employees of IIT
and students of IIT and faculty, are their health and safety is improved, what can it do? They

n.

can build a fly over may be, is it? Some good roads, so that pot holes are not there, have you

seen in many of these bigger cities, metros and so on where you have large companies, how
they you know the road in which the factory is located, how they look after that on the
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pavements, they plant trees, gardens isn’t it? What about say in Bombay, city of Bombay, the
municipal corporation they approach the large companies and say why don’t you look after
some of these circles you know like, let us say dada circle, you know look after it, adopt it or
(( )) you have got, look after that garden.

Similarly, you see many of the companies they even say that the road maintenance seeing that
pot holes are not there. So, employees coming in two wheelers and all, they do not fall and

ol

injure themselves. And apart from the employees use the public road, then it is a social
service also, because other passes by in that road, they also benefit from that. So,

us

neighborhood safety and cleanliness, there is a saying cleanliness is next to godliness; that
means, wherever you have gods and goddesses you try to keep the place clean you know. So,
have you seen how this idea is being used in some of the cities?
You know some of the cities you will have various places, walls and all that, people use it as

vt

public latrine. So, how are they done? Innovative I think, they have painted all the gods and
goddesses on the wall, so that the people would not go and use it as a public latrine and it
works, have you not seen that, that is a good idea. So, cleanliness is next to godliness, must
keep the premises clean and who is responsibility is it? At least inside the factory or inside
the office, it is the responsibility of the management you know and the employees, there is a
term I do not know if you have heard of it called house-keeping. Have you heard that term
house-keeping as referred to a work place? Not referred to a private home as a work place,
good house-keeping we say, good house-keeping.
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House-keeping refers to this cleanliness, orderliness, say you have good house-keeping in the
office, you enter the office of let us say professor A, you will find all books, papers, and
journals you know lying in heap all around. Next to him you enter the chamber of professor B
and you will find there are nice racks, there everything is stored properly docketed you know,
proceedings are stored, books are in almirah, reports are put in racks, so who has got good
house-keeping? Professor B, is that important, in the work places is it important, why?

in

Yeah. Firstly, in a factory setting it makes for safety, because we have things lying around,
you know in a factory people can get injured, it is a very real problem, safety. Second is, time

saving, the productivity increases, you don’t have to navigate around various obstacles lying

n.

there and third is, everyone likes to stay in good surroundings is it not? So, even the morale is

better, now these are things which are very evident, but is not easy, you have to be conscious
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as an employer all the time to see that good housekeeping is done.

In fact, large factories they have nice little competitions, you know they have a shield or a
cup and there is once a year the departments gets the best house-keeping award. So, you have
these competitions to see that, house-keeping is kept in good order, because it has a direct
relationship with safety, productivity and morale. Workshop hall, sanitation and cleanliness;
temperature, humidity, ventilation, lighting, elimination of dust, fumes, gases and smoke,
now many of these items the employers does not have a choice because they are under

are followed.

ol

legislation, there are legislation in all countries, ILO has also got some conventions which

us

Now, in India we have got the factories act, has anyone heard of this, factories act? That is a
very important legislation for those employers who run factories and there is also a shop and
establishments act, where offices you know they are subject to that. Now particularly the
factories act, it lays down minimum statutory conditions, referring to ventilation, referring to

vt

safety and so on, but the good employers, they just do not limit themselves to what is
provided in the statutory act. They go beyond that, it is just like quality, there is ISI marking,
which tells you that your product has got acceptable quality, but most of the employers, do
they are they happy with that? No, they want to give quality which is well above that, isn’t it?
So, any question on this, this is within the workplace.
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Now, you look at this, you have a responsibility as we said earlier, outside the workplace
also. Look here, control and treatment of effluents, what is effluent? Garbage, what else?
What is effluent? It is a kind of byproduct after a process isn’t it? Say you have an electro
plating shop or in a chemical industry you are processing, all right certain chemicals all and
byproduct is a waste and that waste you cannot use, so you have to get rid of it, what is the
easiest way of getting rid of it? Throw it into the drain or the sewer or the river or whatever is

ol

there, but that has got a long term deleterious effect, it harms the environment, it harms the
soil, many of them have poisons you know, which get into the soil.

us

So, there is legislation now to control that. So, you have to have effluent treatment, if you
have some effluent which you are generating, which has got poisons you know like lead or
mercury or cyanides, then you have to treat them; that means, you have to spend money as an
employer, do some other chemical reactions, treat them, neutralize them, only when it is safe,

vt

then you throw it out into the neighborhood into the environment. So, that is the
responsibility all right for the company.
Convenience and comfort during work, posture, seating arrangements. If someone is going to
be in your factory for eight hours, then it is your duty and also in your own interest because
you will get better productivity to see that they are given proper work stations with proper
chairs. And then there are other sciences, you have heard of ergonomics, yeah all of you have
heard of it; that means it is a science which tells you, how to design the work station or chair
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to see that it gives you, the best support and the best comfort for the health also the best
health.
Distribution of work hours and provision for rest hours, meal times and breaks; that means if
you have work there, you have to provide time for people to eat, to have rest. You know at
the beginning of the industrial revolution, most of these workshops, the mills, they used to be
like prisons, do you know that, there was no regulation, people used to work for ten hours,

in

twelve hours, fourteen hours, children used to work inside child labour. So, like prisons there
was no regulation to see that at least a minimum level and decent amount of comfort all right

changed now as the years have passed.

n.

and cleanliness and regulation of work timing was given to the employees, but all that has

Workmen’s safety measure, that is maintenance of machines and tools fencing of machines,

are we saying guard?
Protection

ut
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providing guards what is providing guards? Like security guards, what is this guard? What

Whenever there are rotating parts in machinery like you have a fan, say a ceiling fan rotating,
what do you put? You put jally around it that is called a guard, otherwise it is dangerous, you

ol

have the rotating blade going, so that is the guard we are talking about.
Then, personal protective equipment like helmets, goggles, aprons, first aid boxes, safety
shoes, firefighting equipment for the personal safety, it is like you have a grinder or someone

us

who is doing buffing, you are grinding wheel and supportable, welding has been done and
you are grinding. In the process of grinding, these metals, specks are thrown out, so unless
you have goggles protecting you not like this, but fully protecting, you may get eye injury, it
is very common or gloves you are handling hot equipment, so a proper glove, safety shoes,

vt

what is safety shoes, do you know? Anyone know what is a safety shoe? Gum boots, is it
same as gumboots?
Safety shoes are really shoes which are designed in such a way that if anything heavy falls on
your feet you know and you are wearing the shoes, you are not injured badly. Yeah, usually
there are metal plates, which are below the leather on the toe cap and at the sides. So, many
of these employers now, they give free safety shoes, some of them give subsidized, that is
they charge little and ask the employee to and give the rest, the employee pays for the rest.
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Apron, again if you are a welder you have to have an apron, usually it is a leather apron,
otherwise the sparks that come will burn your clothes and burn you also. First aid boxes,
safety shoes, firefighting equipment, any questions? Supply of necessary beverages like tea,
coffee and supply of limited medicines, so all this is up to the employer to choose, a certain
statutory, there are some employers who will give you free beverages up to a point, others

ol

will say we would not give free, but we will give it, you pay for it, some will subsidize.
Limited medicines according to the factories act, if you have more than so many workmen,
you have to provide a facility like a dispensary all right or a first aid. Now, in the dispensaries

us

some SOS medicines, SOS means, which are emergency required can be given, but there are
some other employers who give the medicine for three days also. So, this is up to the
employer, what kind of welfare and what level of welfare they want to provide.
Then provision of notice boards, posters, pictures, slogans, information or circulars for

vt

communications. Why is that part of welfare? Helps in increasing productivity, for safety,
slogans, you know you make cartoon pictures for instance and put it on the walls, then
cartoon pictures is something visual, it gives the impact, there is someone who is walking you
know and something falls on his head. If you have a poster that is to show you should wear a
hard hat, otherwise you are likely to have injury.
But tell me, why notice boards passing information, because when you are dealing with large
number of people, how do you communicate with them? It is the simplest form of
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communication, is it not and why do you need to communicate? Because, you are treating
people as human beings, you like to communicate because the first step in involving them in
the affairs of your organization and involvements brings commitment, and if commitment is
there, you gain in productivity. So, it is a very logical thing to do, to communicate as much as
possible with the employees, instead of them hearing things about the company, from rumors
or reading about it from newspapers or hearing from other friends, if they are working in the

in

company, the management should communicate with them.
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Then convenience, toilets with all facilities, waste paper baskets, provision of drinking water,

us

coolers; canteen services: full meals, snacks, mobile canteen; cloak rooms, rest rooms,
reading room and library, are you familiar with all these terms? If not you ask me, what is a
cloak room? Yes, to keep the luggage that is the cloak room, rest room taking rest like beds
and all are provided, is it like a retiring room? Sometimes yes, for instance drivers if you

vt

have a company which has buses and it has drivers, then the drivers they are to stay within
the company’s premises longer than the statutory hours, which is eight hours. So, they call it
the spread that is you work for eight hours, but within say eleven hour period actually, the
rest three hours you have to stay within, you cannot go home, but you are not working, so
you have to provide with rest room.
Sometimes restrooms are called even toilets are called rest rooms in some places, particularly
say in America you know, they will say rest room, what we call toilets in India they call rest
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rooms. Reading room and library see these are going one step above, the act does not say that
you have to keep a library or a reading room, but the company may decide, particularly if the
company which is more in the knowledge kind of area, you know where the workmen are
trained workmen, the skill levels are high, highly skilled education levels, they may think that
it is better to provide some sort of a library or reading room because that will be a good
recreation and it would be appreciated by the workmen.

in

Then workers health services, so all these are coming under the welfare, some are statutory,

but many are more than statutory means, there is no law what employers are giving. Health

center of the factory, dispensary, ambulance, emergency aids, medical examination, health

n.

education, health research, family planning services, if you do not know anything about it,

please ask me. What is health research? How it is important as welfare measure? Statistical
data how is it that we have only one representative of the class, who is answering, have you
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chosen him to answer all questions or it is just spontaneous.

None of you has got any experience in industry? None of you, except you.
Five are there, see let us hear the other four also. You see here it says health education is
there, that is teaching will help health education will count, but health research. What is said
is statistical data about the health of the employees, many of the companies they keep that,
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like for example, say you have 1000 workmen and employees in the factory right from
managers to unskilled labour workmen. Periodically, you have free check for diabetes or
blood pressure all right and then you keep a record over the years and you see if there is any

us

pattern, that if the diabetic incidents in your company is higher than in the industry or is
higher than national average or is lower. If it is higher, all right is it correlated to cardiac
disease also, so you also keep a record of cardiac disease all right and then you try and trace

vt

it, how to reduce it.

So, one level may be in the canteen the food which is being cooked in the oil, there is too
much oil or some measures can be taken to minimize the quantity of oil, the kind of diet
which is being given in the canteen. All right, what the workmen want and what the managers
and the unions want and management has agreed also, that may not be very good for health,
but if you want to give less oil, the union may say you are trying to save because of food is
not tasty if the oil is low; in which case as a management you can say here is a research we
have done, you want cardiac disease, high blood pressure we don’t mind giving this oil, but it
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is in your interest and certainly we are our managers are not going to give food with all this
oil. So, that is why it is important in the interest of your own employee that is the welfare.
Do you think that all the employees they know, what is good food and good diet? I do not
think so, for instance, many of the employees may think that you know full fat milk and ghee
you know a lot of it is very good, do not you think so? Many of the workmen who come from
villages they cannot afford it, but they see if they could afford it or to eat meat every day is it

in

good? We know as employers is not good, medical research has shown, but then it is the
welfare measure, therefore to see that as an employer, you disseminate this information and

n.

that is why we say, it is a health education.

Usually, you have a medical in large companies you have a medical department also. Medical
department they run periodic seminars on various topics, which are common for middle-aged
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people, you have the safety and health department. The safety department run seminars and
training programmers throughout the year for unsafe working methods, unsafe conditions,
use of personal protective equipment, firefighting, all this programmes are run and the health
on the other side, about good eating habits, good diets, exercise, yoga, all these things are
managed by them, some of them have got gymnasium with yoga so that you can do physical
exercise, aerobic exercise, and also do meditation and many of the employers now, let me tell
you they allow this to be done within the company premises and they provide the facilities
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free of cost, of course usually not in the companies time; that is, they have to that will be after
the shift hours or after office hours all this is provided. And this is not only in the brick and
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motor industry, this is also in the software industry and IT, you have gymnasiums, swimming
pools, have you seen, anyone of you has seen some of these, you know these technology
parks Wipro, Infosys, the kind of facilities they have put up. It is fabulous facilities, it is like
a small city where all these, cafeteria is there, good food, meditation, yoga, swimming pool,

vt

gymnasium, sports, you know tennis all these is provided.
So that they work long hours no doubt, but there employer is trying to bring in this welfare
benefit to see two things; one is, the employees are healthy, the morale is high, productivity is
high and also, that the company also gains isn’t it, in the whole process. So, all these are done
not only because of the minimum laid down by the statutes, but because the HR function
recognizes today, that it is very good for the company in the long run.
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Women and child welfare: Antenatal and postnatal care, maternity aid, crèche and child care.
What is this antenatal and postnatal? That means, before child birth and after, ante means
before A N T E, post means after care. Particularly, when we have at the workmen level
etcetera the knowledge is not there. So, the employer all right has knowledge dissemination,
the wives of the workmen they come and little classes are given or some education is given in
the local language to tell them how to care. Because many of the people coming from the

ol

farming stock, they may think it is enough to put black two spots here, you know one black
spot here and one black spot. So, the evil eye does not come, they do not know genuinely that
you should have inoculation, you know? The government is doing lot of publicity, but still

us

these cultural things they handed down from generation to generations.
The employer also has a role to play that you must have the child inoculated, because this you
can keep the black spot is all right, but that is not enough, have to have inoculation. So, all

vt

this is then, about the feeding of the child and so on. What is crèche by the way? C R E C H
E right, say the mothers are working then, where will they keep the child because they cannot
afford and there nobody at home. So, a nice playground with toys etcetera is provided within
the company and the children are there and there are attendants there also. So, while the
mother is there she is not worried, she knows that the child is there looked after, after the
office hours then when the shift is over, then the child goes, some little education is given to
the child also, so like that of pre-primary kind of thing.
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Women’s general education and separate facilities for women workers like, lunch rooms,
toilets, recreation room, and etcetera and workers recreation is number five. So, we are at
health, now we come to recreation, indoor games, sports club, we mentioned activities,
drivers’ rest room we have mentioned. Another welfare, class of welfare is economic
services, cooperative societies, loans housing daughter’s wedding etcetera. Anyone has an
idea of what is this cooperative society? It is like a cooperative bank basically and what is

ol

cooperative bank? Is owned by people who form the cooperative and the objects of the
cooperative bank is what it says here, for matrimonial loans, house building etcetera. Not for
any and everything they would not give you a loan if you want to go to Singapore for one

us

week holiday and come back, but they have got their own objects of the society, they will
give the loan from that and of course, you have to pay in monthly all right.
Unemployment and health insurance, transport services, cooperative stores, what is

vt

cooperative stores? Again formed by employees usually the employer, he also has a role in it.
In the sense he gives he gives some kind of subsidy as there some management expertise he
gives how to manage it. Of course, the premises are given, computerized systems are given
by the employer, but it is run independently, you will have a election of society and amongst
the workmen and the employees, they will elect president vice or chairman, vice chairman,
executive committee, but the employer may give the auditing services. So, they do not have
to hire auditor and pay money for that and cooperative store is the same concept. So, they try
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and give you the goods of daily use you know like, toiletries, grains, cloth, clothes, and
medicines and so on at a price which is, where the profit margin is much lower.
So, in the hands of the consumers, who are the employees it is cheaper, that is the whole idea.
Worker’s compensation for injury, now this is statutory, there is a workmen’s compensation
act, there is a legislation where you have to give the minimum amount what is extension, but
many companies as I said, they give more than minimum, they do not limit, why? Because

in

again, it is question of keeping a high morale, is it not? Isn’t that, what is the principle, for
instance those who are in the army or navy or air force don’t they get free medical and
compensation if you die by, because the work is such that it is the morale has to be high, but

n.

it is dangerous also. So, one way to do it is to give free, even if you die, education of your

children, your wife will continue to draw the salary that you have been drawing, all these

us
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benefits are given there, because it is a high risk kind of job.
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Family assistance in times of need, so any questions on this? Next, those were economic.
Now, employment follow up, progress of the worker in work performance. Adjustment
problems relating to machines, work load, supervisors and colleagues and industrial
counseling. Do you see how this is a welfare measure also or you do not see? Right, if there
is one employee who somehow cannot fit into the department you know, so he is also not
happy, others are also not happy. So, here the role of the employer come in, to see that the
employee is inducted and fitted in properly or maybe transferred to some other department,
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may be why he is unhappy is not because of the surrounding, but because of the inability to
cope with this work which is given, so may be the answer is training him. So, this is itself a
welfare now do you see that, you have to keep watch on the employees, so it is called
employment follow up.
Then, workers education courses, workers education, what does this mean? It means, general
education, most of the workers who have come they have come after vocational training
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right; they have not had the benefit of having a liberal arts or science or a commerce course.
So, they may not know even about you know how our country, there are parliament and you

have got state legislatures, what is the system of governance and so on, which every citizen

n.

needs to know, matters of hygiene, safety, health etcetera.

So, the workers education it is supported by the government, every state government has got
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that, but employers are suppose to run these classes and who takes the classes from among
the workmen itself, sometimes trade union leaders, you train them as teachers to take their
classes or other employees, from among the employees you train them as teachers to take the
workers education class. And then, these classes are held throughout the year and they have
examination also and grades and then they pass get a certificates, which is from the state
government the certificate. And they have educational tours, so they have a chance which
otherwise they would not have had to visit other factories, may be in the same industry, so
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this is workers education class.

And what is this trying to do? Why is it a welfare benefit? Because, it is addressing the

us

individual isn’t it, for his self growth, instead of working for 30 years and rising getting three
four promotions, from unskilled workmen to let us say skilled workmen and knowing nothing
else, here is an opportunity for him or her to know something more about the country, more
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about more things, than the narrow vision of his work only, broadening the individual.
Reading room and library, adult education, labour management participation: Serving on
various committees, research bureau. So, how is this a welfare, labour management
participation, what does that mean? That means, you are asking the labour to participate in
the management, is it not? And in order for you to participate in managing anything, you
have to have certain knowledge, which you have to give to the workmen by educating them,
you have to have some skills one of the skills is, how to talk and conduct yourself in a
meeting itself isn’t it, instead of doing [FL] and shouting, there is a subject, there is an
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agenda, you have to discuss as per the agenda, you have to come to some conclusion, minutes
have to be made. All right, when you serve on various committees, worker is put on a
committee and he serves on that committee. Does he not learn by participation in that
committee, it is a great learning process? In fact, even managers when you train managers for
higher positions, you (( )) them to committees, first within the organization and later on
outside the organization.

in

Because then, they have the learning of how industry functions, you have many industry
associations, you have the Bengal chamber here, Bombay chamber, confideration of Indian

industry, so they have got various committees and sub committees. And executives and

n.

managers from the companies are send to these and they participate, may be a productivity

committee, may be a labour legislation committee, may be export committee, various
committees are there, so people are sent to participate in that. So, this in a way is the personal
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development of the employee and this is important part of welfare.

Now, what about the outside the work place? Housing very important, many company gives
schemes and there are many innovative ways of giving, some give a scheme where a normal
interest if you took a loan from HDFC, HDFC H D F C is a big company you have heard of

HDFC they give loans for houses. So, if they charge 10 percent, then the company may say
all right we will pay 4 percent out of it, so that only 6 percent is paid by you, so they
subsidize the interest all right, so there are many ways. So, housing-water, sanitation, waste
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disposal, now all this outside the work place, do not dirty the neighborhood we talked of
effluent, we talked of maintaining the roads.
Roads, lighting parks, recreation and playgrounds, schools and colleges, markets,
cooperatives, consumer and credit societies, banks, transportations, police out posts, post
office, if you have questions ask me. In IIT we are provided police out posts, is not it a
benefit?, say there was no police out posts then it would be difficult to go all the way to
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Kharagpur, we have got bank extension counter, railway extension counter, these are all
benefits you know to all of us employees. Similarly, in big companies they have this, you

have ATM facilities, banks are there, transportation. Does not IIT give a shuttle service to

n.

Kharagpur railway station you know that or you do not know, they give a shuttle service
three or four times a day, early in the morning, the busses run IIT busses. If you are an
employee you have an ID card, you are student you can use that bus, salwa you see the salwa
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busses running, that is that salwa air-force station, they have this transportation services.

Stadium, swimming pool, gymnasium, community leadership development, family sports,
health and cultural programmes, village adoption and community development, AIDS, HIV
counseling and treatment, there are host of activities. And some of the good company’s
progressive and large companies, they have a whole department you know of employee
welfare with counselors, medical counselors, doctors, some of them have the medical and the
employee welfare together as a one big department, they even adopt villages some of these
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companies. Say, cement industry those who are in, the cement is a resource based you have to
locate your plant, where the raw material is; so, it is out of the way, in the backwoods they
have their own colony and you have villages round about, they adopt the villages and they
give the welfare not only to them, employees inside the organization, but outside to the
villages, so these are all under the outside.
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So, to sum up statutory and non statutory as we have said, welfare activities are also specified
by laws like the factories act, the mines act, the motor transport act, the central labour act, the
merchant shipping act, each industry wise the dock workers. All right then the inter-state

us

migrant workers and so on, their plethora of legislation addressing all these and they set down
the minimum, but many companies they do not just stick to the minimum, they go beyond
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that.
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So, approaches to employee welfare, one is policing theory, state regulation to ensure fair
treatment and stop exploitation, one approach. Second religion theory: Good Karma will reap
its reward, that is you earn [FL] in your life, say you are a sage, you set up a factory, put a
mandir there and you believe that if you do well, good welfare all right is good for you. Third
philanthropic theory: affection for mankind, for your fellow human beings and the other is,
paternalistic theory, trusteeship theory, that what you feel like Gandhi use to feel, they are all

ol

that, if you are a managing director let us say, that all this company etcetera position that, I
am I am a trustee do not mind, it belongs to someone else, my role is to do my best to see that

vt
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whatever work and responsibility has been given to me is fulfilled to the best of my ability.
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So to that extent, employee welfare is part of my duty as a trustee, these are the four kinds of
theories. Also, placating theory which means appeasement, appeasement is what? You want
something I am giving it to you. Appeasement, child wants chocolate all right in the airport I
saw today when I came or yesterday, mother says no, child screams and all, mother is
walking on child lies down on the ground and scream; so mother comes, all right get up gives

ol

one chocolate appeasement placating.

Public relations theory: Good welfare measures, good image of the company amongst the
workmen and outside society and is good for the company. Efficiency, we say productivity,

us

good morale better profit. Social theory: The Company is morally bound to improve the
conditions of the community and the society. So, how many of you? Which theory do would
you belong to when you are managing director, there is some amount of combination, you
know between, let us say moral theory, is it not? And the trusteeship theory. There is some

vt

amount of balance, think about it which you which theory you would subscribe to, thank you
very much.
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Safety, Health, Environment

Today’s topic is Safety, Health and also Environment. As I explained I think in the last
lecture, nowadays safety and health if you look after within your organization is not

enough, because you exist within an environment, within a community. So, therefore,
important for organizations to also have the awareness that they cannot do anything
which is dangerous or unpleasant for the community in which they exist.

So, environment therefore, has importance nowadays not only for organizations, but for
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the whole world, even for nations it has become very important because we are all

inhabitants of one planet mother earth and whatever we do collectively as nations also,
that affects over a long period of time, the very health of the planet and if that is
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threatened then of course, the people living on the planet, their health and safety is also
threatened. So, the environment is very important and it has assumed great importance
now. So, as managers managing the human resource, we have to be very careful of what
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we do, which does not at all in any way effect adversely the environment in which we
are operating, so that also is added.
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So, everyone knows what is the definition of safety, but very simply safety means,
freedom from the occurrence or risk of injury or loss. Either occurrence or the risk there
off, there should be no risk that it should occur and specifically industrial safety refers to

ut

the protection of workers from the danger of industrial accidents because as you know
the environment within a factory, within an industrial undertaking is fraught with many

dangers, because you have machinery which is working in chemical plants, you have

ol

various processes which are going on, which are generating may be toxic or poisonous
substances and fumes.

vt
us

Then there are many movements of materials and goods which are happening within an
environment. So, all these pose dangers in the industrial setting, there is also the question

of how each workman is doing their work because if you are working on a machine, you
are using tools; so, every tool that you use is very beneficial in one way, but if not used
in a proper manner or if the method of work is not done properly, it can possess a
potential hazard. That is in everything is it not, say a automobile is a very nice invention
because it makes it possible for people to move from place to place quickly in comfort,
but imagine is a powered vehicle and if you are driving an automobile and if you are not
careful, you can pose very lethal hazards not only to yourself, but also to others. So, any
tool, any discovery, any invention, modern invention is very good on the one hand, but
on the other hand, unless it is used in a proper manner and a proper method or in other
words if it is abused, then it can pose of danger to people and the environment.
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So, therefore, accident is an unplanned and uncontrolled event in which our action or
reaction of an object, a substance or person or a radiation results in personal injury. It
may be personal injury; it may be personnel injury also, to many people that injury may
happen.
Have you heard of this terrible accident which happens in Bhopal? All of you have heard
it has become known all over the world and why was it terrible? Yeah, because of the
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very numbers you know, the sheer numbers of course, there have been occasions in
human history, where due to some incident more people have perished no doubt, but for

industrial accidents within a factory, small factory an accident occurring and killing. So,
many people in the neighborhood the community and the surroundings. When it

happened, it was the biggest disaster which happened in terms of an industrial accident
and what really happened.

Here it says, accident is an unplanned and uncontrolled event in which our action or
reaction of an object, a substance, a person or a radiation results in personal injury. So,

ut

here it was uncontrolled was it not, what happened? Potassium isocyanine it leaked out

isn’t it? It leaked out, that means, it was uncontrolled they could not control it and I do
not know if it was an unplanned and there has been several enquires which have been
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made and reports have been given and so on, that is all history.
The fact remains that possibly it could have been planned better; it could have been
controlled and need not have resulted in this huge human loss and tragedy. So, accidents
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they say never happen, you know we say accidents are happened. So, there are saying in
industries that accidents do not happen; they are caused, that means, someone is causing
it either by doing things which are not correct or by not doing things which are correct,

both are equally important, say any questions?
So, in an industry, why is it important that management should prevent accidents? Is it
only because of the human perspective that is you do not want your workman to be
injured and suffered or is there any other perspectives? Yes, you are the management
member; you obviously, do not like your own workman or employees to be injured.
Because, it is a human tragedy, human loss, the family also suffers, but is there any other
perspective, why it is important for you to see that your workmen are not injured.
Financial loss
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Financial loss, yes very clear, is it not because if there is an accident, the person cannot
come for work, if he cannot come for work either the work will suffer or you have to
employ another person casually, all right. And pay him his salary wages over and above
the salary and wages which you are going to pay to the regular workman and then there
are other statutory provisions, if it can be proved that it was due to some mistake on the
part of the management, then some compensation has to be given, some benefits have to
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be given, so all these result in financial loss. So, that is loss financially which is direct
that is the money which you have to give and indirect, that is the loss of productivity and
the disruption in the operations, which also leads to indirectly a financial loss that is why

it is important you look at accidents, not only because of the human angle, but also for
economic reasons.
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Now, types of accidents you can classify in many ways, but you know there are statutes

which also do some classification. So, internal or external accident, major or minor, fatal

or disability, fatal means the person dies and disability means that there is some
temporary or permanent, disability means they are not able to do some work. So, some
injuries they are to the shoulder and it may take three or four months for the shoulder
injury to heal, then he has a disability not temporarily, not to be able to do work which
requires physical strength, lifting for instance. So, you have to give him lighter work if
he is in some department, which involves lifting of loads, you may have to transfer him
temporarily.
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And then there is permanent disability say a press operator working in a press, he has a
loss of a thumb or a finger, part of it because of an accident first operating the press, then
it becomes a permanent disability. So, you cannot restore that body part and therefore,
there is some compensation to be given and also he has to be given some other work
probably, he cannot continue to do the same work, he may have to be retrained to do
another work.
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So, accident and incidence is measured by two ways; this is the standard measurement

which we do, one is the severity rate and the frequency rate. So, severity rate means, you
try to assess how severe is the accident, is it just a small scratch which has happened on
the finger or is it something which entails loss of working hours that is you have to give

him leave and he has to be at home. If it just a simple scratch, then you can give him first
aid he can continue to work, but if it is something which is little more a fracture let us

say, then you have to give him time off, so there is loss of work, so these are the
classifications.

ut

Severity, how severe is it and how that is measured? In terms of man hour lost, so more
man hour lost at work the more severe it is, that is the unit of measurement that we use

and then the next accepted measurement is frequency rate. So, in your factory if I were to
judge, how safe your factory environment is, I will see how severe are the accidents

ol

which are happening and also how many are happening within the same period. So,
severity rate and frequency rate are the two indicators, which give you an idea of how
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safe the factory environment is, any questions?
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We have briefly discussed just now the need for safety, economic need and the human

need. Now, here we see some of the economic needs are highlighted; one is of course,

cost saving, if you have safe working condition and no accidents, then we say

ut

productivity increase and then what we did not say is morale increase. Morale is, the
state of mind of the people and the employees working within the environment. If very
frequently, they see their fellow workers or colleagues meeting with accidents getting
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injured, their morale is likely to go down isn’t it, because they think that today it has
happened to my friend, tomorrow it may happen to me, conditions are not safe here
people get frightened, they get disturbed and distressed. So, the moral goes down and if
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moral goes down automatically their ability to perform as well as they can also goes
below par and therefore, the productivity suffers.
Then image increase, what does this mean? It means that in your factory if you can claim
and say you have had accident free. Five years your factory has been accident free, does
it not raise the image of your factory and also the company and the employer, that this is

the employer where the working is very safe. So, it is one of the factors which increase
the image of the organization.
Avoid statutory action as I say there are laws, there are statues, which you have to
comply with. If you do not comply with the provision of law, then the enforcement

agencies in this case, the factory inspectorate. The factory inspectors will come and they
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will institute action, legal action against you as per the act. So, the company will be
liable for legal action and of course, if found guilty then they have to give compensation,
there will be punishments which will be given, so if you have safe working condition
you avoid that.
Avoid unique action, what does unique action mean? Anything all right, which is
directed towards you as an organization, which that is what making it unique. Bhopal
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tragedy what we talked about? It resulted in a number of laws and amendments which
happen and in the process what happened to union carbide? Their image was spoilt the
company has suffered a huge loss, they had to pay compensation. So, unique action is

whatever stands out and is unique to you, avoid such an action because that is not good
for you.

Say Bhopal, if there was no gas leak and there were no death. This became a unique,

unique means, one all right, which is not repeated by others. If there were gas leaks all
the time, for instance you have so many tankers, which ply Indian road they fall into a

ut

thud you know, there an accident. Some oil spills you know or gas leaks, small gas you
find it in the news paper, but it is. So, frequent that you cannot call it unique, but unique

in the sense, the Bhopal gas is unique because no other accidents have been of this
nature. So, if this happens or in a let us say you are running a power plant, where it is an
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atomic power plant. So, if we have a kind of meltdown or accidents or a radiation leak, it
becomes very unique then, because it does not happen all the time and then action will be
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taken. So, as a management you have to be very careful that we avoid such actions,
which pinpoint you as an organization and a company as something which is unique and
in this sense, unique in the bad connotation because we are talking of accidents here and
ethical management.

What does ethical management? Just go to the Bhopal case again how would you say?
Would you say, how you relate this term ethical management in terms of safety and

health? If the Bhopal incident instead of looking for profit what does it translate down to,
let us be specific, investment. So, if you make more investment in safety measures, then

you are likely to depress your profit. So, it would be termed unethical, that even if the
absolute minimum as specified standards that is not done in terms of investments to see
that safe, health, environment is maintained.
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So, pollution control, pollution control is it not the legislation which look at that, that you
have to for instance any chemical plant, your are producing effluence any other plant
also they produce effluence, chemical plants they produce gases all right, which are
toxic. So, you have to make investments in equipment all right to see that these are
neutralize, they have to be further reaction which take place, they neutralize it. So, all
these cost a lot of money and if you are setting up a project, it increases your project
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cost, if it increases your project cost, then it increases your payback period is not it, so it
depresses profit. So, if you do not do it knowing full well that you are not complying

with the very minimum statutory condition then, obviously it is unethical. So, ethical
management is very important, it is one of the pillars on which safety, health and
environment will stand.

Nowadays, lot of thought is being given to the environment, you have got several themes

in terms of movies etcetera which come, which talk of companies, big giant companies
you know, they are not paying attention to the environment and the health of people and

that is being portrayed as unethical, because they are doing it not because of lack of

ut

knowledge, they are doing it knowing that if you do it this way, you will make more
profit,, but also that some people health will be spoiled, that is what makes it unethical.
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So, all companies you have to have certain safety programmers, it is not that you just
say, by giving a circular that, our intention is to have safe and healthy working
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conditions here and we very much uphold the safety of the environment. That is not
enough, just to give an expression intention, but we have to translate those intentions and
that philosophy of the management into a set of working programmes. So, programme is
identify the root causes of accidents depending on whatever business you are in, the kind
of factory you are in, if you are in a plant which is a deploying mainly machinery all
right and you are making items which are heavy items. So, may be what you have in
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your factory is machines which may be of various types, your material handling, that is
movement of machine parts, a movement of job parts, so you may have cranes, so you
move heavy weights.

So, there is a potential danger in moving weights by crane, isn’t it, you have to sling it. If

you do not have proper maintenance of the slings, the rope may break, it may fall on
someone. You may have some plating shops, where you are generating effluence and

some toxic gases also. So, these you have to assess in your own factory, in your industry,
what are the route process which may cause accidents? Falls in the management systems

due to poor leadership, inadequate supervision, insufficient attention to the design of
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safety into the system and systematic approach to identification, analysis and elimination
of hazards and poor training, we have a term call fail safe, have you heard of that fail

safe? Fail safe means, even if a machine fails at least it will fail safely so that the least
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injury is done to people, so that is called the fail safe. So, fail safe is a feature which you
can build into the design itself.
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For instance, if you have an elevator, you can design an elevator, so that even if the rope
breaks, there are some measures where it softens the fall that can be built into it. There

can be some electronic or electrical device which applies a break as soon as there is an
acceleration, which exceeds a certain limit. So, these are fail safe features which can be
built into the design, so insufficient attention to the design of safety into the system.

Earlier the concept of safety was that, whenever you are within the factory you look at
safety, then the concept they it extended to the environment, but now, you know you
have the concept where a manufacturer all right is responsible for the safety of the
equipment or product right up to the time when it goes to the consumer, otherwise there
can be litigation against you. So, you are a maker of toys, making toys in your factory
where you make the toys, you have excellent condition, you have never had accidents or
very seldom, the severity rate of accident is very low, frequency rate is very low, and so,
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you feel here very safe. But maybe you are using a kind of paint in making the toys, say
you are making wooden toys and when it is sold to the ultimate customer and children
are playing with it. Children have a habit of putting things in their mouth, they put that
doll let us say into the mouth and some of the paint has toxic element, mercury or
something and the child is injured, and then it comes back to you as a manufacturer, so
the concept has now extended beyond your own factory.
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So, these are the some of the connotations of safety, which you are to take care in the
design itself, that is why you will find that there are in the products, you have leaflets

you know when you buy these products giving the instruction manual. Why are they

giving the instruction manual? Because, they may be open to the charge if it goes for
litigation, that you did not give proper instruction for the use of this, what you are

making, that is why the person is injured. So, it is going beyond the factory you have to
remember that, any questions?

Poor training you know training will come all the time, safety is one subject where you
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have to train and retrain train and retrain because human memory short and safety is not

a day to day item when you are working in the organization, there are many other
important and urgent items for you. You have got your targets; you have to complete the
work in so and so time, so usually the safety aspect is the backseat people cut corners as

shortcuts.
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they say, they take short cuts and some of these shortcuts that you take are very unsafe
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When you are driving a vehicle, what is the shortcut? Shortcut conceptually over
speeding, I call is a shortcut. You are going by the same road,, but exceeding safety
limits of speed; that means, you want to go faster than you should be going, trying to

take a shortcut. So, shortcuts always lead to accidents and one tends to take shortcut
why? Because, unfortunately, safety is something which is passive in a sense, you feel
secure till god forbid something happens and when that is happen once maybe in 10
years it happens, but because it is dormant, it is not there all the time all the time. You
become dulled to it, your senses become dull, and you do not think that there is no point
in doing.
Have you seen people running jump into running trains or running busses, isn’t it very
unsafe, all of us know it, why do they do it? Because the injury comes to a person may
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be once in a lifetime, but when it comes it may lead to amputation of a limb. So, the
whole philosophy you see now you are understanding of safety is that, you must inbuilt it
into the collective system of your organization and how does that happen? You have to
train people to understand that, safety is something which is latent, dormant, and is
lurking there, any time it can come and strike you unless you follow certain safe working
methods and safe conditions.
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It is something like, electric power, steam power, you can see huffing and puffing a

steam engine isn’t it or rotating machinery, mechanical power, you can see it moving
you know it is dangerous. Electrical it looks so innocent right, but if you touch it what

happens? So, safety is something like that, they are there always, unless you follow the

rules it will hit you and because it does not happen very often, you get lulled into a sense
of false security, that is why we say accidents all right. They do not happen; they are
caused either by doing something which is wrong or not doing something which is right,
any questions?
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So, coming back to our organization where we work, identify potential hazards, so it is a
systematic approach that you have to take. You have to make it like a project, you have
to identify, the safety department must be there, safety engineers must be there, you have
to hire him, he has to identify that what is his work and provide effective safety facilities
and safe equipment and take prompt remedial action. Providing of the equipment, the
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cost you incurred in that you have to provide a budget that is the management’s job, you
cannot cut corners and say look it is not essential things, so we would not give this
budget; you have to give the budget, otherwise it is unethical this can be implemented by
comprehensive accident reporting system. Now, obviously, that is to be done isn’t it
because if accidents happen and the management does not even know that it has
happened and then it will keep on deteriorating is it not? So, the first thing is, do you
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have a system to systematically report an accident that will happen, so that is the first.
Adequate records and statistics, otherwise how do you say what has been your severity

rate or your frequency rate, how do you measure? How safe it has been last year, has it
deteriorated this year or it has improved this year. So, you have to keep statistics and

records, procedures for carrying out periodic safety checks and inspections. So, if you

are running cranes, you are moving heavy loads by cranes, you have to have periodic
inspections of the slings to see whether the wire ropes are getting (()) you have to have
periodic inspections All right of firefighting equipment, you have got safety for

firefighting, safety you have got fire extinguishers, you have to see when they have to be

ut

recharged in the frequency as has been recommended by the manufacturers.

So, if you do not do it, you keep it for five years it may dry up inside. So, when there is a
fire it does not work, so inspection is very much to be built in into the safety
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programmed and checks. Methods of good maintenance of safety equipment part of the
inspection and follow the inspection.
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Mechanisms to ensure that proper attention is given to all levels to safety matters, again

you have to propagate the philosophy; you can do it by various means. Most factories
they have some programmers built in, where you have safety awards, safety competitions
between the various workshops, you have a safety award and that is judged by

sometimes the frequency rate and the severity rate, sometimes they have additional
factors which are indirect factors, which make it safer like house-keeping. If you have a
factory where everything is arranged neatly etcetera, then the chances and the potential
of having accidents is lower. So, good house-keeping is another point, which is assessed
to see whether you have safe working conditions or not and these awards are given inter
departmental awards are competition is there. So, why do they have it? Basically, to
build a philosophy that management considers that safety is very important and
therefore, not only spends money and time, but it recognizes departments and people
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who have made some contribution towards the furtherance of this safety and mechanisms
to ensure that, proper attention is given at all levels to safety matters.
In fact, some of the companies which are in high hazardous industries like let us say oil
refining, because you have a high fire hazard, chemical plants where toxic gases are used
as raw material, may be you have plants where chlorine is used. Chlorine is a toxic gas
which you have to store it, all right and then you have to use it in such high hazardous
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industries, right companies that operate in it, they have got a policy that even a
departmental level and individual level, they build into the performance management

system, that is how good, what increment should you get, what promotion you should
get, they build the safety factor into that also.

For instance, there are very good performer a manager in a department, if safety is
something which has suffered, that means, there have been accidents he may lose a
promotion because that is so important for that kind of industry. So, there are various

ways of propagating the fact that, management considers safety important and you can
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build it into not only into a safety programmed, but other important programmed of the

company like performance manager, safety policy adoption and announcement by top
management.
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So, now, days each of this companies you know after the Bhopal as I said lot of
legislation, lot of soul searching thinking went on worldwide. And now most companies
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they have a declared safety policy, it is a written statement and the safety policies always
signed by a very senior person, may be the managing directors of the company or if it is
a large company, may be the director in charge of that division, you know all the plant
manager and the safety policy declare the intension and philosophy of the management
for safety, so that all the employees they know it and why are they disclosing this, to
show the intension that we will stand by it, because if you declare something you have to
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do it, isn’t it. So, therefore, they will stand by that is to declare the bonfire intensions of
the management, because once if you declare it, the chances are that the management
will insure that it happens.

Then full accountability of managers and supervisors for safety. If an accident happens

and death occur god forbid, who is accountable? Unless you have some accountability

can you ensure that people will follow this? May not be able to ensure, so what happens

now? They pinpoint who is a person who is responsible, who will be answerable and
accountable and if proved guilty will go to jail all right in that organization.

ut

Continuous and repetitive training on safety awareness and use of safe working methods

and personal protective equipment, all this is part of the safety policy programme. Every
factory and every establishment where work is going on, they have what is known as an
occupier it is a statutory term, occupier of the factory means in short conceptually he is
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the owner of the factory and usually, the occupier used to be the plant chief. But
nowadays, after this Bhopal as I said, there have been many changes and the occupier
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has been not the plant chief only, but the chief of the organization, that is the chairman if
he is the executive chairman or the managing director. Why are they doing this? To show
that the government feels that safety is very important, because it is not only limited, the

damage that can happen is not only limited to that one unit, but it is extended to the

entire populous of the environment. So, the government steps in as it so important that,
the number one of the organization itself is the occupier.
And then you have the manager of the factory, that is also statutory you have to declare it
to the inspector. Who is the occupier and who is the manager? What is his home address?
What is his office address and telephone number? So, that it is clear, he is accountable.
So, imagine a situation where you are chairman of a company, which has 10 factories
you are the occupier, how will you ensure that safety is being maintained in all? Because
if anything goes wrong in any factory, you will be arrested, how will you ensure that?
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You have to have a safety programme, you have to have a declared safety policy, and
you have to have compliance reporting procedures, is it not. So, every factory probably
every month, we will have to give through the chain of command right from the shop
floor that whatever is the compliance to be done.
For instance, you have rotating machinery in a particular shop, have you provided safety
guards, if you have got cranes have you done the inspection, so which date have you
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done? So, these are compliance documents, which have to be given right up to the
occupier of the factory so that in the event god forbid, that some fatal accident occurs, at
least the occupier of the factory, can say that he has put in place several procedures
genuinely because he has a regard for safety, but unfortunately it has happened it is not

due to neglect, not due to trying to save money for the company, that is a reason which is
important to have these in place.

Full accountability and continuous, repetitive training on safety awareness and use of

safe working methods, and personal protective equipment usually, now there is statutory
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provision if you have more than so many workmen, all right you are required to keep a

qualified professional person, safety professional and if you have more than even more it
may be two professionals, three professionals that are safety engineers. Usually, these are
post graduate diplomas that you get, normally you are engineering degree and a post
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graduate diploma. So, such people are employed all right and this is a law statute and
they have to run the training programmers, this continuous and repetitive training. So,
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budget has to be provided by management, they run the programmers and then after that,
they keep repeating it. So, that if you are there every year, every two years or three years,

you keep on repeating some of the programmers and these programmers are updated, any
questions?
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Then safety process, strategic choices: level of protection for employees, formal or
informal safety programmers, proactive or reactive philosophy, use of safety to enhance

organization’s image. The above are equally applicable to the health of the workers. So,

ut

as I said, safety and health are two sides of the same coin because if it is unsafe and you
have an accident, you injure yourself, it becomes bad for your health does it not.
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Development of policies procedures and training systems, so first is choice, what level of
protection? If you say, in our company we will take the level which is the statutory
compliance level that is a philosophy you are taking, we will spend enough money on
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everything to see we comply with the laws of the land, it is like quality, the company has
to take a policy decision, what quality are you aiming at? Are you aiming at the quality
as per the standards or are you aiming at a quality which delights the customer that is

much higher than what the minimum which is specified is the same with safety.
You will say, we will aim at safety, where we will be nationally recognized, we win the
national safety award every year, then the whole philosophy has been laid down by

management which is different, it is a higher level safety programmed that you have to
have, so that is the minimum of that. Then, institute and organization for the safety refer,

what organization means? Like I said there has to be a safety department, has to be a
safety manager with one or two assistants, who look after this programme.
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So, there you are organizing for it, analysis of the causes and occurrence of accidents,

every accident that occurs has to be analyzed, it has to be sent to the appropriate level
may be the head of the plant, you have to decide, what type of accident and what

ut

periodicity, these information, these reports have to be sent, so that the management
takes due cognizance of it.
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Implementation of the safety programme, you announce safety programme, you have to
implement it, evaluation of the effectiveness of the programme, all these are job of the
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safety manager. Then, we talked of the safety measurements of severity rate and
frequency rate, these are simple ratios. Another one is incidence rate is equal to number
of recordable injuries multiplied by a million into a number of employees exposure,
number of employees.
Severity rate a total hours charged, that is lost charge means; how much money you have
paid, you have lost hours multiplied by a million divided by number of employees hours
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of work, that is in hours, that is the first one is number of employees. Frequency rate

number of disabling injuries, multiplied by one million divided by number of employee
hours at work, so these are simple ratios by which you measure. So, now, having talked

of safety that is one side of the coin, we come to the health which is the other side of the
coin, all right.
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Ill health of workers results in: reduction of productivity, higher unsafe acts and hence
more accidents, if you are ill, if you have a bad headache, you are likely to be not that
alert, therefore, unsafe acts you may be doing, which can result in accident. Increased

absenteeism, so bad health means, you will absent yourself, more contravention of legal
requirements, occupational diseases. That means, say you are working in an environment
where there is a lot of a fumes and gases and you have not taken adequate safety and
health precautions for it. Then, the people who are working in the department may over a
period of time contract a respiratory disease let us say, which we call occupational
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disease, that is that disease which has happened or has been contracted simply due to the
occupation of that employee, had he been in some other department, he would not have
got the diseases, so that also is responsibility of the management.

ut
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The factories act, 1948 is a very important act where many of these provisions for
compliance is laid down, make certain health measures mandatory. Example cleanliness

ol

from effluence and dirt, waste and effluent disposal, adequate ventilation and
temperature maintenance, dust and fumes extraction measures, standards for artificial
humidification, avoidance and over-crowding, suitable illumination, cleanliness of
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glazed windows glazed means what, glass windows and glare stroke shadow elimination,
wholesome drinking water-cooled if a factory is large over 250 workers, separate toilets
for males and females, adequate spittoons etcetera.
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And most organizations which are large have the following facilities, pre-hiring medical
checkup, before you join there is a medical checkup, periodical medical check-up after
you join, first aid and minor ailments treatment, control and special check-up for
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occupational health hazard, those who are in departments whether it is occupational

health hazard they have more frequent check-ups free, the management provides. Special
health examination drives and programmers like you may have in a year, dry for blood
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pressure you have got 1000 employees in your organization, you want to check how
many have got high blood pressure or diabetes, so these are drives example cancer or
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blood pressure or diabetes or eye check-up.
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Then maternity and child welfare including family planning, psychiatric treatment and
counseling, we have trained counselors in large organization. You have a welfare

department which we talked about in the last lecture, where these people are available
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medical counselors and psychiatric counselors. Alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and
rehabilitation, many large units they have in fact, certain programs where alcoholism is
tackled like you have a world-wide entity called alcoholics anonymous, it is a kind of a
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club. All alcoholics they join that because there is therapeutic value in collective therapy,
if all alcoholics meet and they recount to each other, the various problems they had
because of the alcoholism that is a group therapy, what happens is, people then
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appreciate more and it can stave off falling into this addiction, once again you know once

you are cured you attain.

So, many large factories provide the facilities, their facilities to hold the meetings of this

alcoholic anonymous including their own workmen and workmen from the neighboring
factories. Then what is most important now, the modern threat is HIV and AIDS
detection, counseling and treatment, then yoga for stress management, these are all part

of a comprehensive health programmes all right, which is part of other side of safety as I
said.
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Now, we come to the environment, environment the safety of the environment and the

health of the general populace in the environs of the factory is now also a responsibility
of the company as we said earlier. The Bhopal disaster in December 1984, the worst
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chemical disaster in the world to date, dramatically brought into public focus, the
potential hazard for health which industrialized undertakings posed to the public and the
environment. Now, people are frightened to stay near chemical factories because you do
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not know what is going on inside, when there is going to be a gas leak and you will be a
victim of it, although you are not working there, you are staying there in the
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neighborhood.
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Then green house effect, all of you have heard of green house effect, all right this is
caused by emission of certain gasses discharged from chemical industry and is causing
ozone holes, depletion of ozone in our atmosphere and contributing to global warming

ut

phenomenon, putting the whole planet and various living species to risk of long term
survival. Thus, the concept of sustainable development has been born; an international
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mechanism of clean development has taken shape.

Clean development this is a new thing which has happened by a protocol, cure to
protocol have you heard about, they say in certain industrialize countries have
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contributed much more than the lesser developed countries to this green house effect and
the ozone hole because of the industries that have come up and the care which they have
not taken to see that dangerous gasses are emitted. So, having done that, the protocol is
they agree that they will not do further industries of that type, but there are other
countries, where they have not. So, they have got standards laid down, what should be
the level of pollution in the air and so on and the percentage of gasses which should be
there in the environment, all right.
And those countries which have gone well below the level, the countries can buy the
right to locate their factory in those countries, the whole idea is to bring uniformity and
control the level of pollution world-wide, that is called clean development and it is a
multi-national effort very much, very much that is why you can earn a lot of money,
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India can earn a lot of money because we have got a lot off, we can sell these rights you
know for inviting development into our country from countries where they are not
allowed to develop in certain industries.
So, that is why gives you a cost all right, which will be a lower project cost because, if
you do it there, if you do it in India, then the kind of equipment which otherwise would
have to be provided by doing it in their country. An industrialized country you may not
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have to provide the same kind of equipment. So, it has some bearing on your project cost
also and it is something which can be sold by the donor country because this is their

right, they have that right to sell you that, so that you can locate your factory here ok. So,

we will end this one, and in the next class, we will take up the next topic, all right which
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will be industrial relations.
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Industrial Relations

Good morning. So, now, topic of today’s lecture is industrial relations. Can someone tell
me, what is industrial relations?
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Yes, simple, industrial relations is concerned with the relationship between management
and workers, between management and employees and the role of the regulatory
mechanism in resolving any industrial dispute.
So, you see, there are three actors here, you have the management, you have the

workmen and sometimes they are represented by unions, alright, or associations and the
third is the government, the rule.
So, IR covers the following areas: collective bargaining; role of unions, management and
government; machinery for the resolution of industrial disputes. Now, what is the
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meaning of this machinery? Is there a certain machine, you feed in something and
something comes out?
Machinery is just a process and procedure, alright, that is what is called the machinery
for resolving industrial disputes. So, you can see, the philosophy here is that whenever
there is a dispute, it automatically comes into the realm of the government also. It is like,
if you fight, that is, management and union, you fight, the matter is not limited to you, it
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goes to the government also, they come into the picture, why? You may well tell me, that
sir, why government should come in, this is a matter between the management and union
of our company, why should government come in. Tell me, why they should come in?
(( ))

Government is for the people; finally, both management and the union, they are all part
of the community, the citizenry, is not it. Also, what this company does, that is, your

company does, maybe affecting a large number of people. Say, you are producing, you

are a refinery producing gasoline and other fuels on which many other industries run.

ut

Kerosene is used by people, so a large number of people are going to be affected. So, the
government always has a role and they will come in.
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Then, apart from collective grievances you have the individual grievance and
disciplinary policy and procedure because in any undertaking there will be two types of
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grievance, collective as well as individual; then, labour legislation and industrial
relations training. So, all these six items we say, we will cover the basic topic of
industrial relations.
So, IR, in short for industry relation, is the key to productivity increases in industrial
establishment, why? Simple, because if people are unhappy, dissatisfied, fighting among
themselves, conflict is rampant, obviously what will suffer is productivity, and the
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reverse is true.

IR protects the workers’ interests and improves their economic conditions, any

questions? It is obvious, IR protects the rights of managers too and regulating
employee’s behavior, and regulates the employee’s behavior and prescribes punishments
from the agreed code of discipline and work norms. So, what is the code of discipline?
Every establishment, normally, will have, what they call a code of discipline, do we have

a code of discipline here in IIT? Yes, do you know? No one knows here, so that does it

mean, we do not have a code of discipline or you have not made it your business to learn

ut

about it?

It may be unwritten, but when you enroll do you get any documentation, which is given
to you when you enroll, you get any books, something about the hall, do you get a book

ol

about the hall? And the rules and regulations of staying in the hall is given there, that is a
code of discipline, is it not.
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You cannot leave the station without taking permission of warden is written there, that is
a code of discipline. And there are various other things about timings to be observed,
cleanliness, hours and so on and so forth. So, this is the code of discipline in this

establishment.
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Similarly, other industrial undertakings have a code of discipline, sometimes you call it
standing orders, you call it standing orders and something called model standing orders.

If you do not have your own standing order, the government has got some standing

ut

orders for an establishment. So, you can say, that we will adopt the government standing
orders, which is a model standing orders, alright.

ol

So, approaches to IR, just look at the philosophy again, we talked of the philosophy.
When you talk of safety, health and environment, here also starts with the basic top
management philosophy.
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So, one is unitary approach and the other is pluralistic approach. Now, we have looked at
this when we talked of human resource management; remember that lecture on the scope
of HRM, scope and nature of HRM. There we talked of the PM, that is, personnel
management and the HRM, that is, the human resource management, do you remember?

And you said there are number of distinguishing features between these two philosophies
and one of the most important is unitary approach. That is, mutual cooperation,
individual treatment, team work and shared goals. Direct negotiations with employees
themselves, that means, unitarist approach is the management looks at each individual
and does not look at collective groups of people as a constituency.
And that is, pluralistic approach organizations as coalitions of competing interests. We
have the management’s side, who has own interest and we have the daily rated union, we
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have the monthly rated employees, these are all constituent groups with their own
interests and if you remember, when we did human behavior topic, alright. Coalition,
you remember the word coalition, coalition is a group, it is an interest group is bound to
up together by a common interest, if that interest disappears, the group disappears, that is
a coalition.
We remember we learnt, that remember clicks, coalition, so this coalition of competing
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interest where managers’ role is to mediate amongst the different interest groups. That is
the philosophy of pluralistic approach, look at collectives not at individuals.

Trade unions, as legitimate representatives of employee interests, so pluralistic approach
says, trade unions is a constituency. Say, supervisors, they have their association, let us
say, and the association is registered under trade union act. Management says, we

acknowledge, that, that is a constitutional constituency, which we will recognize and we

will deal with them in collective bargaining, but HRM, it says, it is not necessary
because unitary approach says they are all our employees, each one of them, they may be
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in unionized constituency, supervisory constituency, management constituency, that does

not matter to us. Our philosophy is, each one of the employees is our employee. Now,
what is the fallout from this philosophy? Fallout is, we do not require constituencies at
all, we do not require trade union, we do not require any association, why? Because
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management will look after you, you do not have to go anywhere else, so that is the
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difference. Any questions, alright.
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Then, stability in IR as the product of concessions and compromises between

managements and unions, this is a pluralistic approach. Constituencies, they say, we are
having stable industry relations, why, because the concession and compromises. We do

approach and philosophy.
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bargaining, negotiations between management union and that is the role, that is, that
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Unions balance the powers between the management and the employees. Conflict is
inevitable in all organizations, so the role is to balance and keep equilibrium, this is a
philosophy.
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So, modern philosophy is going, wearing away from that. Modern philosophy is, that you
have to tap the hidden potential of each of your individual employees as a management
and therefore, you do not depend on unions, you do not depend on associations or any
other constituency, you have to directly look after the employees. This is the approach,

which is a modern approach.
Then, we have the Marxist approach. Conflict between managers and workers is
inevitable, but is the product of capitalist society. This is the ideology propounded by
Karl Marx, this is the Marxist philosophy. Trade unions are seen as labour’s reaction to
exploitation by capital. Capital here means the capitalists, those who have got the money.
In short, the management or the owners, you know, who made that factory, they are
called capital and they exploit the workers, they give as minimum as possible to the
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workers and extract maximum, that is exploitation. Therefore, trade unions are seen in
this philosophy as a reaction, as a response to this exploitation and therefore, as a
weapon to bring about revolutionary social change, that is the philosophy.

ut
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Then, industrial relations, therefore is a complex inter-relation system among the
following constituencies: employees, employers and government, what we have said
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earlier. Employees’ view IR as a vehicle for redressing grievances by one-to-one or
collective actions, what does this mean? You, as an employee, you join a trade union, is
not it. By joining, what do you do? You have certain rights, privileges and you also have
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some certain liabilities and responsibility.

One is you have to pay a subscription to them; second is, as and when the union on your
behalf enters into a collective bargaining resulting in a settlement and you get lot of
money out of that, increased money, a part of that increased money you have to give to
the union as a fee. So, these are some of the obligations. You have to maintain the code,
which the union tells you to maintain also. So, these are some of the obligations, but
what are the rights? Rights is, if you have a grievance as an employee, you can go to the
union and the union is bound to represent to the management on your behalf, that is the

right, that you have.
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So, employees, therefore view, that it is a protective shield, so to say, this is the union
provides to them against, let us say, exploitations by the management or injustices by the
management, so securing better terms and conditions for employment.
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Getting better status for the workers in the work place; fostering democratic mode of
decision making at various levels. You have heard of workers participation in
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management. There was a time, during the 70s, when the government felt, that workers
should participate, not only at the grass root level, that is, on the factory floor, but also at
the topmost level, that is, the board of directors through the representatives from the

vt
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workers. That concept is not that popular now because experimentation showed that
there was a kind of divided loyalty.
If you have a workman who has become a board, member of the board of directors, there
is a lack of clarity in the role. When he sits on the board he is supposed to be
management, but he is not management, he is a worker. So, is he therefore, to sit on the
board as a union member trying to secure at the highest level, rights for workers or not,
or is he supposed to be like any other directors on the board, which is looking after the
overall welfare of the company, all stake holders, not only the employees stake holder.
So, there was a confusion and lack of clarity and probably for that reason, this concept
you see, did not take hold.
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But every workmen and every employee wishes, in some form or the other, may not be
at the board level to have, but at whatever level to have some say in the workings of the
organization in which he or she is working, and trade union is one of the ways in which
to ensure that fostering, democratic mode of decision making.
Employers must see IR in the following terms: creating and sustaining employee
motivation, ensuring commitment from employees, achieving higher levels of efficiency,
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negotiating terms and conditions of employment; any questions here? If you are a

manger, plant manager, what this is saying is, you are an employer in that sense and you

must view IR in this positive fashion, not as something, which is a waste of your time.
You are an engineer; you are a technical person, so you rather be doing technical work
and not IR. That is not a right thing because as plant manager, this is very much a part

and parcel of your work and you must look at it positively, like creating and sustaining

the motivation, ensuring commitment, achieving higher levels of productivity,
negotiating terms and conditions of employment; any questions?

vt
us
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Sharing the decision making with the employees, this is a tough one. Does any one of us
like to share power, who wants like to share power if you have power by fact, that you

are a manager of this department, of this factory? Most of us do not take too kindly to
sharing the power; we like to have all the power on our own.
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Government’s role today is seen as interventionist that means, normally, if things are
alright, they do not have a role; if things are not alright, they have a role. They intervene
as a moderator, facilitator and sometimes as an enforcer of peace and harmony in the
industry; they have all these roles as an intervention role.
Then, a regular role is to usher good practices in employer; that means, it is more of
passive role. They would like good practices in the employer-employee relations through
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legislation; judicial mean, judicial means by judgments, which come in case of disputes,
which go to court and enforcement. So, this is a regular maintenance process.

So, every state has got a commissioner who is the labour commissioner and then, we
have this inspectorate of factories in which you are the chief inspector of factories. They

are the enforcing arm, that means, all the laws that are there, labour laws, they are the

people to enforce. Then, you have got labour courts that is the judicial part, this is the
executive part. Judicial part is there labour courts, so litigation in terms of labour

disputes, they go to the judicial courts and then, whatever is the judgment of the court,

on in a proper manner.

vt
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ut

has to be enforced. So, the whole machinery is in place to see, that IR, alright, is going

You, as a management, how do you develop good industrial relations? Now, I am saying
develop, develop means, that it is not a one of thing, develop means, it is a continuing
thing because people change, unions change, so you have to keep on developing, it is a
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continuous process. And we talk of IR, industrial relations, so relationships are
something, which when developed cannot be put on a shelf, they have to keep on
nurturing it, is not it. People change, conditions change and therefore, the relationships
will have to be continually nurtured.
So, it is a relationship, full-time job, painstaking and sustained efforts, so therefore
necessary in order to develop good industrial relation, not only on side of management,
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but also on the side of the employees. Employees must also understand this
responsibility, and employees, I have put in bracket union, why, because more often than

not, there has to be some sort of a collective body, which has the representatives because
management cannot talk to 500 or 1000 people at the same time.

So, even if you do not have a registered trade union, the management may ask, that why

elect your representatives or select them. So, whenever we have any collective matter,

some 10 or 15 people can come and we can discuss with them and you must see that they
are representative, whatever they agree with us, you will abide by that agreement. So, the

ut

employees must also understand that.

Then, some ways, some of the ways to build a good industry relation, what are they?
Developing trust between management and labour, so we are back again to human
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relations and human behavior, is not it. You have to develop trust; you have to focus on
them as individual and collective human beings, subject to certain types of behavior.
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So, you see, I told you, that the HR school now is concentrating more on the individual.
One of the reason, this if you empathized with individual, if you build trust with them,
then it helps you to manage your industry relations and your people therefore, in a much
better way labour and management by, a, so trust by a training, b, participatory working.

We have seen more and more there is a tendency now for team working to come into
place and many of these teams also have representatives from the union who are there on
the teams, so cross-functional team in many of the factories. Now, modern factories have
got union representatives also on them and c, pursuing common organizational interests,

what does that mean? It means, that look here, you may be management, I may be union,
but we are all member of the same company and this company’s interest is our interest
jointly, because if company does well, both our constituencies will do well; if company
does not do well, we will both sink together. Then, where is the dispute and if I have
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union, I say my dispute is, that we are doing well, but you are not sharing, you know, the
benefits, that is my dispute; any questions?
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ut

So, therefore, you have to develop trust and this has to be done on the basis of sound

democratic trade union, alright, which protects employees’ benefits and terms of
employment in a fair way. So, you have a term, which you have heard about, responsible

ol

trade unionism and irresponsible trade unionism. So, just like your responsible
managements and irresponsible managements, the same is true for trade union. Finally, it
depends on the leadership that you have in both this constituencies.
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Maintenance of industrial peace, that is, establish machinery for prevention and
settlement of industrial disputes expeditiously, example bipartite and tripartite
committees for evolving and implementing personnel policies, code of conduct, code of

discipline, etcetera, that is, involvement of both the constituencies. Instead of unilaterally
management making all these rules, involve union in it and therefore, this is one better
way of maintaining industrial peace.
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Continuous feedback and monitoring, whatever system you start, the mortality rate will

be high of all these systems unless you look at it again and again. You monitor, see if
things are going right in the system that we have introduced; if it is not going right,

ut

analyze what is going wrong, provide correction. So, monitoring and feedback is very
important through institutionalize systems of committees and other forums, not force. So,

ol

that is institutionalization.

What is institutionalization? It is not people depending. Today, you have one plant
manager, you have one trade union leader, it should not be that they have agreed to have
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certain committees and meetings. Even if they are not there, the next person, that comes,
say a joint plant committee, should meet and continue to meet irrespective of who are the
members of the committee or who is a chairman of the committee, that is
institutionalization. That is very important because that is where you have a forum or a
platform where union and management can meet periodically, have agenda, bring
problems, which may have potential of brewing disputes and so on and resolving it

before it becomes into a conflict.
Then, professional approach, handle HR through skilled professional managers, both line

and staff. What it means is those who have some expertise. Say, you are a family
company; you do not put your brother or your son unless he has that expertise to do a
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certain work. If he has that expertise, by all means, but if not, you put people who have
the knowledge, skills and the expertise, that is professional.
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ut

Now, there are some of the laws, labour laws, they are several, but some of the laws,

which are important to us as managers, for management of human resources. So, and
India has enacted several laws relating to labour matters and within the framework of the

ol

international labour organization and India is a signatory to that, an original signatory.
Some of the Indian labour legislations are, these are some important laws on working
conditions, this is one category, that is, factories act, shops and establishments act, mines

vt
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act, plantation labour act, Indian merchant shipping act, etcetera.
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Then, there are certain laws that classification is on the wages. There is payment of
wages act, minimum wages act, payment of bonus act, equal remuneration act etcetera.

ut

Then, laws on industrial relations, so industrial disputes act, Indian trade union act,
industrial employment standing orders act.
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And lastly, laws on social security. Workers compensation act, maternity benefit acts,
employees’ state insurance act, just to do with health, alright. So, any questions on what
we have done so far?
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(( ))
Pardon me.
(( ))
They are amended time to time.
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(( ))
Original year; and many of them have rules, which are enacted there under act is very
broad. Rules are ways of working within that act and amendments happen time to time,

amendments are also mentioned, but the original act year is usually mentioned, this is the
form.
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Trade union, we have talked of IR and we have seen, that one of the important
constituents for inter (( )) in this relationship is a trade union, other is management, 3rd is
government. Now, trade union a continuous association of wage earners for the purpose
of maintaining or improving the condition of their working lives, this is one definition.
An association of workers in one or more occupations, an association carried on mainly

for the purpose of protecting and advancing the members’ economic interests in
connection with their daily work, this is another definition.
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And there are several other definitions, but essentially it is a device, it is a coalition,

interests group, which comes together for protecting their interests, that is what is a trade
union. And these people are not millionaire, they are wage earners essentially. You have

ut

to work for a living, so they have unity and strength because each one of them

individually is not very strong, not strong enough to protect his or her interest, so they

ol

rely on the coalition, on the strength of numbers to enforce their rights.
So, some of the characteristics are voluntary association of workers formed to protect
and promote their interest through collective bargaining, that is the mode the vehicle,
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collective bargaining. So, is there any other way to protect and promote your interest?
Can you think of any other way? I can think, through coercion, violence, is not that a

way? But trade unions do not do that, they do it by collective bargaining. Such an
association of workers could be temporary or permanent. Trade unions being voluntary

ones, a worker has a choice to join or not to join the union.
In theory he has a choice, but in practice, does he have a choice? Hardly, really, he does
not have a choice because if you have 500 people and 499 are joining, you will be a

brave soul, if you say, look, I do not want to join the union because you will be

frightened, no? All the others are joining, if I do not join, then I will be left unprotected.
So, in practice you willy-nilly become a member, unless, unless there are sizable
numbers, say within that 500, 250 say we will not join, we will not join this trade union,
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we will join some other trade union. Another 50 say, we will join a 3rd trade union, so
you have multiplicity of trade union, which also happen, but even there, remember, there
is hardly any example of an employee who does not join some trade union or the other,
they usually join.
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A trade union also has a choice to affiliate or not affiliate itself with an apex body of

ol

trade union’s federation or union, like you have heard of the INTUC, that is a apex body,
it is a federation. So, many trade unions of many factories and many industries, say
mining industry, these are industry type trade union. You have enterprise type trade

vt
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unions, that is, belong to Hindustan Lever employees’ trade union, alright, or you may
have the mines, that is the industry, they have trade union, or the railways.
So, whatever it is, they affiliate themselves to the INTUC, let us say, or AITUC, BMS,
HMS, these are central body; CITU, that is the Marxist, so these are affiliated. Why, why

do they affiliate? They have a choice to have more power, you know, unity is strength

that is why.

Trade unions can be industrial union or trade or craft union, as I said, mine, shipping,
port and dock workers, truckers, you know truck and so on. Affiliate is, you pay a fee,
you are affiliate or associate, both are same more or less for our purpose; essentially, that
means, you have a connection with them. The connection may be of various types,
associate may have got certain rights and privilege, affiliate may have certain other more
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or less rights and privilege, but essentially what it means? You pay a fee and in return for
that when you have a dispute, etcetera, you will get the support of the central trade union.
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ut

So, again we elaborate on it, why do workers join trade union? And some of these

detailed reasons are job security, wages and benefits, working conditions, fair and just
supervision, powerlessness, need to belong. Powerlessness means, as we said, if 499 join

ol

and you do not join, you feel powerless. So, you say, you better join trade union, then
you will feel at least secure.
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There are certain theories, which have been developed over the years of trade unions.
First is revolutionary theory, Karl Marx theory of class war, not won, and dialectical
materialism. Trade unions are the prime organizing centers to streamline the forces for
the working classes. Instruments to overthrow capitalism; prime instruments of the class
struggle between proletarian workers and capitalist businessman, that is Marx’s theory.

ut
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ol

You have the evolutionary theory, theory of industrial democracy. Trade unionism is an
extension of the principle of democracy in the industrial sphere. Theory of industrial
jurisprudence, workers individually fail in bargaining with the employers for protecting

vt
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their interests. Trade unionism serves as a means for workers to protect them in work.
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Next, rebellion theory, trade unionism is a spontaneous outcome in the growth of

mechanization. This is the new thought because machines have come, you know, before
industrial revolution. There were no trade unions, you have craftsmen, it guilds, alright,

ut

but no trade union. In the modern sense, use of machine leads to exploitation of workers,
machines are the cause of labour movements and trade unionism. And trade unionism is
a rebellion approach to mechanization and automation, because it dehumanizes people.

ol

So, people get together to try and fight that.
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You have another theory, the Gandhian approach. Mahatma Gandhi says, class
collaboration rather than class conflict and struggle, so you combine and collaborate.
Take from capitalists, workers’ due share by reform and self consciousness among
workers; this led to the emergence of trade unionism. Trade unionism is not only related
to material aspect, but also moral and intellectual aspect.
Direct aim of trade unionism is not in the last degree, political; instead, its direct aim is
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internal reform and also evolution of internal strengths, like Mahatma Gandhi used to go

on fasts, you know why? To deny himself food to develop internal strength. Trade
unionism is not anti-capitalistic, this is Gandhian.
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Whenever you talk of trade unionism and industrial relations, the thought occurs
immediately of disputes, is not it, strikes, disputes. So, a dispute is any difference
between the employers and the employees or between employers and the workmen or
between workmen and workmen, which is connected with the employment or nonemployment or the terms of employment and conditions of employment of any person.
This is as per industrial disputes act, is the definition, that is an industrial dispute, so is
very broad.
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Disputes differ from discipline and grievance which is focus is individual whereas,
dispute focuses on collectivity of individuals all right so grievance which is focus for

individual or discipline and collective issues are like wages benefits these are collective

ut

applicable to all workmen and the principles all right of industrial dispute must affect a

large number of workmen who have a community of interest and the rights of these

ol

workmen must be affected as a class.

If it is not large number we call it a disciplined matter or a grievance matter of one or
two workmen the dispute must be taken up either by the industry union or by a
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substantial number of workmen.
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The grievance turns from an individual complaint to a general complaint, then it

becomes the dispute. There must be some nexus between union and the dispute.
According to section 2A of the industrial disputes act, a workman has a right to raise an

ut

industrial dispute. He has that right with regard to termination, discharge, dismissal or

retrenchment of his or her service, even though no other workman or any trade union of
workmen raises it or is a party to the dispute. That means these are considered by the act

ol

as a very fundamental and life and death kind of issue.

So, even if no union supports him, no other workmen come, he has a right to raise this.

vt
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And this is a dispute, he can raise it as an industrial dispute, go to court on it and it will
be accepted by the court, it would not be dismissed as a personal grievance or something
like that.
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Forms of industrial disputes, we have all heard of strikes, which is a spontaneous and
concerted withdrawal of workmen from production, say, today we are not working and
they walk out. Primary strikes, these are aimed at the employer and include stay-away

ut

strike; stay-in strike, that also is a strike, difficult to handle, people refuse to leave the
factory, they are there, sit-down strike. Pen-down strike, tools-down strike, go-slow,
work-to-rule, token or protest strike, cat-call strike, picketing and boycott. This is, should

ol

be wild-cat strike, wild-cat, which means, what it means, without any notice, very
sudden, wild-cat strike. Picketing or boycott, picketing is what? Not allowing people to
enter, other workmen, block the gate. Boycott is, do not go at all, we are not going, we

vt
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are boycotting.
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Then we have secondary strikes the pressure is applied not against the employer with

whom the workman is having dispute but, against a third party who has good trade
relations with the employer these are also called sympathy strikes you have heard seen in

supporting from outside.

ut

newspaper so and so union is going in sympathy strike not direct strike they are

ol

Lock outs is another instrument of dispute temporary shutting down or closing of a place
of business by the employer this is the employer’s weapon so lock outs are the
counterpart of strikes a weapon in the hands of the employer why because if you lock out
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you do not pay wages and salaries remember that will hurt the workmen hence it is a
weapon in the hands of the employer.
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Then, this new phenomena gherao, which originated in the state of West Bengal where

we are sitting now, and this originated somewhere in the 60s, 1960s. This is illegal,
physical blockade by encirclement aimed at preventing the ingress or egress from or to a

ut

particular office or place, what does it mean? Say, you gherao me, that means, I will be

here for 10 hours, 20 hours, 30 hours, 40 hours, I will not be allowed to leave, you will
form a circle around me, you will come in relays, you know, you will go have [FL],

ol

come back, someone else will be there, but I will stay here. So, that is physical duress in
order to extract some concession out there; I will be cut off from telephones, I cannot call
police, so this is gherao. This is intimidatory tactics to get someone by coercion to agree

vt
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to something, which otherwise he is not agreed, so we say this is illegal.
But it is really difficult to prove because if I go to court and say I was gheraod, you say

sir, I was, we were not gheraoing, we were just discussing with him here.
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ut

You are having class, alright, so picketing, boycott we have looked at.

And I will just show you, collective bargaining definition is a process by which
employers, on the one hand, and the representatives of the employees, on the other hand,
attempt to arrive at agreements covering the condition under which the employees will
contribute and be compensated for their services.
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And both the employer and the employees act collectively, and the process of reaching

an agreement involves proposals and counter-proposals, offers and counter-offers till an

ut

agreement is reached.
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So, this is just in nutshell about industrial relations and next lecture we will look…
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Total Quality Management

Good morning. So, today, we have the topic of total quality management. Now, before
we talk of total quality management, is there something called partial quality

management, something called quality management, quality control, statistical quality
control, quality assurance? So, what are all these, are they all different kinds of things?

Very confusing, tell me, tell me louder, let me hear; all are different, no, they are all
same, all are same, but related, what is a kind of relation, what is a kind of relations?

vt
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So, I am saying, one is total quality management and this is sometimes popularly called
TQM, then we have got quality management, we have got quality control, we have got
statistical quality control, then we have got quality assurance and so on. So, the question
was, are they same or different? And what you are saying is, that they are related, not

same, but related.
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So, how are they related, tell me. For, for instance, let us take statistical quality control.
What does it refer to, give me an example, you are all are engineers, so you have some
ideas. Statistical quality control, that is to control the quality of what? Of a product or a
component, all right, which goes into a product, all right, and what is, why do they say
statistical quality control? You use statistics, why? Because the quantity of products,
which we have to inspect, is it not? When you do statistical quality control, you inspect;
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that means, if you have too many of them, it will be impossible to inspect all of them.
When you do the inspection, what do you do really? You check it against a reference, is
it not? So, reference is usually a drawing or it may be a sample, but usually a drawing,

and what do you check then? You check everything, which is given in the drawing,
whether that is tallying with what is in the supplied component, either from vendor or

you may make it in-house; that is it, and why statistical? Because you have to use

statistical methods, because the quantities may go into thousands or millions, so you take
some samples and then you inspect it.

ut

So, in short, what are you doing, what is the, what is the principle? Here, principle is

either product or component, that is where you are inspecting. And thereby, after it is
manufactured, you are seeing whether it is correct or not correct. Correct or not correct
refers to what, to the specification. So, quality control is to see, that the product is as per
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the specification or is there a variance. If there is a variance, is it within the tolerance,
then it is all right; if it is outside the tolerance, then it has to be rejected.
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So, you accept or reject, that is the philosophy, is in not? By the process of inspection
and after it is already manufactured, remember that, because if you have to reject the
entire lot, there is a huge amount of wastage. So, in order to prevent that, what do you
do? Sometimes, you do patrol inspection, is it not?

Patrol inspection, what does it, what does that mean? In-process inspection; that means,
while it is being manufactured, you can call it in-process, in-process inspection. What
does that mean? When the component or assembly or the part is being manufactured,
there are several operations. So, in between each of the operations, all right, do the
inspection. That means… Why do we call it patrol? Because there are inspectors who go
from workstation to workstation and they check and the idea here is to minimize
rejection wastage because if you wait till the whole thing is manufactured, obviously, the
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huge amount of wastage. Here, if you can see in the 3rd operation or 4th operation, there
is a, deviate, deviation you can rework it and then correct it and then use it for the
remaining operations. So, that is what is employed.
Then coming back to this, so this is statistical quality control and what is quality control,
is it essentially the same thing, but for small numbers, where each part you can test or
you can check. Sometimes, we do inspection by checking; sometimes we do inspection
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by testing, is it not, depending on the type of product.

And then, what is quality assurance, assured to whom? To the customer, so it is a

broader, it is a broader look, is it not? So, when customer looks at it, he looks at not only,
may be, the product, but he also looks at the design of the product. For instance, if the
product design is such, that it is prone to frequent failure, then you say, that you are not

really assuring the quality; the product itself may be, as per the drawing within the
tolerances, but basic, inherently the design may not be correct or the packaging may not

be good, is not it. That means, whilst transportation, there can be damages, breakages.

ut

So, then, it looks at it in a more whole manner, holistic manner, is not it the assurance?
So, you are assuring the quality to the customer.

And what is quality management? Managing this whole effort and management means

ol

what? We all learnt about management. Management is what? Doing the right things
with the right people at the right time, all right, so that the total productivity of the whole
operation is good and the employees have good satisfaction that is basically,
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management.
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So, having dealt with this, now we come to what is total quality management, TQM? So,
here, you see, fundamentally it is going away from the product or the service, the focus is

shifting to what, to the whole philosophy or whole organization. So, fundamentally, the

ut

philosophy of TQM is the use of teams, why teams? This is, remember, not the product;
team complies of who? People, is not it. So, you are shifting the focus from the product
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or service to the people.

What could be a service? Example of services - they hire taxis, now taxi service. So,
companies, which are in that business, what is it that they are delivering to the clients?

vt
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They are delivering a service and what is the service? Transportation service, so there,
there are many parameters for customer satisfaction there. Is the taxi reporting on time
whilst in its duty; is it failing because the, it is not maintained properly; is the
consumption or the petrol, correct, diesel, it does not stop halfway. So, all these host of
other elements may be accounting for the quality of the service that he is giving to you or

the customers.

So, be it a product or be it a service, essentially, the focus of quality management of
quality assurance will be more on the product or the service, but here it goes on the
whole philosophy. And, so whole philosophy in this case, what do it mean? It means
even the driver should be courteous, all right; maybe he should know the roads, so that
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even if you do not know the roads, you prefer, he, he becomes more user friendly to you,
he has an idea of the roads, all right, and so on.
The essence of TQM is the improvement of the process, what does that mean? We are
making a distinction here between what is the process and what is the product. Product is
what is right at the end of the process, is not it, so sometimes we call it outcome. So, we
say, one is a process, that is what goes into making the product or the service delivering
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the service and the outcome is the product or the service that you are delivering to the

client and TQM. Remember, the focus is, whole, on the whole enterprise and it is also
very much focus on the process. The foundation of carrying out processes is the
employees involved in the process.

Now, we come to the next logical step. Finally, you come to the people because that is

what we call is the foundation. It is either the people or it is either the service or the
product, but it is always done by the common denominator, which are the people.

So, you see, more and more you are trying to, kind of, not limit yourself to the
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engineering aspect because inspection, quality control, even quality assurance has to do

more with technical matters. So, you see, the migration now from technical, you are not
abandoning the technical, that has to be there, but you are increasing the envelop, you are

service.

ol

going to the human element, which is carrying out those tasks to deliver the product or
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So, have you understood then, the difference between total quality and just quality
assurance or quality management or quality control; any questions?
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So, for the TQM to be successful, the management must give encouragement to the

employees to share their ideas and to act on them; both, to share and to act, and unless

the encouragement is given, the chances are that each individual employee in the

ut

organization will not share. Whatever task is given, whatever they are told to do, they
will do that either well or not so well or average, but here, you are trying to encourage
them to come out and make a unique contribution as an individual and then, act on them,

ol

not just give the ideas. Because if you ask them only to give ideas, may be the quality of
the ideas will not be that good, but if you give an idea and you know, that you will be
asked to act on that idea, will you not look at the idea in more detail to see, whether it is
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implementable. You just will not give an idea if you know, that finally, you will be asked
to act on it.

So, then, what are you doing? You are involving the employees as human beings,

remember, as persons. What is your idea, give us the benefit of your idea, you are doing
the work there day in and day out, you are doing some limited work, but do you think
this work can be done in a better method. What are your ideas of saving cost in making
this product, saving time and so on; so, that is the approach.

Therefore, the TQM, TQM process requires high degree of communication and contact
response and adaptation, coordination and sequencing, agree with it or not? You have got
100, 200, 300 employees, if you want to approach a philosophy or adopt a philosophy
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where you are going to encourage those employees to share their ideas with you,
management, do not you have to communicate with them, you have to, your style of
working. You as a manger will have to change your own style, is it not?
Earlier you never talked to this employee; you talked to them, someone who reported to
you talked to them. If you are a manger, your assistant manger may be, you never talked
to them in order to give encouragement; you may now have to yourself talk to them, not

sequencing.
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only just leave it to your assistant manager. So, you have to adapt coordinating and

The coordination becomes that much more because if you follow the straight and narrow

path, so to say, the usual line of control, amount of coordination is minimal. You have
got your hierarchy, you have got your chain of command, you have got your structure,

but you want to go away from that if you want to bring into the ambit each and every
individual, because you are trying to get them individually to share their ideas. Then, you
have to, yeah, they, this they, this then is the environment, that should be created in a
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superior work team; any questions?

Sequencing, sequencing is anything, which is done serially or parallelly, that is called
sequencing. So, if you want to have ideas from people, when will you get the ideas, will
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you get it periodically? Sequencing, you have, this is a series of sequencing, is not it, you
can have parallel paths also. That means, which follows what? So, this may be 1, 2, 3, 4;
this may be parallel 2, 3, 4, all right. So, if you want to approach employee for their
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ideas, when we approach, do you approach at the design stage, let us say, or you
approach at the manufacturing stage, you approach at the servicing stage. So, you have to
see.

Each of this cost more money to the company, remember, this is all theoretical, but when
you want to, for instance, you want to do it at the servicing stage, you want their ideas,
you say all right, we are having our service department who are going and installing our
products, which we are manufacturing and then, if there are complaints, product

complaints, they also go and repair those products, which we supplied, all right.
Do you think that we should start getting your ideas on how to improve the service first
or do you think as a management, you want them to tell you, how to improve the design;
are they involved with the design people on the shop floor? Not really, so now,
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sequencing is something, which we have to look at, is it not? In what sequence are you
going to harvest them to get their suggestion and to be part of the effort for a total quality
management that is what it refers to.

ut
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Now, you have all heard of Ford motor company, it is a very giant, so giant auto
manufacturing company. Probably, now it is number 2 in size and which is number 1?

ol

General Motors’ and I think number 3 is Toyota if I mistake not now.
So, process followed at Ford for creating problem solving teams. So, what is the
philosophy they have adopted is if you want total quality management, you have to
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approach and address the human factors that mean, people. And one way to do it is you
have problem solving teams; there are problem, which are coming all the time in the

traditional way, the management would solve the problem, the managers sometimes take
some consultation with the other employees. Here, they say, involve the other employees
altogether to solve the problem, create teams and that way you kill. So, to say, 2 birds
with 1 stone, you solve your problem at the same time, you take the philosophy of total

involvement, that is, you approach to philosophy of total quality management, TQM.

So, team should be small enough, these are the details of how they have done it, the team
should be small enough to be efficient and effective, clear, because if it is too big, it
becomes too unwieldy. If it is too big, then not all the team members work and since you
are paying them money, they are going to work in working time, is it not? If you are
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going to solve problems with team, may be some of these people are machine workers,
some are assembly workers, some are supervisors, it will be a team of the department, is
not it.
They will have to be taken off the machines, so cannot be, so practically it has to be
small enough to have enough expertise available amongst the member of the team in
order for the problem to be solved, but big enough, all right, to have knowledge to all the
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expertise. It is too big or too small, it is counterproductive, proper training should be
given to the members in the skills required. Even to operate with the team do not you
require some kind of training, otherwise you sit, you do not know what is your role in the
team, is it not?

Some of this team is self driven team that means, we do not have management staff who
is chairing this team or head of the team, we have from amongst the workmen and
employees, they elect their own team leader and they solve the problem. So, some

amount of training is required in order for them to efficiently work as teams, groups of

ut

workmen should be provided with adequate time to work on the problem.

Same thing again, traditionally, you know the superintendents of the workshop who are
the foremen, they would not like to spare any workmen from the machine or the
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assembly line because direct production is going to be hurt this way, but you have to
make some provision for them to come out. At the same time, workmen may not be
willing to sit on this team after the shift hours because that is their own time, they want
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to go home.

So, it is for the management to innovatively workout some system, where they can work
in the team as against working on their machines and that work and that effort, which is

given, should be more value to the management. Then, if all the constituent members of
the team sat at their own workstation and they did because this is supposed to generate
synergy if you have team working, that is why, Ford has adopted this system. So,
adequate time must be given, then should be empowered to solve and implement the
solution.
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Now, this is a big step forward, which Ford has taken, is it not, because many
management would say, ok, we agreed with the idea of having team solving problems,

ut

this is a management solving problem.

See, in the first place, that itself is not easy. There are not many managers who will
accept, that a team of employees from the department may be cross-functional, may be
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someone from quality control of the department, someone from assembly, someone from
production, someone from stores, all these cross-functional members, that they will do a
better job at problem solving than the mangers themselves.
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So, it is an ego problem sometimes to start with, if as a management, top management,
you want to start this system of problem solving by teams, not easy, for that lot of
training is required. Most companies, what they do before even they start the TQM
effort, they have general training of all employees at all levels to try and convince them.
This is a rational approach, convince them by various examples of other companies,
which have adopted it, how it has improved, how in this company we stand to gain if we

change our method of working from an individual bureaucratic chain of command
approach, departmental approach to a cross-functional team, team approach.
So, lot of training has to be given to prepare a ground for it, then you have to start in
certain department. Even then, the mangers who have then been there for years and
years, they feel they can do the job better and in the beginning they may be right, but as
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the team starts understanding their role, then you find, that it becomes far more
productive when you have the teams solve the problem and you empower them to
implement, this is another major step forward.
Some companies, what they do, they say you solve it, in the sense, give us the
recommendation to management, we will implement it after either accepting or rejecting.
But Ford have gone a step further, they say, if you think it will work we are empowering,
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go ahead and make it work. What is the risk, what is the risk you are taking, that may not
work, therefore it may lead to wastage, it may lead to loss of time and money.

But evidently, if you have trained your workers and their attitude is ownership, that is, it

is their department, it is their problem, they want to solve the problem. It is like a house
owner, if your own roof is leaking, you have a sense of ownership, you will do

everything possible to see, that you get the right solutions, so that you do not spend
money and the leak continues, is not it.

You will consult people if you do not know, so the same principle is here, so you
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empower them to solve and implement the solution. Sometimes some of you, few of you

have experienced, you find often managements give a solution to a problem, but it is
very difficult to implement it because it is not accepted. People down the line think,
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management does not know there are other problems here, but if you have the team
doing it, then half the battle is won because it is their own problem and their own
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solution, so they will make it work, that is the beauty.
And the team should have a designated champion. So, what is the role now of the

management? Do you see here role of a champion? Champion means what? He
champions a cause, that he champions a cause, that I am for it, I think you guys can do a
better job than the management were to solve this problem, do it, I am a facilitator, a

senior person with authority and the attitude very, very important in TQM to help the
team to clear the road blocks; road blocks means what, problems and why senior enough,

because he has the authority, he can clear the problem.
Say, you have a team and you have a champion, but you cannot clear the problems. What
is going to be the result? De-motivation people will say (( )), they have made teams, they
do not, they are not interested, but if you have a team with a champion who can clear the
road blocks, then people in the team will start thinking, no I think the management is
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very serious, they mean what they say, they really want to change the way of working
and give us a chance to solve these problems also; any questions?
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ut

So, let us look at little more deeply in to this holistic approach. That means, the whole
enterprise, the whole organization is involved in the quality, a management, that is TQM,
total, whole. So, unlike the concept of quality control or quality assurance, which we just
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discussed a little while ago, which is focused towards the products of services offered as
the main business of the organization, total quality management or TQM focuses on the
whole organization or the enterprise, all inter-related functions of the organization. And
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when you get into, all right, the philosophy after a few years of working, that (( )) people
will not allow that later to go because they have imbibed the philosophy, that there must
be excellence in every little thing, that you do.
(( ))

Is it, is it sum total of all quality control method because as engineers, we learn lot of
technical mater of quality control, but are we addressing the human element? To my

mind the big improvement, which quality control between quality control and total
quality management is that addressing from the technical to the human and welding both
together. As I said, you cannot abandon the technical, there are lot of sophisticated
methods of testing, checking and so on, all these has to continue, systems, procedures,
records, all these has to continue. But what has to change is, the attitude has to change,
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yeah, but quality assurance, may be. So far as the product is concerned, let us say, in an
organization, what about the bus drivers, would they like to clean their vehicles and keep
it shift-shape or they would not like to? Would they drive in such a manner over
potholes, that the bus gets damaged, this is companies, but it has got vehicles also?
So, the total quality management, it permeates to all the employees in the organization,
that whatever is worth doing, we, worth doing well. If I am the driver, if I have to drive,
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number 1, do not come in a dirty uniform, wear my uniform come in a proper. So, it

becomes a kind of passion, it becomes the habit, it becomes the value, your own value

individual; if I come, I must come properly dressed. If I am driving on the roads, the
image of the company is at stake, I do not drive rashly, I do not break rules. So, the

human being is transformed and why does this happen, because right from the top it has
to happen.

Every company, which has turned around, if management only gives sermons from the

top management and they do not practice this, no one down the line is going to follow.
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So, all the instances of turn around, which has happened, Tata steel for instance, nearby,
they have turned around, they call it by a different name, they have to call it TPM, total

productivity management, but it is the same, whichever name you call it, it is addressing
the human factor from top to bottom with one single aim, make it a passion of
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employees, then anything you do, do excellently.
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Therefore, the common denominator, that is, the human resource, which populates every
nook and corner of the organization is addressed, no one is left out. In L&T, when we
had this TQM exercise, right from the safaiwalla, you know, unskilled, every person, I
told you in the beginning you have to give lot of training to see what management is
doing, why they are doing it and what will be the benefits, not only to the company, but
what will be the benefit to you as an individual working in the company. So, huge
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amount of effort was done and every, out of 12000 employees, everyone was covered by
training.

The very fact, that you train each one of them, it makes a big impact in the minds,
particularly of lower down employees, because in the normal course, they never have
this benefit of this training, but they come, they sit in a conference room or the, in a

training hall, you know, in HRD department, there are professors or from academia and

operating managers from their own company, managers from other companies,
consultants who come and talk to them, they feel, they, that their self worth, you know,

the self esteem is improved, then they genuinely believed, that this is only not talk, the
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management is spending this money and effort on us, they really want to make a change.
So, let us give it a try and motivation comes.

So, the premise is that human capital makes the real difference between good and not-so-
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good organizations. Do you believe that? Let me ask you, all of you are going to be
managers, do you believe, that the human capital really makes the difference, is it not?
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Of course, you have to have good technology, you know, if competitor is having better
machines, you, you also have to have that, but after us time, after a time and it is already

happening in the competitive environment, the extraneous, if I may call it extraneous

factors, all right, become like technology, premises, infrastructure, all these, everyone

will have more or less matching, then what will differentiate the good from the not-sogood?

It is the quality of the human capital, the men were there and women, so more and more
you see, companies are turning to these. TQM is just a vehicle, vehicle of delivering a
philosophy, translating, I would say, a philosophy into action, transforming human
beings.
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So, now, from the general to the particular; how to harness the human capital, how do

you do it? One way, we have seen is the approach of team working, this is one way.
Now, this rests on 3 pillars, 1st is information sharing and transparency of operation,

ut

there is no substitute for it.

If I say, that I want to involve you people, the 1st step of involvement is, you would like
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to know what is happening, is it not? Otherwise, where is the involvement, otherwise it is
one way. I just talked down to you, you do not know whether I am telling you the right
thing or the wrong thing. So, sharing of information and transparency, therefore, happens
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in the operations and it is something, which the management has to give. They can
always say that this is privileged information, this is a private, confidential and that is the
traditional way. That workmen are given work orders, job sheets, you do that work, but
they are not told what is the competition, who are the people we are competing against,

what is the budget of the department for this year, what is the profitability expected, are
they told all that? Very little, selected parts they are told, therefore it is not transparent;

you have a window, sometimes you open one window pane, you know, and tell them
little bit, after that you close it, they do not know what is happening inside.
So, 1st pillar is information sharing, 2nd is involvement in decision making. Ford has

done that, we saw, they empower to take the decision and implement it also. 2nd pillar,
all these, this pillar lends credibility to your effort, otherwise people are not fools. They
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may be not so educated as the management people, but they are not fools, they can
understand, whether you mean something you say or you do not mean.
And the 3rd is cultural transformation for excellence in all spheres of activity, simple
thing. Finally, even they are, when they are exposed to this workmen etcetera, you will
find though the perennial problem you used to have, you give personal protective
equipment, all right, like a safety shoe to workmen who are doing manual labor, etcetera,
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on shop floor. They would not wear the safety shoe because they say it feels
uncomfortable, they will come in chappals and they are working in a heavy shop with lot
of hazards, welding is going on, steel is lying around, scrap is there. When the TQM

effort permeates to all these levels, you will find that it becomes a value. Well, if we are
given the safety shoes, we are workmen, there is pride in their work; you may wear the

safety shoe otherwise it is not an excellent way to work. So, it becomes self motivation
there, so in all spheres of activity. Any questions? No questions?

vt
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So, these 3 pillars are main tools and techniques of TQM. So, we are, say, 1st pillar is

information sharing, how to actually do that? The divide between management and
employees is bridged by establishing several institutionalized mechanisms or platforms
for sharing that information. It is all very well to say yes, yes, we will share information,
how are you actually going to do it? Build platform; example, departmental notice board.
Departmental notice boards, all right, have in every department notice board where
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various information is posted on the notice board, like here we have notice boards, from,
for academic affairs, we have notice boards for cultural affairs, you have notice boards
for general circulars, and so on. What are we doing here in IIT? We are sharing the
information with all students.
Now, here, I want to stress 1 important difference, usually in non-TQM oriented
philosophy, the principle used is need-to-know basis; need-to-know. This is a time
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honored basis, which has been followed, need-to-know. So, the management establishes,
whether there is a need for this department to know this information and if they do not
need to, do not give it to them.

TQM philosophy is a reverse, you ask the question as a management, is there any need,
that they should not know this, why should they not know this, ask yourself the question.
And if you cannot find adequately good reason why each workmen should not know all

these, then give it to them by all means; if you can find some good reason, that if they

know, the cost of our production may go to a competitor or some such things, then by all
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means, do not give it. But change the whole philosophy, instead of need-to-know you

adopt, that everyone needs to know except some limited information, some limited
people need not know, that is a philosophy management must adopt.
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Magazines, organizational newsletter, these magazines are in-plant. So, we have, let us
say a company with 4, 5 factories, each factory can have their plant magazine, all right,
so that you in a department will know what is happening in the department, then other
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departments of your same plant, you know what is happening because of the in-plant
magazines.

And an organizational newsletter, all other factories, they say, the 6 factories are asset of

this company, it may have got 20 offices including foreign offices, newsletters will come
giving news about it. So, do not you think, that now if you give all this to the employees,
particular lower down the line, are they going to be motivated, will they be attracted to
work with that commitment because involvement, all right, information sharing bring
involvement, involvement brings commitment and then commitment then brings to the
job something far more than just giving enough, you go beyond what you can give and

the company gains. So, this is some of the tools.
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Now, what side of information, both internal as well as external, all right, the focus is
both on internal and external. For example, market information, this is external
information, competitor’s activity, as well as internal information, company’s strategic
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plan, company’s annual budgets, company’s periodic performance, major orders, which
we won or which we lost from competitors, company’s periodic cost performance and
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contribution or profit performance.

Earlier, before this TQM movement started, these were considered to be the preserved
only on management, people will never give away information, bureaucratic set-up,
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information is used to will power, people never give away information. Try and get
information from someone, they say we cannot give it, why, then they do not know, no
we cannot give it, the rule is we cannot, but no reason can be given. Finally, if you

persuade them, you have to ask the department head, you have experienced that, cannot

get information, even a department head will find it difficult to get information by going
to a 2nd department head because there is one feeling of suspicion. So, this has to be got
rid of. Then, all of us, every department, every employee, we are here to serve this
company for one purpose, customer is king. If we all address work together and address
the customer, not only the company gains, we also gain; finally, this philosophy.
So, information sharing in my experience and experience of others is very, very powerful
for the, shall I say average employee of the organization to get a feeling, that this
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management, all right, is serious and it cares about us. Therefore, in return, you get a lot
of return from them.
(Refer Slide Time: 44:51)
Insert Slide here
2nd pillar we said is involvement in the decision making process. Again, the Ford team,
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that is a small way of involving them, but say, you have in the entire Ford plant, that
plant and there several plants worldwide, you have 15 teams or 20 teams working, you

see so many people are getting chance of having a say in the decision making of solving
the small problems and earlier, all this decision were taken only by management.

So, institutionalized platforms for interaction at various levels, example, departments,

division and the company, level between employees and management, all right. Now,
there are certain statutory provisions you probably know, factories’ act for instance in

India says, that in a factory of more than so many workmen, you should have a joint
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plant committee, what does that mean? Management should be there, union people
should be there, employee should be there, why to force management to share
information and take steps where steps are necessary to be taken.
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What we are saying in TQM, no one has to force anyone, everyone does it willingly. The
management and the workmen they say, that we should have committees, we should
have meetings, we should have a safety committee, we should have productivity
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committee, let us have this committees where all of us meet and we look at ways and
means to improve our ways of working, improve our performance, improve the safety,
improve our productivity, let us do it voluntarily and jointly, no statutes or acts are

necessary.

Small group activities, this is same as Ford has, some call it SGA, cross-functional teams
with problem solving at inter-departmental level or organizational level, cross-functional,

you all understand what it means, cross-functional? That means, from different
departments or same department, but different expertise we have people.
Then Kaizen, who knows, what is kaizen? K, A, I, Z, E, N, continuous improvement, but

how does it work actually; because we are saying these are tools and techniques, you
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want to start kaizen. So, kaizen is, yeah ok, but in very simple you announce kaizen’s
key saying, from now we have a kaizen, it means giving suggestions. Each employee
gives suggestion, you can either drop it into a box or there is a notice board and the
kaizen is printed. So, you have some assembler who is doing assembly and he suggests
that at the present the fixture, which we have for a sub-assembly, all right, it has got this
problem. I suggest, that another pin is added here, let us take an example, so that the time
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for assembling is reduced by few seconds and overall, he puts it voluntarily.
The kaizen’s scheme is there, each one is expected to put his suggestions on the notice

board and then the management from time to time looks at all these and sees, which are
those suggestions, which are good, which can be implemented and those who have given
lot of good suggestions, all right, then they are recognized by the management.

Recognized, why? Because, say, the vice president of the plant will come once in 6

months or so and say, these are the people whom we have given a small award, it will be
a small not big amount of money, may be a small token, memento, but it gives
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recognition because is not that what motivates human beings, we learnt that in
motivation topic. Recognition by people around you is very, very important to you after
a certain level, if your needs are met for, you know, your basic physical needs and your
safety and security needs, what do you want, you want basically recognition. So, kaizen
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is that and this is really to unleash the innovative and creative potential at the individual
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employee level.
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And 3rd, we are said, is the cultural transformation for excellence in all spheres of

activity. Now, top management administering commitment, when you say administering
commitment what it means? It means there must be ways in which top management
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shows to the others, that they are committed to the programme.

There can be so many ways, one way is the managing director comes every quarter to
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each of the plants and says, we have a meeting, all right, to review what is happening.
The fact, that the MD who is so busy, he is giving time for this TQM only and may be
half a day he comes and spends, is not that a powerful message going to all employees.
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So, earlier, the MD probably never came, he was in head-office, he is coming, and you
can think of many, many innovative ways, all right, in which this can be administered;
administered in a way, not only the MD, but other senior people, you can have
presentations. What in L&T we have tried you know, good kaizen suggestions, not only
were they accepted, but we had functions, you know, where we called people and those
who had won this or who had won the recognition, they made a small 5 minutes
presentation, we gave them power point help and all, so on, may be ordinary workmen,
but they made the presentation and senior people who are there from the factory, that

itself is a recognition. So, there are many ways in which you can administer this
management commitment; that is very important.
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And what it means is the employee understands that the management is practicing what
is being preached. We are giving circulars; we are saying we are a TQM Company; what
is the top management or senior management doing it. So, it is important to have some
form in which you show, that you are actually doing it not only talking, Americans call it
walking the talk, you talk and then you walk, that means, you practice what you preach.
Then, appointing champions like Ford has done as torch bearers for various movements.
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What is torch bearer? Olympic Games, we find someone bears a torch that means he is a
leader; his role is to throw the light so that the others could follow. So, torch bearers for

various movements, like time management. Say, you have a movement in your factory,
that one of the excellence parameters is manage your time well because that gives you

unheard of increases in productivity. If each individual, groups, departments, divisions,
they manage their time well, there is so much value locked into it, which you release.

So, there must be a champion to say, it is his job and he has to then think innovatively,
how is he going to make this movement at various levels so that individual mange their

ut

time? May be there has to be a training company, you may think I will call some training
consultants, you know, and cover may be 80, 90 percent or all of the employees within
this programs, say half-day seminar on time management and many other ways. So, he is
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a champion and he has to be appointed by management.

Cost control, energy saving, waste reduction, housekeeping, housekeeping is what,
everyone knows housekeeping, maintaining neat and clean tidy stores, workshop,
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offices, then recognizing and eulogizing. What is eulogizing? Fating, that means, you
say, that you recognize him and say he has done an excellent job that is eulogy. Heroes

for excellence in performance in various forms of activity: kaizen, housekeeping, energy

saving, all these areas, those individuals are groups, that do well, recognize them, make a

function, make them heroes.
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Process outcome - we started by saying TQM, very, very important for TQM, that the

process is important. The TQM movement emphasizes, that the process of work is
extremely important as it is the driver of the outcome, it drives the outcome. If the

ut

process is wrong, the outcome is unlikely to be right. All efforts must therefore be
focused to get the process right, the outcome would then automatically be right; any

ol

doubters here?

You do it all the time in engineering, you have a treatment plant, let us say for metal
treatment, all right. Do not you have, say, a 7 tank process; you first phosphates, do not
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you keep the parameters: temperature, solutions strength and all. If you keep it well, the
product will be good, if you do not keep those parameters right, you do not do good. So,
it is the same kind of analogy here, automatically you will get good outcome.
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The process is a dynamic entity. Constant adaptation in the face of continual change has
to be understood and necessary updating has to be built into the working system for

work, but in personal life.

ut

maintaining excellence. TQM is an individual and collective value, all right, not only in

What does that mean? Excellence is a value, it is a core value, whatever I do I will do

ol

excellently and it is not only the individual, it becomes the value of the group. Also, that
in our company, in our department, we have a pride in our work, we do not do bad things
or shoddy things, we rather not do it, we rather delay it, but we will do it well. So, it
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becomes a value that philosophy becomes a core value.
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And it not only contributes to excellence and hence, profitable outcome for the

organization, that is, better profits, better image, but equally improve the selfdevelopment of individual participants, all right, raising their self-esteem and sense of

ut

self- worth, improving their interpersonal and communication skills by working in teams
through team workings and fostering a spirit of camaraderie amongst all participants.
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In fact, in L&T, when we did the training of 12000 people, each of them was given 1
book and this is a very good book, seven habits of highly efficient people by Steven
Covey, each of them was given and for those workmen who did not, who are not so good
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in, in English, we gave translation, we have some mangers to translate into Marathi, the
relevant chapters and gave it. Any questions on TQM?
What is camaraderie? Camaraderie, esprit-de-corps, that means, esprit-de-corps; that
means, a fellow feeling, which is collective, you know, like the Indian cricket team or
Australian cricket team, they all fuel their part of one team. Camaraderie means
friendship, fellowship, all right, amongst the group of people, in this case, may be,
department and finally, the whole organization, the enterprise, all right. So, we end
today’s topic on this.

Thank you very much.
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Organization Culture

Good afternoon. So, today’s topic, we will discuss organization culture, everyone knows

what is culture. So, let me hear your views, what do you think is culture, what is culture?
Then, we will come to organization, let us hear their views first, then we come to your
side.
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Culture, culture is tradition, traditions, values followed by group of people; followed by
group of people. Do you agree to that definition, do you want to add anything to that?
Activities, cultural activities. So, these result in activities or behavior.
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There is something, which we call institutionalization and when we talk of
institutionalization, we say it is a precursor to culture. What is the meaning of precursor?

That it comes before the culture comes in, it is a kind of preparation; preparation for

ut

formation of a culture or a creation of a culture, this is precursor.

Creating a unique set of common, shared... So, you see, the important words here are

ol

common and shared. Why, why is that important? Because we know, that a group of
people comprises of individuals and we know that individuals have values and different
values, unique values, depending on their upbringing, their background, environment,
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conditioning, their personality development. Now, when you have a group of individuals,
we assume that certain values within the group are common and when we talk of culture,

we are relying on that common value, which is shared by a number of people within the
group, that is the key word, and these common values, which transcend and redefine the

values of the founders.

Now, we are talking in organizational setting; any organization or company is founded
by people, here we have got here EDS, all right, founded by Ross Perot in America,
Sony in Japan, Eastman Kodak in America and our India, that is, J. N. Tata, the founder
of Tata Steel company, they had certain values. Whenever the founders found a
company, they themselves have values and what do they do? They instill these values
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into people whom they hire within the organization. So, they have a big, big role in
shaping early in the organization life, the values, which they like to pass on.
And here it says, creating a unique set of common shared values, which transcends and
redefine the values of the founder. That means, it goes beyond, as a company is in
existence over number of years, it grows, it changes, it assume different characteristics
because of the businesses they are in, the kind of people who have joined, all right, and
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the activities they carry out. And institutionalization, which is the precursor of the

culture, is adding on, adding more value to what was thought of by the founders
themselves.

For instance, the founders may have first thought of basically, the here-and-now
problems. The culture may have been to do very hard work and earn good money, that

was the culture. But as the company grows and changes and spreads out into other areas
of operations, you institutionalize other values, alright, to transcend the original values

say, but the core value is usually set by the founders, they continue as the company
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ut

continue in existence; any questions?

Each organization, if you join, if you work in one company and leave and join another
company, you will feel probably, that the culture of the company you joined may not be
exactly the same as the culture of the company you left.
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Similarly, educational institutions, do you see a change now, that you have joined IIT,
you are all from different colleges, do you see a change in the culture, some sense, can
you name some of the values, which are different here in IIT from your previous
colleges. You cannot reach to all people here, alright, whereas in your old college you
could reach anyone you wanted to. So, what does that translate into, what is the culture?
Here is the culture, is the culture, such that it is compartmentalized; is it bureaucratic, is
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that how it is, what, what is your, what is your feeling here? The culture here in this
institute, is it different from a culture, which you had in the earlier college? What, what

is the difference? You are from the same college? No, so do you feel any difference in
the culture, what, what you feel? Is that it is more bureaucratized? It is difficult to access
people culturally and that is accepted, it is accepted, that yes, you should access only

certain people and not others, that is his feeling as compared to his old college; what

about yours? Not, so there is not much difference, in other words, otherwise you would
have been able to say straightaway, anyway.

So, organizations create their own code of accepted conduct and behavior that is clear.

ut

Culture shows up its own accepted code of conduct and behavior. If you look at nations,
you know, at a more higher plane than organization. Nationally, you are very familiar
with national cultures, culture of the western countries; they have lot of differences in the
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culture of the oriental countries. So, in the same sense, even in organizations culturally
you have differences, sometimes they are very marked if they are across industries, say
the culture of organizations in the software industry may be quite different to culture of
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organization in the, let us say, the steel industry or the type of governance; the cultures in
private sector organization may be different to cultures in the public sector organization.

So, due to these various factors, you will find difference in cultures in the organization
and then, as we said in the beginning, this institutionalization is the forerunner to what is
now called an organizational culture, any questions? Yes, forerunner means precursor,
precursor means forerunner, which means what, comes before. If you have a chief
minister coming or a minister, you have pilot car coming in the beginning that is running
in front, before, that is forerunner.
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So, if you want a definition of organization culture, here is the definition - a belief based

on a common perception, again the word is common and shared, remember these are the
2 important words, common perception by the individuals in the organization, which

ut

constitute common shared values. So, the building block of a culture is the shared,

common shared values and what is the value? If you remember, when we studied this

something.
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topic of values, what is the value, core belief, is not it a fundamental belief about

And then we had said, we have 2 types of values, one is fundamental value, alright, the
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other is and which you call as the terminal value, is not it, and the other is enabling, that
is, those values, alright, which, yeah, which enables you to reach the terminal values. So,
therefore, that translates into behavior, your values will finally translate into activities
and behavior.

So, constituents of the organization culture, here are some of the constituent, some of the
elements of culture, what does it say? You first, risk taking by innovative
experimentation. We will have some organizations where the culture encourages you to
take risks through innovation and on the other side of the scale, you have other
organizations, which do not encourage you, you get a feeling, that you better not take
risk here because failures, if the risk is taken and it does not work out, failures are
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punished, they are frowned upon by your bosses in the organization. So, it does not
encourage risk taking values.
For value for fundamental details, here is one common belief or value in an organization,
which forms an element of the culture, like we say, that in certain company they are
very, very particular on eye-for-detail, they like you to be detailed, they do not like to be
understand thing on the surface or do on the surface, they want, you, if you want to
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prosper in that organization you must have your fundamentals very clear and in your

work you must bring to bear your eye-for-detail, that is the value other organization may

not have it. In the 1st organization, any letter you send out for instance, they will be very
particular, there should be no spelling mistake, no grammar mistakes in that letter, it
should be done in a proper format. If it is an internal letter, it should go in an internal
memo form; if it is going outside the company, it must go in a letter-head and so on. And

they will not tolerate, you will be pulled up if you do not follow these detailed
procedures, which is one of the elements of the culture; these are the examples.
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Emphasis on results versus process - some companies, we will find, culturally stay,
always pursue results irrespective of how you get the results, what is more important to
them is get the result, whereas other companies, they may be equally concerned about
the process, what is the manner in which you are achieving the results. If your result is to

score high marks, alright, if your value is you must get high marks, you may cheat; the
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process you use is cheating, some organizations may tolerate it because the value is such,
that they tolerate, other organizations, they will not tolerate it. So, that is the process.
And some organizations will pay equal emphasis on the process as well as the outcome;
only doing the process right, but getting no result at the end is also not acceptable in all
the organizations, is not it. But always, there is some emphasis either on the value, either
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on the process or on the outcome or the result.
Importance to people in the organization, what does this mean? Yeah, some organization
you have culture, which is more egalitarian. What is egalitarian, egalitarian means equal;
you may be 2 steps in rank above someone, alright, but you do not treat someone 2 steps

or 3 steps below, as very much different to yourself that is the culture. It is a kind of

informal culture; you consider the individual and not the rank or its position. There are
other companies, may be highly bureaucratized, that is, if you are 3 steps above, then you

not like someone who is 3 steps below, to even come and meet you, they say why are
you coming to me, you are so junior. So, that is not an egalitarian kind of culture. So,

ut

they give importance to people or position.

Then, focus towards team working. Have you seen, that some companies, they
discourage you to go and work in team because they feel you are wasting your time, you
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are chit-chatting, you know, whereas others, they discourage you to work on your own.
Your boss will tell you, have you discussed this, you are making a recommendation and
you say, no sir, then he said why, you go and first discuss and if it is acceptable or when
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you come to me, you come with something, which will work, it can be implemented and
for that you go and discuss with people before you arrive at any recommendation. So,
then, there is a tendency there culturally to encourage team working.
Then, value driven positive and assertive behavior. What is the kind of behavior, which a
culture encourages, value driven. That means, it is not driven by a person, you are not

praising a person or flattering a person, you are going by the value. If you have a
discussion in a group and you are about to take some decision, the decision should not be
based on what the boss likes to hear, if you think, that something is good, you should
state that freely and fearlessly because the culture encourages it, you would not be
punished. In fact, you will be rewarded for an independent thinking person, being
independent thinking person, but the culture must support that because if the culture does
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not support, what will you do, after all you are a human being, you may not take the risk,
you will follow cultural line, is not it and the unwritten rule may be, you sit quite,
whatever the boss says, you nor your head in agreement. So, these are cultural things,
which are very powerful in shaping the activities of the organization.
And finally, the performance and the outcome, status quo coefficient or stability
syndrome, what does that mean? Status quo means what? Today what is there, let it be
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there tomorrow, day after let it be stable, do not take any steps or decisions, which
disturbs this state, let it be stable. That means, you try for a no change, is that good for

the organization? May be sometime, but usually not, not in the changing environment, in
an uncertain world because if the environment changes, you have to change to keep in

step, alright, take corrective actions. So, status quo coefficient or stability syndrome, this
may be the culture somewhere.

So, these are various examples of the elements, which are cultural elements, which you

will notice if you exist in that culture; if you join a new company, slowly you notice
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ut

these things.

Then, there is an attempt to try and classify the cultures, so the types of cultures. Culture
of the organization can be seen or felt by the employees; I have put that in inverted
comma, why? Because when you say literally you cannot see a culture, is not it, it is not
an object, which you can see, but you can feel, can you feel it like you feel? You cannot
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feel it also, but at the same time, you can sense it, is not it? Not by your 5 senses, but
how do you sense it? Because of conversations, that happen between people; because
what your boss tells you, what your subordinate may tell you, from that you infer and
deduce, what is the kind of culture; and that is what I mean by saying, you can see or feel
this culture if you are an employee of the organization; any questions? No.
Do employees see the organization as fair in its dealings, or the stakeholders, dynamic in
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its working and so on? How do the employees see? Because they do discuss among
themselves, among friends, you know, and colleagues and they discuss about the

organization, and many of the things they discuss has a direct bearing on the culture of

that organization, why? Because the culture is one of the powerful drivers of the

behavior you do there and the activities, that you do, that is why, and this is consistently
discussed, sometime say (( )) because this is unfair, all promotions are given, alright, by
favoritism, merit has no place. On the other hand, you have companies where there

generally employee feels, no, he did not get a promotion, but frankly he did not deserve

culture is fair.
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it, either the chap who got the promotion, he deserves the promotion; they see it as fair,

Culture, as seen by the employees, is descriptive, as distinct from being judgmental or
evaluative, what does that mean? These are some giveaways, you know, particularly in
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conversation, which employees have among themselves. If they are always judging the
actions and policies taken by the management of the organization, what are they doing?
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They are evaluating, alright, but if they simply describe as a news item, this has
happened, that means, it is a culture, which is acceptable. Culture is generally free and
frank, what is expected is done and people discuss that, but they are not in sitting in

judgment over whatever is happening about the decisions, which the management is
taking.

Job satisfaction, however, is seen and felt by employees and is definitely evaluative in

respect of satisfaction or otherwise, this is a very important issue to the individual

employee, is not it. How satisfied you are with your job and that way that will mean a
host of things, are you satisfied with the hygiene of the department, are you satisfied with
the motivating factors within the department, do you have a good supervisor, do you vibe

with him, do you have good colleagues, is a kind of work that you do, something, which
you are able to do or are you untrained for it and you find it difficult to do? So, these are
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various factors, alright, by which you derive job satisfaction otherwise, and this is always
evaluative because if you are not happy you blame someone, is not it, and if you are
happy, do you praise any one, may be not overtly, but generally you think it is a good
company, it is a good department, you are happy working there. You may not state so
explicitly, but it comes out in your, it comes out in your work behavior, generally you
enjoy your work, you do not absent yourself.
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Types of organizational culture - often in large organizations, there are several cultures,
not just one culture. Dominant culture, you have some culture, which is dominant
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comprising of the common shared values of most of the members of the organization and
also, within the dominant culture, you have got subcultures, like IIT may have its own
dominant culture, but it has different departments, you know, it has different employees,
like you have the staff and you have the registrar departments and you have the teaching
departments, then you have the schools and the centers.
So, these are also places where you can have subcultures, which develop. Again because

the common shared values may be a little different from the common shared values of
other department. So, you have subcultures, which have subsets of the dominant culture
where large organizations exist. Can you think of any example in IIT, do you have
friends in any other departments? Architect department, yes, they have a different culture
he feels; how do you come to that conclusion? You are comparing it with your own
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department, 5 years course, so he says, the very working, the design of the course itself
makes for a different kind of culture because they mix with number of batches.
The undergraduates in a department and the postgraduates, they may be little subset
cultures. The undergraduates, they take more part because they may be, they stay longer
years, they stay for 4 years, postgraduates stay for 2 years. So, undergraduates involve
themselves more culturally in the activities of the institute than the postgraduates and
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that subculture may be cutting across departments. All postgraduates, in whichever
department they may be, because the fact is that they stay shorter, they may develop a
culture, which is a little bit of a, shall I say hands-off culture. That means, you come

here, take your postgraduate degrees in 2 years and go away. Research scholars may

have a different subculture, what could be their subculture? More association, they have

focused kind of work. So, in their case, not the time, but the work because they also stay
for 3 or 4 years may be, may not be in the institute, but some of them stay. So, time is

same as undergraduates, but they are very much focused; so, the type of work, which is
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helping them to have another subculture.

So, subcultures usually develop in different departments or units or in different
geographical locations. So, if you have, let us say IIT, a small campus in Kolkata and a
small campus in Bhubaneswar. Now, Bhubaneswar is another state, you have different
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language there, alright, and the kind of people that they are, are slightly culturally
different from the kind of people in West Bengal, may be. So, that very fact may make a
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little difference to the kind of culture, that you have in the same IIT organization, but
geographically different.
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Subcultures usually include dominant culture plus additional shared values unique to the
members of that unit or department; any questions.

ut

Cultures and subcultures have significant influence in affecting the behavior of the

members, see, that is what we are interested in. In the organizational setting, as
management of organizations, we are interested in cultures, subculture for what reason.
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Ultimately, I always have said, we are interested in 2 things, what are those, I bring you
back to it again and again, one is performance of the organization and 2nd, job
satisfaction, so that in the long run we are happy people who give good performance. So,
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both must go hand in hand, and because culture have significant influence in affecting
the behavior of members, therefore it is important to us.
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See, here you have a dominant culture and subculture, first I said; now, you have a strong
culture and a weak culture.

ut

In a strong culture, the organization’s common shared values are not only widely shared,
but also held with high intensity. So, they are very entrenched values, which are common
and shared, the intensity are high. Strong culture has a high degree of influence on the
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behavior of the members. One direct manifestation of strong culture can be reduced
employee turnover, what does this mean, do you understand this? Employees do not
leave the organization if it is a strong cultural organization, they are bound to it.
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Birlas, very few people left Birlas, why? It had a strong culture of what, what was that
element, which was strong. May be, the value of that organization was, if you are our
employee we look after you, we care for you. You do your work well and we will take

after, look after all your needs, not only needs in terms of salary, that means, you are not
a contract employee, you know the HR approach what we talked about, we look at your
well being in sickness or health, whatever, whenever your needs are there, we look after
you. Therefore, you therefore, they do not leave Birlas you know, the strong culture is
there, turnover is not there, clear.
There may be other cultures, which is directly opposite. They say, we have got a contract
with you, you deliver well and you are with us; tomorrow, you do not deliver well,
company’s orders are low, so you take a VRS, we give you, go away because we do not
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have job for you. There are companies like that, which industry, IT industry he says.
Yes, it is true, when the going is good you get very good salaries there, but if they do not
have job, what do they do? They bench you, what is the meaning of bench, go and sit in
that bench and if you sit for too long, they say, now the bench is not there, please go
away.
So, these are strong cultural differences, which affect not only the organization in its
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performance, but also the employees who work in the organization and as managers you

need to be aware of it. And you have to provide such a culture, which brings joy to the
employees and brings joy to the stake holders of the organization, should have good
performance also, not a country club kind of an atmosphere, where people come, they
enjoy, they do not do much work, there is not much supervision, then who will be
unhappy? Share holders will be unhappy.
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So, cultures shape employee behavior, we said that before. So, within a strong
organization, the culture in a strong organization is, now culture, the behavior of

employees is more consistent with the cultural norms. See, the implication here is, if the

culture is weak, then the behavior may not be consistent. Some people behave with the
shared values, others do not behave, they get away with it, but if it is strong, it is like
under a discipline or a regiment, the culture provides that, not the supervision. And what
we said, culture provides unwritten rules, not written rules, unwritten rules of behavior
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and the people confirm to it, and if it is a strong culture they confirm very strongly to
that, they do not deviate. Therefore, in a sense, these norms are a substitute for formal
rules and regulations.
So, when we started studying organizational structure and design, we remember, we said
that there are 3 elements, fundamental elements of all organizations, which are accepted
as common and what are these elements we said, you remember, exams are coming, you
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remember now. One was complexity, remember; other was formalization, see
formalization, dos and do-not rules and procedures, and what was the 3rd one, anyone
remember, human memory they say, is short; so, 3rd is centralization, what does that

mean? At what level is the decision making, is it top level, then it is highly centralized; if
it is lower down, it is more decentralized.

So, culture provides unwritten rules. So, in a way, it is a substitute for formalization.

Hence, in strong cultures, there is less need for establishing the formalization process.
Now, let us take an example of a family unit, husband, wife and 10 children, I am taking
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not today’s family, I am taking grandfather’s time, your great-grandfather’s time, 10

children were common in those days. Do they have a strong shared value usually or
would they have had a family, yes or no? Yeah, may be 1 or 2 are prodigal people, you
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know, they do not, but more or less the family is a very strong cultural unit, is it not.
So, in that strong cultural unit, do you have formalization, written down rules,
regulations and in those days, remember, that family of 10, there were 5, 6, 7 families, all
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living together, we called it extended family, may be they are 50 people, may be the

kitchen is providing meals for 50, 100 people, big families living in villages were there,

written rules, no, they were all unwritten. It was all culture, which provided the dos and
do-nots and people are bided by that, why, because it was a strong culture.
Today, even if you have, you know, extended families very uncommon, but a huge, say
the rich people, some business community, they would have a big mansion and many
brothers, you see, and their children and grand children, they all live together. So, culture
is still there, but may not be that strong, may be, one of the grand children, they went to
disco, came back 3 am in the morning, that is frowned upon, may be another son went
and had a love marriage with different community. So, that cultural bonds, are weaker
today, agree or not. So, strong cultures require less formalization.
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National cultures transcend organizational cultures, so organization is a subset of the
whole nation, is it not. So, national cultures, we say, they transcend organizational
culture and what is a direct implication? Implication is, you as a company, if you are an
Indian company, let us say, and now you want to establish a venture in China because
you are growing, you are doing well, you have to take note of this, that when you
establish a factory in China, you have to take care, that the employees who are Chinese,
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they have a different kind of culture. And their culture, there even if you set up your own
company, ABC company limited, you say Indian company, Indian management, but the

kind of organizational culture, which will happen in your unit, but the Chinese unit, that

culture will be more dominated by China’s national culture, not your own. So, therefore,
you have to take care of that.

Big organizations, you know, after the World War 2, you are Americans you see, who

had a lot of spread of their business in Europe because Europe was war ravaged,

Germany had to be built up, it was in ruins, you know. So, lot of industries from
America, England won the war of course, but they were also ravaged, there was
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destruction and ruined, economy was on its last legs. So, what happened is, when

Americans went in there, they had to establish lot of businesses factories and so on and
they had to learn, that culturally you have to make a fit if you want to exist profitably in
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another national culture, you cannot just carry your culture and transplant it in another
foreign nation, very, very important.
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In another sense, if you have intercommunity marriages, you have this problem also
culturally, you see, the husband and wife are different. So, these problems will have to be
adjusted.

So, these are important issues in the organizational well being that is the point as
important as your technology and machinery and so on and so forth. They are very
important issues. When companies merge together or when you acquire a company,

cultural issues become very dominant and very important for the success of the joined
entity.
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So, the functions of cultures, we say it is a boundary defining role, what does that mean?
That it differentiates between different organizations, so one organization subscribes by
its boundary, what is that boundary culture. So, it is a boundary defining role, it is a

ut

differentiator. Organizational members are given a sense of identity. Sometimes what

happens to people is they work for a long time in a strong, culturally strong organization.
When they retire, separate at the end of the career, they have a loss of identity because
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may be, they have always considered them as a Tata Steel person, you know, because
they worked in Tata Steel, lived in Jamshedpur town. So, they are left with a big
vacuum, that no longer can they say, that they are Tata employee, so what are they?
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There is a loss of identity.

So, (( )) given a sense of identity is very common, people suffer greatly when they retire
because in a strong organization culture, they have identified themselves fully with that
organization and they feel a loss, feel there is no anchor when they retire and separate
you. You have to get other identities in life, not only your organizational identity, you
have to have social identities also, you have to have other interests, not only your work
setting, and that is the reason to some extent you can say even in engineering course.

Why do we have a curriculum where we give you breath subjects, what for? To instill in
you some interest, say, we can instill an interest in your, of human behavior, may be you
can do many things, which is different there from your main line of work, which may be
as a project engineer or highly technical job, you have to get identities. Some people take
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up gardening, it becomes a passion with them, so when they retire they do not feel that
loss because now they say, yeah, we have more time, earlier we have very little time for
it, now we have time. Some people take up, they like travelling and they have more time
for travel and many people take up social work within their own community because you
have some experience. There are small NGOs for instance, you can work there, give your
expertise. So, you have to have other interest.
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Organization members are given a sense of identity, it helps people in the organization to
develop a commitment to the organization, which is larger and more noble than simply

one’s own self interest, do you understand that, is it clear? Your own self interest may be

to get your money, monthly salary or promotion, your increment, these are very
important to you and nothing wrong with it, but the culture, if you are the Tata man it
gives you something, that Tata’s, they do something you are proud of it, say, they do

something for the community, set up a hospital. So, to some extent as a Tata employee,
you feel that something good has happened because it is more noble than only your own
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ut

self interest. It also provides the rules.

We said, formalization, the implicit dos and do nots to the employees, which increase the
social system stability, what does that mean? Social system stability, what does that
mean? You work in a good company with a good culture, you become good citizens,
very simply you are (( )), you do not work anywhere, you are, you are roaming around
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here and there, you may start stealing, doing something wrong because you do not have a
cultural identity. So, you bring in social instability, but if you have, alright, a strong
culture in which you exist, it gives you, alright, or makes you give for social stability
also, it is good for the country, good for the locality. It gives meaning to the appropriate
behavior by shaping the attitudes of people, clear, because values, we said earlier on
when we studied the topic, they shape your attitude, is it not, and culture is nothing but
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common shared values. If it is a strong culture you have strong common shared values,
alright, and it gives meaning to the appropriate behavior, why are you behaving, what is

the meaning, giving meaning, because these are the values of the strong culture in which
you are existing.

Ultimately, the culture dictates what is appropriate behavior and common employee goal,
sometimes more powerfully than the declared policies of the management, understood or
not, if not ask questions. It is so powerful, that sometimes it can pull up their own

managements from taking wrong decisions because this is going against this established

culture in this company, or management should not take this decision because it is
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against our culture. So, is very, very powerful.

So, at the end of this discussion what do we feel? We feel culture is a good thing or
strong thing or a bad thing, what is it? Good, so you as manager should try to encourage
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establishment of a good culture, good and strong because there are many, many benefits
as you have seen. However, in life, everything comes with a price, as they say in
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America, there is no such thing as a free ride or a free lunch, if you want something
good, you have to pay a price for it. And what is the price you pay for having a good and
strong culture? There is a price.
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Culture as a liability - it becomes sometimes a barrier to change, does not allow you to
change, it prevents attempts to change entrenched cultural behavior; everyone

understands what is entrenched, entrenched you understand? No, you must ask me,

ut

entrenched means something, which is rooted, fixed, does not move. The reference here
is to a trench, you know a trench, any, you dig a trench and in that trench you plant

something or keep something, that is fixed and rooted. So, entrenched means something,
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which is fixed position, you do not want to move from there or change it.
So, entrenched cultural behavior, it prevents even when required critically to cope
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successfully and adapt to business, social and political changes, which are necessary for
a well being of the organization. In the life of an organization, there are occasions and
times when long established procedural has to be changed culturally. You know, Japan
used to boast and used to support very strongly lifetime employment looking after
everything about the employee, but there were times of recession and prolong recession,

when just in order for them to survive, the companies, they had to shed people. Although

culturally, it was totally against the national culture and the organizational culture, but

they had to do it and it was not easy to do it because entrenched culture means, that is

very, very difficult to change and it was a trade-off, it was a choice, either the company
goes under or you shed people, it was very difficult thing to do.
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Barrier to diversity makes for regimentation and cloning. Everyone understands what is
cloning, have you heard of a clone, tell us what is the clone? Yeah, example, say you do
genetic engineering and a clone is produced, looks exactly like you, may be thinks
exactly like you, but it is not you, it is a duplicate; so, that is the clone. So, makes for
regimentation and cloning; what does this cloning mean? It is so regimented, so strong a
culture, that the uniqueness of the individuals seems to vanish, each behaves like the
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other, you know, is not that what regimentation also means. When you form a regiment
in the army, what you do? You do drilling and what is the drilling marching (( )),

everyone does the same, so that is regimentation drilling. So, this becomes a barrier,
strong cultures.
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Strives for employee - organizational fit, even when harmful to the organization, to
perpetuate its norms. That means, it does not want to change whatever is the norm, you
try to change it, it will try to overbalance your policies and your actions. And see, that

the old stability remains and sometimes strong cultures, which are different in 2 merging
organizations, as you mentioned little earlier, in a takeover or a merger of 2
organizations, destroy successful chances of mergers. See, very often, when 2 companies
are going for merging, they look at each other, they do what is called due diligence, that

is, they look all the financial figures, the assets, liabilities.
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What they do not look at very carefully is the cultures and cultures are equally important,
sometimes more important for the success of the merged venture, grand as, as the
financial results and the assets and liabilities of each of the company, and often you find,
that it has failed mainly due to not mixing of the 2 cultures. It is like a transplantation
operation, you have a kidney transplant, what happens? Often the body will reject the
kidney, what happens then, patient dies. So, merger sometimes are very unsuccessful
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because the cultures do not vibe and they do not synchronize and meshed together, any
questions?
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Then, as managers, you may be called upon one day to create and sustain a culture; you
may also be called upon to change a culture. We have a topic called change management,

that we will talk of how to change the culture. So, organization’s founders play the major

role in creating the culture, they impose their vision on all the members, do not they? If
we were to form a company, that is, what we will do after all, let us, take, go back to the

same family unit, do not we get our values from our parents, the first thing. So, similarly,

a company, it gets from its parents, the parents are the promoters of the company, the
founders, but thereafter, after those founders are no more, alright, or even before that,

thereafter they perpetuate and sustain the vision by hiring like-minded people and then
indoctrinating and socializing them to the desired, desired means what? They think it is
good, may not be good, but they think, that is why, in inverted comma, to desired way of
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thinking and behaving and acting as their role model. This is how you are creating and
sustaining the culture, starting from the founders passing on your values to them.
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The organization’s success is seen as an outcome of the founder’s vision and the

behavior fashioned by him, which further reinforces the culture. What does this mean? It
means, say, when J. N. Tata set up Tata Steel, Tata Steel prospered because those were
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the days and they had hardly any industry in our country, we are talking of 1910, so
early, 1 century ago, very little industry was there. All the raw materials were taken, sent
to England, processed there and finished goods were sold here, basically that was the
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situation. And there was great disbelief, everyone felt that TATAs, at least the Britishers,
would never be able to make steel because it is a very complex thing, steel plant, to make

steel is one of the most difficult thing, particularly 100 years ago; look at the high
temperatures, look at the, the process, which is used is high-tech in those days.
So, therefore, the outcome of the founder’s vision and culture norm, behavior fashioned
by him to reinforce the culture. Thereafter, the selection and promotion practices of the
founder’s behavior are substituted by top management’s. When he set it up, he set up
culture and what was his culture, which he set up? First was the culture, that we can do
it, is not it, in spite of all adversities; that means the determination of the culture. Another
culture, which he set up is, whatever we do, we do it not only for ourselves, but
something higher and nobler, that is for the community, create an environment, give
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back to a community, build a township, build road, plant trees, alright, adopt villages. So,
this kind of a culture.
Thereafter, the selection and promotion practices of the founder’s behavior are
substituted by top management. The kind of people you have hired, you passed on the
same culture to them, alright, and then as time passes, you have stories, rituals and
symbols and these also act as powerful perpetuators of the established culture. So, when
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we hear stories of older organizations, these stories are carried on from year to year and
it is a binding thread of the culture. Do you have any stories in IIT that you have heard?

I will tell you a story. The 1st director was Doctor Gyan Ghosh, alright, and the 1st year,
when the students came, alright, the story goes, I do not know how far it is true, it is part

of the myth and the culture. In mathematics examination, there was very heavy failure,
students failed, then sir Gyan Ghosh, Doctor Gyan Ghosh called all the faculty, not only
mathematics, and told them, that professors, this is very, very surprising because these

students cannot fail, they are the best students, they are the cream of the country, I cannot
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accept that they have failed; what can be the explanation?

He says that the only explanation is they were not taught properly. So, it is the duty of us
professors to teach students, so that they do well because the students are good; if they
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fail, it is a professor’s fault. This is a story, which you have heard and therefore, in IIT
this is the tradition and a culture. Even if you fail once, we say try again, you then
finally, you will pass, you have to earn that credit, right, right or wrong? Yeah, and most
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of you pass the 1st time when you join IIT, right. Because this is the story and it is a
powerful part of our culture, we are very student oriented in IIT, everything that is good
for the student, we say, we try to do that; any questions?
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And then, last, you see there is a kind of classification by, supported by research by
Gaffee and Jones, whom and this identified 4 types of culture: network culture,
mercenary culture, fragmented culture and communal culture. Everyone knows the word
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mercenary, no, mercenary means something, which is done for money; you have

mercenary soldiers, that means, they are not soldiers belonging to the army of any nation,
they are soldiers who are professionals, anyone who give them money, any country, they
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will go and fight for them, that is mercenary or money. So, network culture, high on
sociability and low on solidarity and we will see what that is. Mercenary culture is low
on sociability and high on solidarity; fragmented culture, low on sociability and low on
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solidarity and communal culture, high on sociability and high on solidarity also.
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And you can summarize this with this little matrix here, and you see solidarity on the x
axis and sociability. So, you know the meaning of these 2 terms. Solidarity; that means,
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you stand together, stand together solidly; sociability, you are people oriented.

So, if it is in this quadrant, you are high on sociability, but you are low on solidarity. So,
we call this sort of culture a networked culture. If you are here, you are high on both,
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high on sociability and high on solidarity, we call it communal culture, and here
fragmented, you are low on solidarity, low on sociability, fragmented in bits, not very
cohesive. And mercenary, money, you are high on solidarity, we all want money, that
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culture, but low on sociability, that is, there no friends and enemies out here, it is money,
money is king, that is our solidarity; so, any questions?
So, we end our topic on organization culture today and then, next class we will take up

change management and organizational stress.

Thank you very much.
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Change Management - I

Good morning.

Today’s class, the topic is change management and organizational stress, which
automatically implies that when you have change, you have stress. Why is that? Because

we have discussed earlier, in our classes that the human being per se is uncomfortable
with uncertainty; and, they are very comfortable with things which they have done

before, things which they are used to doing; that means, things which are stable. So,
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anything which is unstable is uncomfortable being; discomfort is caused. And, when you
have change, what is happening? The stability is being disturbed. You are having

disequilibrium. Therefore, human beings feel uncomfortable with change. So, the
unfortunate part of it is in life. If there is anything constant they say, what is that change?
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Change is constant; and, all of us – we feel uncomfortable with change. So, how do you
resolve this? In your own lives, you have to resolve it by many means; and, organization
also. We have to attempt to see that we manage this change; it has to be managed,
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because people will try to resist change; remember that. And, we as managers have to see
that for the good of the organization as well as for the good of all the stakeholders
including the employees themselves. We have to see that change occurs in the desirable

direction. Any questions?
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We can say that change can be a radical type of change; an incremental type of change.
You can also say that change can be planned or unplanned. Can anyone give me an
example of what is a radical change in an organization? Radical means something out of
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the ordinary; extra ordinary – something that does not happen every day; some change.
ERP introduced in the industry. Now, that might be he says a radical change.
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Introduction of a system – everyone knows what is ERP. Tell me what is ERP loudly.
Enterprise resource planning; so, radical change; example – we say that it might be ERP
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introduction – is a radical change. Does everyone agree with this? How would you define
a radical change. I think one of the definition acceptable would be any different ways of
working, which is of a order of difference to the earlier way of working; quite different;
or, any force which impacts the organization in a way, which is very intense; that can
also be a definition of change. So, would this ERP introduction fit into that? Does it
radically change the way of working? What happens? What is a radical change? Say you
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as an employee and I as managing director, I introduce ERP system and I give a circular
for the notice of all employees; with effect or for immediate effect, all will follow ERP
system. How does it affect you as an employee? You have to be trained first. Now, when

you are trained, you are being prepared; is not it? But, again coming back; does it really

affect you radically as an employee or does it affect the organization radically? Yes, it
affects the organization radically. You see the point is the intensity. You have to work
more on computers.

What does ERP really give you? What is that? Ability it gives an organization.
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Quite right; it is an integrative kind of software. See all the activities, which are going on
in the business in any of the functions. It integrates. So, at the press of a button or a click
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of a mouse, you can get all sorts of information at your command. So, it helps you in
decision making essentially. So, it is a decision support system. So, you can take
hopefully better decisions. Therefore, you can have better performance of the
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organization, because it is very quick and it gives you a lot of very accurate data, which
is not stand alone data, but integrated data. For instance, if you have increase in the
production schedule, it can give you immediately what materials are required in what
quantities; who are the suppliers who will supply; what sort of deliveries – all these
information will come.

If a client asks you that I want increase of 50 percent, you are in a position to say very
quickly and very accurately how much time extra it will take to supply, which you could
not do without these information technology aides. I call it aides. They are enablers; they
are not substitutes for running your business. You still have to take a decision based on
data and based on your evaluative judgment, your managerial judgment. But, it supports
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in decision. So, give me another example; we are a little undecided about this – whether
ERP is a radical change or not; give me a real radical example.
Modernization.
Modernization – would it be radical? Let us write it down. How do you go about

[Not audible] (Refer Slide Time: 08:19)
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modernization? Say you change machines; you automate. Steel plant.

Right, but would it be a kind of incremental change or would it be radical? Which

happens suddenly? It may be incremental; you will make a plan of what equipment and
what methods and what ways of working will change, training will go on. Orders will be
placed; equipment will be replaced and so on.
[Not audible] (Refer Slide Time: 08:54)
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Indica car is produced by Tata motor company, yes. So, radical change as against what?
[Not audible] (Refer Slide Time: 09:07)

Trucks and commercial vehicles. Now, you are saying they produce passenger cars. So,
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is it a radical change?
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Suffice it to say that change… There are certain examples you see here. One is
takeover/merger. Sometimes what happens, we employees in the organization, we may
not even know what negotiations are going on; you may hear only few rumors and
suddenly is announced that your company is taken over by another company. And, why
is it being called a radical change, because the lives of the employees maybe radically
affected. What is a radical effect in your life? That you lose your job suddenly; is not that
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a radical effect? It affects your entire family; it affects you. And, it may be a direct or
indirect consequence of a takeover of your company. So, they are calling it. Huge loses

suddenly. You think that your company is doing well as an employee, because they have

been making reasonable profits. And suddenly one year, the results are published and
there is a massive loss. And, if there is a massive loss, again what happens? You think of
the consequences of that; then, certain restructuring may happen; certain steps may be

taken; some decisions taken, which will affect your lives very radically and also the life
of that organization.

New CEO – is that a radical change? Why? Because a new CEO may bring with him or
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her ideas, which are totally different; maybe opposite about how to run this organization;
what products to manufacture; what markets to go into; what technology to use in

manufacture of the product; whether to manufacture at all or exit this manufacturing
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business; go into trading business. So, these are decisions, which will very radically…;
that with great intensity, it will change the organization and the people who are
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employees and also other stakeholders in the organization. So, it may be radical.
Loss of top management team – what happens? It has happened in the past. They are

travelling in aeroplane; it crashes. The CEO with the entire vice president’s team, who
may be travelling; they are no more suddenly; that means, we have no leadership left in
the company; that is a very radical change. That is why in many of the big companies,
they have formalized rules and procedures that not more than say two people of so and
so rank will take the same flight; they have these rules. And, what is here? You see it is

infrequent. Radical is something, which does not happen very frequently. By the very
word radical, is something which is of great intensity. So, everyday you do not have
episodes or happenings or decisions of great intensity, which are taken. But, planned
change happens with relatively more frequent periodicity; does not it? Planned change.
So, one of the planned change is to bridge the performance gap. Constantly, in the
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process of managing a company, what are managers doing? They are setting targets; they
are getting information to see how they are performing against the targets; and then, if
there is a variance, they try to take actions to see that this variance does not happen; that
is, bridging performance gap. Similarly, unplanned is sudden and unforeseen. Any
questions?
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So, we have talked of radical and we have talked of incremental – planned and
unplanned. Incremental as I said, is increase in competition. New product launch; a new
plant is built; a new factory. Retirement of the Head – because retirement is planned; we
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know when the Head is retiring; is not it? We know the retirement age. So, you can plan
for it; plan for a new person to come in. And, as we said earlier, these are very frequent,
why? Because it is part of the normal life of the organization, normal management of the
company. Any questions at this stage?
Now, let me ask you, who are these people who bring in these planned changes? Let us
come to plan, because unplanned – we do not know, but planned we know; we plan
changes; controlling authority through management. So, that we are all clear.
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